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General Abstract 
 

 Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has become a widely used technique for 

non-invasive brain mapping, and methods have now evolved to allow fMRI of the spinal cord 

(spinal fMRI) as well.  With the goal of improving spinal fMRI, the studies presented herein 

have investigated potential sources of noise that might limit its sensitivity and reliability.  For 

example, multiple studies had previously suggested that the majority of structured physiological 

noise, such as spinal cord motion and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) flow, appeared to be 

synchronous with cardiac pulsations.  Therefore, we measured cardiac-related spinal cord motion 

at various levels along the cord, finding that peak anterior-posterior spinal cord displacements 

often exceeded 0.5 mm throughout the cervical and upper-thoracic regions.  On the other hand, 

we found that cord motion throughout the lower-thoracic, lumbar and sacral levels was 

consistently small.  Based on these findings, we concluded that cord motion is likely to be a 

significant source of error in spinal fMRI throughout superior, but not inferior, cord regions. 

 Since all motion measurements were acquired at 24 phases of the cardiac cycle, this also 

allowed us to determine, and subsequently model, the main components of cardiac-related spinal 

cord motion.  By then including these terms in a general linear model (GLM) analysis and 

reanalyzing 100 previously acquired cervical spinal fMRI datasets, we showed that the 

sensitivity and specificity were improved by 15-20 % and 5-6 %, respectively, over previous 

spinal fMRI methods.  To push the limits of these improvements, we then carried out the first 

event-related spinal fMRI study, consistently observing spinal cord responses to 1 s applications 

of 22 °C thermal stimulation.  By measuring these responses at many different phases, we were 

also able, for the first time, to characterize the impulse response function of SEEP (signal 

enhancement by extravascular water protons) contrast in the human cervical spinal cord.  
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Chapter 1:  

General Introduction 

 

 

 

 

 

Unless otherwise noted, information in this chapter has been summarized from pre-existing MRI 

and fMRI textbooks, which cover all of this information in further detail than I have presented 

here.  The primary sources used were: 

1. Huettel, S.A., Song, A.W. & McCarthy, G.  Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging, 

Second Edition.  Sinauer Associates, Inc.; Sunderland, MA, USA (2009). 

 

2. Stroman, P.W.  Essentials of Functional MRI.  CRC Press (Taylor & Francis Group); 

New York, NY, USA (in press). 

 

3. Edelman, R.R., Hesselink, J.R., Zlatkin, M.B. & Crues, J.V. (Eds.).  Clinical Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging, Third Edition.  Saunders (Elsevier); Philadelphia, PA, USA (2006). 

 

4. Friston, K.J., Ashburner, J.T., Kiebel, S.J., Nichols, T.E. & Penny, W.D. (Eds.).  

Statistical Parametric Mapping: The Analysis of Functional Brain Images.  Academic 

Press (Elsevier); London, UK (2006). 
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1.1 History of Magnetic Resonance Imaging  

 Although the first magnetic resonance (MR) image was not reported until the spring of 1973 

(Lauterbur, 1973), the underlying principles of MRI can actually be traced back to the early 

1920s and the theoretical work of a young physicist, then only in his 20’s, named Wolfgang 

Pauli.  Based on experimental evidence and his interest in the emerging field of quantum 

mechanics, Pauli proposed that fermions (subatomic particles such as electrons, protons, and 

therefore atomic nuclei) must have at least two properties: “spin” and “magnetic moment”, that 

are quantized (i.e., can only take on discrete values).  A common analogy to describe this nuclear 

phenomenon is that of a spinning top that can revolve only at certain frequencies and exert only 

certain forces.  This phenomenon was proven in 1922 in the famous Stern-Gerlach experiment, 

where atoms of an irradiated gas where propelled through a small opening, and then through an 

orthogonal static (constant) magnetic field toward a detector plate.  The fact that the initial 

particle stream split into two discrete beams proved that: 

1. the particles did indeed have an electromagnetic charge and intrinsic angular 

momentum (otherwise they would have gone straight), and  

2. that this momentum was quantized (otherwise the beam would have fanned out 

across a continuous range of values, rather than splitting into discrete beam lines).   

These experiments and the resulting electromagnetic and quantum mechanical theories would 

subsequently form the basis of modern chemistry and physics; and as a result, both Otto Stern 

(for discovering the magnetic moment of the proton) and Wolfgang Pauli (for his contributions 

to quantum mechanical theory) would go on win the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1943 and 1945, 

respectively (see Table 1.1).    
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YEAR CATEGORY INDIVIDUAL(S) NOBEL CITATION 

1943 Physics Otto Stern (USA) 

 
"for his contribution to the development of the 
molecular ray method and his discovery of 
the magnetic moment of the proton" 
 

1944 Physics Isidor Rabi (USA) 

 
"for his resonance method for recording the 
magnetic properties of atomic nuclei" 
 

1945 Physics Wolfgang Pauli (Austria) 

 
"for the discovery of the Exclusion Principle, 
also called the Pauli Principle" 
 

1952 Physics 
Felix Bloch (USA) 
Edward Purcell (USA) 

 
"for their development of new methods for 
nuclear magnetic precision measurements 
and discoveries in connection therewith" 
 

1991 Chemistry Richard Ernst (Switzerland) 

 
"for his contributions to the development of 
the methodology of high resolution nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy" 
 

2002 Chemistry Kurt Wüthrich (Switzerland) 

 
"for his development of nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy for determining the 
three-dimensional structure of biological 
macromolecules in solution" 
 

2003 Physics 
Alexei Abrikosov (USA/Russia) 
Vitaly Ginzburg (Russia) 
Anthony Leggett (UK/USA) 

 
"for pioneering contributions to the theory of 
superconductors and superfluids" 
 

2003 
Physiology or 
Medicine 

Paul Lauterbur (USA) 
Peter Mansfield (UK) 

 
"for their discoveries concerning magnetic 
resonance imaging" 
 

               
 
Table 1.1: List of Nobel Prizes associated with magnetic resonance methods or hardware.  Each of these 
advancements would ultimately play a significant role in the development of magnetic resonance imaging. 

 

  

 Given the extraordinary excitement surrounding nuclear magnetism at that time (c.a. 1927), 

following the completion of his PhD at Columbia University, a young physicist named Isidor 

Rabi accepted a two-year fellowship in Europe to work with Otto Stern and Wolfgang Pauli, 

among others (including the notable physicists Niels Bohr and Werner Heisenberg).  Therefore, 

upon his return to New York in 1930, Rabi was well-equipped to begin a series of experiments 

that would determine the spin quantum numbers of various elements.  It was during these 
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experiments that Rabi had the idea of modifying the original Stern-Gerlach experiment to 

incorporate oscillating magnetic fields instead of using a static magnetic field.  His postulate, 

which was later experimentally confirmed, was that an atomic nucleus with a spin frequency x 

would absorb energy from an oscillating magnetic field at the same frequency (i.e., the “resonant 

frequency”).  It is worth noting, however, that for practical purposes (limitations with equipment, 

etc.), the original experiments tackled this problem in somewhat of a backward way, generating 

the “magnetic resonance” effect using a fixed-frequency oscillating magnetic field, while varying 

the external magnetic field strength.  Overall, these experiments established the magnetic 

resonance effect, confirmed that the resonant frequency is dependent on external magnetic field 

strength, and provided a means for measuring quantum spin for a number of elements.  For his 

resonance method and for recording the magnetic properties of atomic nuclei, Isidor Rabi was 

awarded the 1944 Nobel Prize in Physics (Table 1.1), placing him between his European 

colleagues Otto Stern and Wolfgang Pauli.               

 Solid and liquid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), the scientific predecessor of MRI, 

began sometime shortly after the Second World War.  It was around this time (c.a. 1945) that 

fundamental research in the natural sciences, which had more-or-less stopped during the 

wartime, began to resume.  What is more, chemists and physicists alike, many of whom had been 

sequestered during the war to work on telecommunications, radar technology, and nuclear 

applications (such as the atomic bomb), now had unprecedented access to state-of-the-art 

electronics and electromagnetic equipment.  Therefore, like many other scientific disciplines 

such as aviation and medicine, the stage was set for rapid post-war advances in chemistry, as 

well as theoretical and applied physics. 
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 So it was that in 1945, two theoretical physicists, Felix Bloch (then at Stanford) and Edward 

Purcell (then at MIT) began independent experiments to investigate the magnetic properties of 

bulk solids.  In their experiment, Purcell et al. used a resonant cavity filled with paraffin to study 

the absorption (i.e., nuclear energy transitions) induced by radio-frequency (RF) electromagnetic 

fields (Purcell et al., 1946).  In contrast to a similar, but unsuccessful experiment by Cornelius 

Gorter in the 1930’s, Purcell’s experiment found magnetic resonance, and was submitted for 

publication on Christmas Eve 1945.   Bloch et al. used a static magnetic field, B0, and radio-

frequency (RF) magnetic fields, B1, to produce what they called “nuclear induction”: a rotation 

of the net magnetization vector (in a high-energy state) toward the transverse plane (Bloch, 1946; 

Bloch et al., 1946).  These experiments formed the basis for modern nuclear magnetic resonance 

in solid and liquid states, and were the first experiments to suggest that magnetic resonance 

might be possible in vivo.  For their development of new methods for nuclear magnetic 

precession measurements and discoveries in connection therewith, Bloch and Purcell shared the 

1952 Nobel Prize in Physics (Table 1.1). 

 Throughout the 1950’s and 1960’s nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy gained 

increasing popularity throughout organic, analytical, and physical chemistry.  Especially in 

conjunction with other spectrometric information (for instance, from mass spectrometry and/or 

ultraviolet/infrared spectrometry), proton and carbon (
1
H and 

13
C) NMR spectra are powerful 

tools to qualitatively and quantitatively identify unknown organic compounds, measure reaction 

kinetics, and identify the purity/yield of chemical reactions.  Until the mid-to-late 1960’s NMR 

spectrometers, for the most part, used a fixed excitation frequency while varying the current (and 

therefore the magnetic field) in the electromagnet to cover the entire range of the desired NMR 

spectrum.  However, this method (known as continuous-wave spectroscopy) was very time-
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consuming and suffered from low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR).  A revolution in NMR occurred 

in the mid-1960’s when Richard Ernst (then a research chemist at Varian Inc.) developed the 

idea of using very short (millisecond duration) RF pulses containing a certain “bandwidth” of 

frequencies to excite the entire NMR spectrum simultaneously.  This method (known as Fourier-

transform spectroscopy) was a huge methodological development that reduced the acquisition 

time and the requisite sample size, and increased the SNR by allowing signal averaging (from 

sequential acquisitions) on a practical time-scale.  For this work, Ernst was awarded the 1991 

Nobel Prize in Chemistry (Table 1.1).      

 In 1971, Raymond Damadian published a landmark paper that used NMR to show a 

difference in magnetic relaxation between different tissue types, as well as healthy and cancerous 

tissues (Damadian, 1971).  These relaxation differences between tissues are the basis for the 

tissue contrast observed even in most modern MRI (namely T1-, T2-, and T2*-weighted images), 

and the differences observed in cancerous tissue provided the first successful demonstration that 

NMR could be used for medical diagnosis.  Based on these results, Damadian filed immediately 

to patent these relaxation differences as well as their potential medical applications and, in 1972, 

started developing the concept/design of a whole-body magnetic resonance scanner.  

 In 1973 Paul Lauterbur, a chemistry professor at SUNY Stony Brook, developed an 

experiment that used small magnetic field gradients, in combination with a strong static magnetic 

field to spatially encode the magnetic resonance signal.  This technique was based on the same 

underlying theory as earlier work – i.e., that the resonant frequency depends on the local 

magnetic field strength – dating back to Rabi’s experiments.  By adding different magnetic field 

gradients before measuring the MR signal, Lauterbur was able to determine the signal origin and 

reconstruct, for the first time, 2-dimensional MR images (Fig. 1.1).  Although this experiment 
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demonstrated MR spatial encoding and was the birth of magnetic resonance imaging, the 

resulting manuscript was initially rejected by Nature on editorial grounds (i.e., lack of interest, 

etc.).  Only after pleading with the editors and persuading them to reconsider their initial 

assessment was the paper sent for review and eventually published.  Although, his persistence 

paid off (the manuscript was published and it is now regarded to be a classic Nature paper) 

Lauterbur was later quoted as saying: “You could write the entire history of science in the last 50 

years in terms of papers rejected by Science or Nature.” 

 

 

Fig. 1.1: The very first MR image was produced using a series of different magnetic field gradients with 
various amplitudes and orientations to encode spatial information.  A) The MR signal was measured in 
two water-filled test tubes while different gradients were applied.  B) By combining data from his series of 
measurements and using projection methods, Paul Lauterbur was able to reconstruct a 2D axial image of 
the water signal intensities.  *From Lauterbur, 1973.    

 

 As important as Lauterbur’s work was, the images acquired with his technique were 

essentially a succession of 1D projections that were reconstructed into a 2D image, and given the 

need for multiple separate acquisitions, the process was extremely time-consuming.  Therefore, 

in 1976, a British physicist named Peter Mansfield (University of Nottingham) proposed a new 

(A) (B) 
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and quite revolutionary acquisition method that was able to reconstruct an entire 2D image from 

a single RF excitation.  This was accomplished by exciting the entire sample (or a 1D slab 

thereof) with a standard RF excitation pulse and then applying a series of orthogonal magnetic 

field gradients while recording the MR signal.  Because this encodes the MR signal in the plane 

of the orthogonal gradients, and because each line of the resulting data matrix forms a signal 

“echo” that was maximal at the center (i.e., zero magnetic field gradient), this technique is now 

known as “echo planar imaging” (EPI).  In this way, spatially encoded MR data can be collected 

in fractions of a second (as opposed to minutes), and the resulting image can be formed by 

applying a relatively simple 2D Fourier transform.  For their discoveries concerning spatial 

encoding and image reconstruction in magnetic resonance imaging, Paul Lauterbur and Peter 

Mansfield were awarded the 2003 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine (Table 1.1).     

 Although Peter Mansfield’s group obtained the first human MRI (of the human finger), 

the first whole-body human NMR scanner was built by Raymond Damadian’s FONAR (Field 

fOcusing Nuclear mAgnetic Resonance) Corporation in 1977, producing the first MR images of 

the human body (Fig. 1.2).  Realizing the potential clinical importance, other companies soon 

began producing commercially available MR systems, including a 0.15 T Philips system (1978), 

and a 0.2 T Siemens (1979), all of which used resistive magnets.  However, with the advent of 

superconducting magnets only a few years later, magnetic field strengths (and therefore signal 

strength) increased rapidly, with General Electric producing a 1.5 tesla system by late 1982, 

allowing early studies of 
1
H imaging and in vivo spectroscopy. 
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Fig. 1.2: Left) Raymond Damadian and his 
collegues at FONAR built the first whole-body 
MRI system, which, despite its incredible size and 
its moniker “Indomitable”, had a field strength of 
only ~0.05 T. However, despite the low field 
strength and poor field homogeneity, Indomitable 
did produce the worlds first MR images of the 
human body (the test subject was Larry Minkoff, a 
post-doctoral fellow).  Right) By collecting data 
from 106 voxels, one voxel at a time (a four hour 
scan), the image was crude, but clearly showed 
the heart, lungs, and the walls of the chest cavity. 
*Modified from Huettel et al., 2009.  

 

 

1.2 MR Physics: from Protons to Pictures 

 It is important to note straight away that MRI is fundamentally different from other imaging 

modalities (such as cameras or x-rays) because MR images are actually reconstructions of digital 

signals, as opposed to pictures in the traditional (analog) sense.  However, like any other imaging 

method, MR signals do require two fundamental components to form the final image:  

1.  the ability to detect contrast in whatever property is being measured (in this case, 

signal intensity differences between tissues, or in the same tissue over time), and 

2.  spatial encoding (i.e., the ability to establish the location of these signals, hopefully 

with adequate spatial resolution).   
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 The widespread appeal of MRI can no doubt be attributed to its ability to measure many 

different properties and to vary the sensitivity, spatial resolution and temporal resolution as 

needed.  By varying different MRI parameters, it is possible to manipulate the type of tissue 

properties that lead to image contrast, the sensitivity to these properties, as well as how precisely 

in space and how frequently in time these measurements can be taken.  The underlying principles 

of MR images will be discussed below in greater detail.  

1.2.1 The MR Signal 

1.2.1.1 Spinning Charges and Magnetic Moments 

 In general, the MR signal depends on a relatively small number of basic physical concepts.  

Perhaps the most fundamental of these is that certain atomic nuclei (nuclear spins) can be used to 

generate electromagnetic signals.  In principle, an MR signal can be measured for any atomic 

nucleus which has both a magnetic moment and angular momentum.  A magnetic moment will 

be present in any nucleus with electromagnetic polarity resulting from non-uniform charge 

distribution (e.g., those with an odd number of positively charged protons).  The second 

stipulation, that the nucleus possesses angular momentum, simply means that it must have 

rotational kinetic energy.  Therefore, put more simply, a MR signal can be measured (at least in 

theory) for any group of spinning polarized charges, also called “spins”.  However, because only 

a small amount of signal can be detected from a single spin, there must be many (billions of) 

similar spins so that measurements can be made on the entire “spin system”.  In reality, this 

imposes practical limitations on what types of spins can be measured, particularly in vivo, 

because of issues concerning natural abundance, etc.  Given that soft tissues within the human 

body and other biological systems are primarily composed of water, lipids, and proteins – all of 

which contain substantial amounts of hydrogen (
1
H) – the spin system can most often be thought 
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of as 
1
H nuclei.  Furthermore, because each 

1
H nucleus is composed of only a single proton, 

these have large magnetic moments and yield more MR signal compared to other nuclei.  

Therefore, due to favorable physical properties and high natural abundance, 
1
H MR accounts for 

the vast majority of contemporary MRI.  Other nuclei that are sometimes measured under special 

circumstances include carbon (
13

C), fluorine (
19

F), sodium (
23

Na), and phosphorus (
31

P), but in 

MRI, these types of applications are extremely rare.
 †
 

 Each proton in the system spins about its own axis, and in 

the absence of an external magnetic field, will have a random 

orientation.  However, when the spins are placed in an external 

magnetic field, a torque is applied, causing each one to precess 

(i.e., wobble) around another axis like a spinning top (Fig. 1.3).  

The application of an external magnetic field and the resulting 

precession therefore causes a time-varying magnetic field.  In 

addition, the spins align so that the magnetic moments are 

either parallel (lowest energy state) or anti-parallel (slightly 

higher energy state) compared to the external magnetic field 

(Fig. 1.4).  With increasing magnetic field strength, a higher 

proportion of spins will take the lowest energy state, producing 

a correspondingly larger net magnetization parallel to the 

external field (called “longitudinal magnetization”).  It may be 

worth noting here that increased longitudinal magnetization (and therefore more potential MR 

signal to begin with) at least partially explains the overall trend toward higher-field MR systems.   

                                                           
†
  Therefore, for the remainder of this thesis, MRI will be used to mean 

1
H MRI, unless explicitly 

noted. 

Fig. 1.3: Charged particles in an 
external magnetic field spin (red 
arrow) about their own axis 
(black arrow), and precess (white 
arrows) around a different axis 
(dotted line) that is either parallel 
or anti-parallel to the external 
magnetic field. *Modified from 
Stroman (in press). 
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1.2.1.2 RF Excitation and Transverse Magnetization 

 In addition to creating more longitudinal magnetization, higher magnetic fields also cause 

the spins to precess faster, such that: 

ω = γB   (called the Larmor Equation) 

where ω is the Larmor frequency (which is also the precession/resonant frequency), γ is the 

gyromagnetic ratio (a fundamental property of each type of nucleus; 42.58 MHz/T for 
1
H), and B 

is the external magnetic field strength. 

 However, because of the magnetic resonance effect (i.e., the fact that spins can absorb 

energy from oscillating magnetic fields), spins in the low-energy (parallel) state can be forced 

into the higher energy (antiparallel) state by adding energy to the system.  This energy is 

“quantized” (i.e., limited to discrete values) and is equal to the energy difference between the 

two states.  Much like pushing a child on a swing (which has a natural oscillation frequency), the 

energy delivered to the spin system must occur at the resonant frequency in order to provide 

Fig. 1.4: High- and low-energy spin 
states in an external magnetic field.  
Because the energy difference 
between the parallel (orange) and anti-
parallel states increases linearly with 
magnetic field strength, a higher 
proportion of spins will assume the 
low-energy (parallel) state in stronger 
magnetic fields.  Thus, the alignment 
of the individual magnetic moments 
creates a net effect in favor of the 
parallel spins, producing “longitudinal 
magnetization” in the direction of the 
strong external magnetic field.  *From 
Huettel et al., 2009. 
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more energy to the system.  Therefore, the requisite frequency to elicit this spin transition (called 

“excitation”) will be governed by the Larmor Equation, and will depend on the type of nuclei 

being studied (different γ) and magnetic field strength (B).  In particular, the dependence on 

magnetic field strength is extremely important to understand, because it is the fundamental 

concept on which imaging itself is based.  This will come up again in the section on spatially 

encoding the MR signal. 

 For typical magnetic field strengths and gyromagnetic ratios, the resonant frequencies are in 

the radio-frequency (RF) range.  The process of transferring energy to the spin system is 

therefore achieved by applying a second magnetic field that rotates orthogonal to the external 

magnetic field at the resonant frequency, so that the net magnetization precesses around the sum 

of the two.  If this so-called RF excitation is applied continuously over time, the phases of the 

individual spins will align and an increasing number of spins will absorb energy, converting 

from the lower- to the higher-energy state.  Therefore, RF excitation can be applied until there 

are, for example an equal number of spins in each energy state (i.e., no net longitudinal 

magnetization).  In this scenario, the original longitudinal magnetization vector (and the 

associated energy) has been completely converted into a transverse (orthogonal) magnetization 

vector; this is known as a 90° RF excitation pulse.  Intuitively, if the RF pulse is twice as long 

(called a 180° RF excitation pulse), twice as many low-energy spins will jump to the higher-

energy state.  In this case, the longitudinal magnetization vector is actually reversed compared to 

its initial equilibrium state.  Therefore, because there is a predictable relationship between 

electromagnetic energy deposition and the energy transitions of the spin system, RF excitation 

pulses can be applied to elicit any flip angle between 0 and 180 degrees.  Then, once the RF 

pulses are turned off, spin excitation stops and the system starts returning to thermal equilibrium.  
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1.2.1.3 Measuring the MR Signal 

 While RF excitation is applied through “transmitter coils”, MR signals are often measured 

using special “receiver coils”.  A key concept in MR signal detection, however, is that only the 

transverse (time-varying rotational) component of the magnetization vector is measured.   

 Because the net transverse magnetization, M(t), precesses at the resonant (Larmor) 

frequency, ω, after the RF pulse, this causes the magnetic flux density to change over time  in the 

receiver coils (dΦ/dt; Fig. 1.5).  For any given receiver coil, the size of the induced electromotive 

force will be proportional to both M(t) and ω.  However, while both of these parameters increase 

linearly with magnetic field strength, B (i.e., while the amount of MR signal actually increases as 

a function of B
2
) noise also increases approximately linearly in biological MR.  Therefore, the 

overall signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) only increases approximately linearly with B in MRI. 

 
 
Fig. 1.5: MR signal detection. A) At equilibrium there is no magnetization in the transverse plane, and 
therefore no current is induced in the receiver coil. B) When there is a component of net transverse 
magnetization, its rotation causes an electromotive force in the receiver coil.  *From Huettel et al., 2009.     

 

It is important to note that the MR signal following a single RF pulse does not last for very 

long (typically only a few seconds).  In general, the decay of the MR signal is referred to as 

“relaxation” and because different tissues have different relaxation properties, these can be 

(A) (B) 
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exploited to yield image contrast (i.e., signal intensity differences between tissues), and as will 

be discussed later, functional contrast (i.e., signal intensity differences in the same tissues, but 

over time). 

1.2.1.4 Magnetic Relaxation: T1-, T2-, and T2*-Weighted Signals 

 Immediately following RF excitation, the entire spin system is in a relatively high-energy 

state, with more of the higher-energy spins than were present at baseline.  In order to restore 

thermal equilibrium, all of the additional high-energy spins must revert back to the low-energy 

state (i.e., they must release the same amount of energy as it took to become excited in the first 

place), ultimately decreasing the transverse magnetization and restoring the longitudinal 

magnetization.  The recovery of longitudinal magnetization is called T1 relaxation (Fig. 1.6A).  

Because the electromagnetic energy is converted into thermal energy (via spin interactions that 

are mediated by random motion), most of it is ultimately dissipated as heat in the surrounding 

tissue lattice.  For this reason, T1 relaxation is sometimes referred to as spin-lattice relaxation.  

 

 

Fig. 1.6:  Two fundamental types of MR relaxation.  A) In the case of T1 relaxation, the transverse 
magnetization is decreased as the spin system returns to thermal equilibrium and longitudinal 
magnetization is recovered.  B) For T2 and T2* relaxation, net magnetization in the transverse plane is 
reduced because of spin dephasing.  Even if the spin system has a component of transverse 
magnetization, the MR signal will be reduced as individual spins become increasingly out of phase with 
each other.  *From Huettel et al., 2009.  
 

(A) (B) 
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 In addition to the recovery of longitudinal magnetization (T1 relaxation), as discussed above, 

the net transverse magnetization also decays as individual spins become out of phase with each 

other.  Recall that after the RF pulse, all of the spins precess around the main field with the same 

frequency and phase.  However, because each spin has a small magnetic moment and individual 

spins within the system interact with one another, these interactions cause some to precess 

slightly faster and some to precess slightly slower than the others.  The net effect of these spin-

spin interactions is that over time, they begin to precess out of phase (albeit at very close to the 

same frequency), which cancels out the net transverse magnetization.  Because it is mediated by 

random thermal motion, this type of dephasing, called T2 relaxation, is not reversible (Fig. 1.6B). 

 Since the precession frequency of each spin is determined by the local magnetic field 

strength, spin dephasing (and therefore a loss of transverse magnetization) can also occur from 

spatially dependant magnetic field inhomogeneities.  Overall, the combined effects of spin-spin 

interactions and these field inhomogeneities, collectively referred to as T2* relaxation, produce a 

greater and more rapid loss of phase coherence than T2 relaxation alone.  Although these T2*-

weighted signals are not commonly measured for anatomical imaging, they are widely used in 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) because of their excellent sensitivity to blood 

oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal changes that will be discussed in subsequent sections.  It 

is also worth noting that, while the spin-spin component of relaxation is non-reversible, any 

dephasing caused by spatially dependent magnetic field homogeneities can be largely overcome 

by using spin-echo rather than gradient-echo imaging parameters (discussed below).    

 As already alluded to, different tissue types have unique relaxation properties that depend on 

how fast longitudinal magnetization is regained through spin-lattice interactions and how fast 

phase coherence is lost through spin-spin interactions and field inhomogeneities.  These 
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magnetization changes can therefore be plotted over time to create T1, T2, and T2* relaxation 

curves (Fig. 1.7).  For now, we will ignore T2* relaxation since the images and relaxation curves 

both look fairly similar to T2 relaxation – except that in practice, T2* signals will always decay 

more quickly than T2 signals.       

 

Fig. 1.7:  Examples of MR relaxation in a given tissue after a 90° RF pulse.  A)  The T1 relaxation curve 
showing the recovery of longitudinal magnetization, ML.  B)  The T2 relaxation curve showing how the loss 
of phase coherence reduces the net transverse magnetization, MT.  C)  A schematic representation of MR 
relaxation (note that in reality T1 >> T2 ≥ T2*, and that the recovery curves will be different for different 
tissues).   
 
 

 Because these curves and the relaxation time constants are different for each type of tissue 

(Table 1.2), measuring the MR signal during the relaxation period – i.e., after the RF pulse, but 

before all of the signal is gone – provides image contrast because different amounts of signal will 

be measured from each tissue.  Moreover, by changing the imaging parameters, the images can 

(A) (B) 

(C) 

 ML(t) = ML(0) × [1 – (1 – cos α) e
-t/T1

]                MT(t) = MT(0) × e
-t/T2 
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be “weighted” to reflect one type of relaxation more than another.  In this case, the images are 

said to be either T1-weighted, T2-weighted, or T2*-weighted.    

 
Tissue Type 
(frontal lobe) 

T1 @ 1.5 T 
(ms) 

T1 @ 3 T 
(ms) 

T2 @ 1.5 T 
(ms) 

T2 @ 3 T 
(ms) 

Gray Matter 1048 1209 99 88 

White Matter 556 699 79 69 

CSF 4300 4300 1442 1442 

Table 1.2:  Approximate T1 and T2 relaxation times for different neural tissues at 1.5 T and 3 T.  *Values 
summarized from Stroman (in press).  
 

 
 

 One very important parameter in MRI, which affects the longitudinal relaxation (ML), is the 

amount of time between consecutive RF excitations of a tissue (called the “repetition time”, TR).  

If, for example, ML is allowed to fully recover (i.e., TR >> T1), then all of the magnetization will 

be tipped into the transverse plane on the next RF pulse, yielding the maximum possible MR 

signal.  However, if ML is still recovering when the next RF pulse occurs, only the recovered 

component of ML will be tipped, thereby attenuating the amount of transverse magnetization.  In 

this case, the signal will be reduced, and is said to be T1-weighted. 

 Another very important parameter in MRI, which affects the amount of net transverse 

magnetization (MT), is the amount of time between the RF pulse and the middle of the MR signal 

measurement, which is called the “echo time” (TE).  If the signal is measured quickly and the 

spins have little or no time to dephase (i.e., TE << T2), then MT will be coherent (i.e., maximal).  

However, if MT is out of phase when the signal is measured, the signal will be attenuated, and 

said to be T2-weighted or T2*-weighted, depending on whether or not local field inhomogeneities 

are accounted for (i.e., by using spin-echo or gradient-echo pulse sequences, as discussed later). 

 Since the MR signal intensity is inherently dependent on the concentration of spins in the 

sample, there is also a fourth type of contrast (called “proton density-”, or “PD-weighting”) that 
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results from acquiring images quickly after each widely spaced RF pulse.  By allowing ML to 

fully recover, while not allowing very much MT decay, these images indicate the relative water 

concentration in each type of tissue.  For this reason, PD-weighting also provides high overall 

SNR, because there is no signal attenuation from either T1- or T2-weighting.  Fig. 1.8 shows T1-, 

T2- and PD-weighted images and the resulting tissue contrast between gray matter, white matter 

and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). 

 

 
Fig. 1.8:  Axial brain images showing different tissue contrast.  A)  T1-weighted images show the highest 
signal intensity in white matter, intermediate signal intensity in gray matter, and low signal intensity in 
CSF.  B)  T2-weighted images show high signal intensity in CSF, intermediate signal intensity in gray 
matter, and lower signal in white matter.  C)  Proton density-weighted images show the highest signal 
intensity in gray matter, intermediate signal intensity in white matter, and low signal intensity in CSF. 

 

 

1.2.2 Localizing the Signal: Spatial Encoding with Magnetic Field Gradients 

 So far, we have covered how MR signal intensity is measured and how this can, at least in 

theory, lead to image contrast; but we have not yet discussed how measured signals are spatially 

localized or how images are formed.  Like the signal measurements themselves, these steps are 

based on only a small number of basic concepts, which will be discussed in the following 

sections.  It is worth mentioning that in the early days of magnetic resonance, people went to 
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great lengths to eliminate spatial encoding in NMR spectroscopy, and to this day it is still a 

common “best practice” to spin samples to eliminate any spatially-dependent field 

inhomogeneities.  However, the idea to actively add spatial encoding gradients is precisely the 

revolution that led to magnetic resonance imaging as we know it.   

 The basic premise behind all modern MR spatial encoding is that, in addition to the static 

magnetic field, other magnetic fields (called magnetic gradients) can be applied with different 

strengths and in different directions to alter the local magnetic field at any point in a predictable 

and spatially-dependent manner.  Therefore, by applying these magnetic gradients to change the 

proton resonant frequencies with respect to the gradient strength and direction (as governed by 

the Larmour equation), the frequency and phase of the MR signal (which also has magnitude) 

encodes all of the spatial information necessary to determine its three-dimensional origin.     

 Although it is elegant in its simplicity, a good indication of how important and truly 

revolutionary this concept is can be gleaned from the results of the 2003 Nobel Prize in 

Physiology or Medicine.  Based on the Nobel committee’s recommendation, the award was 

ultimately shared by Paul Lauterbur and Peter Mansfield (who invented and refined spatial 

encoding methods) but, although the rules would have allowed the award to be shared by a third 

recipient, not Raymond Damadian (who reported the first signal intensity differences between 

tissues, was the first to suggest in vivo and medical applications of NMR, and indeed designed 

the first MRI scanner).  Even though this decision was, and still is, enormously controversial 

(Dreizen, 2004), and it is not necessarily clear that the discovery of spatial encoding was more 

important than the discovery of tissue contrast, the Nobel committee’s conclusion does convey 

the enormous significance of the “imaging” aspect of MRI.      
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The Larmor Equation and Spatial Encoding: 

    ω = γB 

    ω0 = γB0 

    ω(X) = γ(B0 + GxX) 

ω(X) = ω0 + γGxX 

The MR Signal and Spatial Encoding: 

    S = S0 e
-itω 

    S(X) = S0 e
-itγ(B0 + GxX)

  

    S(X) = S0 e
-itγB0 – itγGxX  

    S(X) = S0 e
-itγB0 e

 -itγGxX 

    S(X) = S0(X) e
 -itγGxX 

Now, going back to the total signal… 

  S =               
        *Equation for the spatial Fourier Transform of S0(X) 

 Besides the static magnetic field, additional “gradient coils” can be used to induce magnetic 

fields that change linearly with spatial location (units of T/m).  These can be applied in any 

direction (x, y, or z) to modulate the local magnetic field, and therefore the resonant frequency of 

spins, along that direction.  Since the Larmor frequency, ω, at a particular point depends on the 

total magnetic field strength, it is now related to the gyromagnetic ratio (γ), static magnetic field 

(B0), gradient strength (Gx), and the distance along the gradient direction (X), such that:  

 

 

 

 

 

The amount of signal originating from each position, S(X), can then be determined by simply 

measuring the total signal, S, including the spatially encoded Larmor frequency, and doing a 

Fourier Transform as follows: 

 

 

  

 

  

  

  
Thus, by keeping track of how much of the signal came from different resonant frequencies, it is 

easy to calculate how much of the total signal came from each position.    
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 Spatial information can be encoded in any oblique direction by using the same principles 

and different gradient combinations.  However, two- or three-dimensional spatial information 

can clearly not be encoded by turning on all of the gradients simultaneously, so gradients in 

different directions must be applied at different times.  Thus, a RF pulse or series of RF pulses 

can be applied with different gradient combinations (collectively known as a “pulse sequence”) 

to encode all of the spatial information needed to reconstruct the whole MR image.   

 Although it is possible to acquire true three-dimensional image data, the vast majority of 

MRIs encode three-dimensional information in two separate steps: a one-dimensional slice 

selection followed by two-dimensional (in-plane) spatial encoding.  By positioning adjacent 

image slices together, it is then possible to reconstruct the entire three-dimensional volume. 

1.2.2.1 One-Dimensional Slice-Selection Gradients and Slice-Selective Excitation 

 The idea behind slice selection is that spins can only be excited with RF pulses oscillating at 

the same frequency.  Therefore, the dimensionality of the data can be immediately reduced to 

two-dimensions by applying a magnetic gradient in one direction (called the slice-selection 

gradient, Gs) and applying a RF pulse with a narrow bandwidth (Δω).  Because this will spatially 

encode the resonant (Larmor) frequencies of the spins along Gs, only a certain slab of tissues 

(i.e., those precessing at frequencies matching Δω) will absorb the RF energy necessary to 

produce transverse magnetization, and therefore MR signal.  The slice prescription (position, 

orientation and thickness) can be selected by using different combinations of Gs and Δω (Fig. 

1.9).  Finally, in order to restore magnetic field homogeneity after the RF pulse, Gs is reversed 

until all of the spins within the slab will once again precess at the same frequency and phase.  

This part of Gs is called the slice rewind gradient.  
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Fig. 1.9:  One dimensional slice selection.  A)  Slice position, orientation and thickness can be selected 
by B) changing the strength (slope) and orientation of the slice-select gradient, Gs, and applying an 
excitation pulse with a known RF bandwidth, Δω.    
 
 

1.2.2.2 Encoding the other Two-Dimensions with Frequency and Phase Encoding Gradients   

 With one-dimension already encoded during RF excitation, all that remains is to encode the 

MR signal to produce a two-dimensional image.  Once again, this is accomplished using two 

more magnetic field gradients called the “frequency encoding gradient”, Gf, and the “phase-

encoding gradient”, Gp, such that the three gradients (Gs, Gf, and Gp) are applied in orthogonal 

planes with respect to each other.   

 After the slice-selective RF pulse, Gp (orthogonal to the slice direction) is turned on very 

briefly, causing the spins at one side of the slice to momentarily precess faster than those at the 

other.  As soon as Gp is turned off, field homogeneity is re-established across the slice and all of 

the excited spins return to the same precession frequency.  However, because of this momentary 

change in magnetic field across the slice, the spins are now out of phase with each other (i.e., 

they have been spatially phase-encoded) in the direction of Gp.   
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 After the slice-selection and phase-encoding steps, the transverse magnetization can then be 

measured.  This is done while the third gradient, Gf, is turned on to make the precession 

frequency spatially dependent along the third dimension (orthogonal to both Gs and Gp).    

Therefore, by taking many measurements of the MR signal within each slice (i.e., across many 

frequency and phase encoding steps), the resulting data matrix, called “k-space”, contains many 

discretely sampled signals.  By convention, each row of k-space (i.e., the kx direction) spans the 

full range of Gf (-x to x), while each column of k-space (i.e., the ky direction) spans the full range 

of Gp (-y to y) so that the central point of k-space has neither frequency nor phase encoding (i.e., 

Gf = 0 and Gp = 0).        

1.2.2.3 Spin-Echoes and Gradient-Echoes 

 A significant benefit to MRI is that there are actually two fundamentally different kinds of 

pulse sequences (each offering certain advantages) that can be used to acquire k-space: these are 

called “spin-echoes”, SEs, or “gradient-echoes”, GEs, respectively.  Their names stem from the 

fact that the signal increases (“echoes”) every time the transverse magnetization is refocused (as 

Gf and Gp approach zero and the measurements get closer to the middle of k-space in either 

direction).  The echo time (TE) for the image is therefore defined as the amount of time between 

the RF excitation pulse and the largest signal echo, which always occurs at the central point in k-

space.  However, since each image would take longer to acquire if only one row (phase-encoding 

step) were acquired per RF pulse, SE and GE methods have been developed to allow multiple 

phase-encoding lines of k-space to be acquired from a single RF pulse.  In fact, using these so-

called “single shot” methods, it is now commonplace (at least in fMRI) to fill all of k-space with 

only one RF excitation.      

 After the initial excitation pulse, SE methods use a series of 180° RF pulses to flip the 

longitudinal magnetization and reverse the phase of each spin’s precession.  Therefore, T1 and T2 
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relaxation will occur normally, but the dephasing effects of consistent magnetic field 

inhomogeneities (i.e., T2* relaxation) will be cancelled out at the center of the echo.  A pulse 

diagram, showing the order of events in a typical SE sequence, as well as how this leads to k-

space sampling is shown in Figs. 1.10A and 1.10B.  Here, Gs and the 90° RF pulse are applied 

simultaneously (1), followed by the slice rewind gradient, a positive frequency rewind gradient 

that equals ½Gf, and the first increment of Gp (2).  Then, a 180° RF pulse is applied (3), before 

turning Gf on and recording the frequency-encoded signals at that phase (note that time-points 3 

and 5 represent the extremes of k-space, while time-point 4 represents the echo-time, TE).  

Ultimately, this leads to higher SNR and better image quality close to air-tissue and bone-tissue 

interfaces, but can take longer to acquire and lead to high doses of electromagnetic radiation 

being deposited in the tissues (due to the large number of RF pulses) compared to GE methods.   

 Unlike SE parameters, GE pulse sequences do not use 180° RF pulses.  Instead, as their 

name implies, they rely solely on magnetic field gradients to traverse k-space after the initial RF 

excitation pulse.  A pulse diagram, showing the order of events in a typical GE sequence, as well 

as how this leads to k-space sampling is shown in Figs. 1.10C and 1.10D.  Here, Gs and the 90° 

RF pulse are applied simultaneously (1), followed by the slice rewind gradient, a frequency 

rewind gradient that equals -½Gf, and the first increment of Gp (2).  Then, Gf is turned on (and 

left on) while recording the frequency-encoded signals at that level of phase encoding (note that 

time-points 2 and 4 represent the extremes of k-space, while time-point 3 represents the echo-

time, TE).  While the lack of 180° RF pulses allows spin dephasing from field inhomogeneities 

to accumulate, causing T2*- instead of T2-weighting and poor image quality close to air-tissue 

and bone-tissue interfaces, this also allows images to be acquired very quickly and with much 

lower doses of RF energy deposition compared to SE sequences.  
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Fig. 1.10:  Pulse diagrams for spin-echo (SE) and gradient-echo (GE) pulse sequences and the resulting 
k-space trajectories.  A)  SE sequence with a 90° excitation pulse and 180° refocusing pulses.  B)  The k-
space trajectory produced by the SE pulse diagram.  C)  GE sequence with a 90° excitation pulse.  Note 
that because there is no 180° refocusing pulse, the directions of the phase-encoding and frequency-
rewind gradients are reversed compared to the SE sequence, despite the fact that D) the final k-space 
trajectory produced by the GE sequence is the same.  *ADC = analog-to-digital converter, which 
represents when the transverse magnetization (i.e., MR signal) is being measured by the receiver coils 
and converted into a digitized, numerical format. 
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Traversing k-space requires combinations of 
the Gf and Gp gradients that are each 
applied for a cumulative amount of time (t), 
such that: kx = γGft and ky = γGpt. 
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 To summarize, good T1-weighting can be achieved using either SE or GE sequences (while 

TR ≤ T1 and TE ≈ 0).  Both SE and GE sequences can also produce PD-weighting (while TR >> 

T1 and TE ≈ 0).  However, if TR >> T1 and TE >> 0, SE sequences will be T2-weighted, while 

GE sequences will be T2*-weighted (i.e., dephasing from field inhomogeneities is not refocused). 

1.2.2.4 Reconstructing an Image: Introduction to k-space  

 Because k-space contains all of the raw MR signals with different amounts of phase- and 

frequency-encoding, there is just one more step needed to convert the data into spatially-encoded 

images; this mathematical operation is called a two-dimensional Fourier transform (Fig. 1.11).  

Also, because each point in k-space is actually a spatial frequency component of the whole 

image, every point in k-space encodes information about the entire image.  Data points close to 

the center encode the lower spatial frequencies (i.e., gross anatomical features and image 

contrast), while the outer points encode higher spatial frequencies (i.e., edges and fine details).  

The central point in k-space, acquired at TE, encodes the global signal intensity of the entire 

image.  To demonstrate, Fig. 1.12 shows images reconstructed from different parts of k-space. 

 

   

Fig. 1.11:  Applying a two-dimensional Fourier transform (2D FT) to the k-space data converts the spatial 
frequency- and phase-encoded signals into a 2D image.  
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Fig. 1.12:  Image reconstruction based on different regions of k-space.  A)  A reverse 2D FT was done on 
the image (right) to generate the k-space data (left).  Since the central regions encode much more signal, 
the inset shows a logarithmic intensity plot of the k-space data to show that there are data points all the 
way to the extremities.  B)  Not surprisingly, doing a 2D FT on the full k-space dataset yields the original 
image shown above in (A).  C-E)  By applying the FT to only the central portions of k-space, the image 
contrast and intensity are preserved, but a loss of fine detail as the number of data points are reduced.  F)  
Transforming only the outer regions of k-space provides fine anatomical details, but at the expense of the 
lower spatial frequency structures and overall signal-to-noise (SNR).       
 
 

 As can be seen in Fig. 1.12, reconstructing images from smaller portions of k-space does not 

result in a smaller field-of-view (FOV).  This is because there is an inverse relationship between 

k-space and image space in terms of the sampling density (i.e., spatial resolution) and FOV.  
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That is, increasing the sampling density in k-space produces images with larger FOVs, whereas 

increasing the sampling range of k-space leads to higher resolution images (and vice versa).    

 Finally, in addition to filling k-space line-by-line (left-to-right, top-to-bottom), data can be 

acquired with different k-space trajectories (Fig. 1.13).  These are encoded using different 

combinations of gradients than with the traditional spatial encoding as shown for SE or GE pulse 

sequences (described above).  Therefore, in order to fully describe a pulse sequence, it must be 

designated as SE or GE, and the k-space trajectory must also be specified.  For example, echo-

planar imaging (EPI) has become one of the most popular ways to traverse k-space.  The 

serpentine pattern rewinds the frequency-encoding gradient while recording the next phase-

encoding line, resulting in both high efficiency and speed.  To differentiate them from traditional 

k-space sampling methods, pulse sequences using the EPI method are called either SE-EPI or 

GE-EPI, depending on whether RF pulses or magnetic field gradients are used to create the echo 

at the center of k-space. 

 

    
Fig. 1.13:  Examples of various k-space trajectories (each of which can be done in combination with SE 
or GE methods).  .A) The standard line-by-line sampling method acquires different frequencies across 
each phase-encoding line from lower-to-higher frequencies.  B) A partial k-space acquisition (e.g., half 
Fourier acquisition single-shot turbo spin-echo, HASTE, pulse sequence) allows for faster image 
acquisitions, but reduces the image SNR.  C) The echo-planar imaging (EPI) readout scheme is very 
popular because, by encoding frequency in the opposite direction for every second phase-encoding line, 
it is very fast and efficient.  D)  The spiral out (and other complex k-space trajectories) can be achieved by 
simultaneously applying the phase- and frequency-encoding gradients in different ways while the MR 
signal is measured.  
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1.3 Imaging in the 4
th

 Dimension     

1.3.1 Introduction to Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) 

 So far, the basic principles of magnetic resonance signals and image reconstruction have 

been reviewed in some detail.  However, until now, “contrast” has been discussed primarily in 

terms of signal intensity changes across tissue types.  While this kind of three-dimensional 

anatomical imaging accounts for the majority of MRIs, there is also another kind of MRI that 

measures signal intensity changes that occur within tissues over time (Fig. 1.14).  Because this 

type of four-dimensional (i.e., three spatial dimensions plus time) imaging can be used to 

measure signal fluctuations related to metabolic and hemodynamic changes (i.e., physiological 

functions), this type of MRI is called functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). 

 

 

Fig. 1.14:  Anatomical versus functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).  Left)  A typical T2-weighted 
fast spin-echo image with excellent SNR and high resolution (~ 1 × 1 × 1 mm

3
).  Whole brain imaging with 

this type of pulse sequences could take several minutes, even with modern hardware.  Right)  A typical 
fMRI time-series using a T2*-weighted GE-EPI pulse sequence sacrifices SNR and spatial resolution 
(here ~ 3 × 3 × 3 mm

3
) to achieve much higher temporal resolution.  Using these parameters, whole-brain 

coverage can be achieved in as little as 2 seconds, thereby allowing many repeated measurements to be 
acquired over the course of the fMRI task paradigm (typically several minutes).   
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 Functional MRI also has some major advantages over other in vivo functional neuroimaging 

methods [for review, see (Kimberley and Lewis, 2007)].  Compared to positron emission 

tomography (PET), electroencephalography (EEG), or magnetoencephalography (MEG), fMRI 

is the only one that allows function to be mapped non-invasively throughout the entire central 

nervous system (CNS).  PET, for example, requires the injection of radiolabeled tracers (to emit 

positrons), while EEG and MEG are limited primarily to studying cortical activity (i.e., they have 

poor sensitivity to subcortical structures, and are not suitable for studying the brainstem or spinal 

cord non-invasively).  Moreover, PET and MEG experiments are logistically and technically 

complicated and the imaging systems and ancillary equipment are extremely expensive (and 

much less common).  As shown in Table 1.3, fMRI also has the highest achievable spatial 

resolution of these methods, while maintaining adequate temporal resolution to investigate most 

cognitive and sensory-motor tasks. 

 

Method 
Spatial Resolution 

(mm
3
) 

Temporal Resolution 
(s) 

fMRI 1 1 
§
 

PET 4-5 60-120 

MEG 5 0.001 

EEG 8000 
†
 0.001 

‡ 

 
Table 1.3:  Different spatiotemporal characteristics of functional neuroimaging modalities.  All values are 
taken from (Kimberley and Lewis, 2007) unless otherwise noted.   
§ 
= (Golay et al., 2000);  

† 
= (Nunez et al., 1993);  

‡ 
= (Dale and Halgren, 2001)  

    
 
 

1.3.2 fMRI Contrast Mechanisms 

 Although fMRI signals are often ascribed to neuronal activity resulting from changing brain 

states, it is important to remember that these macroscopic signals (that measure changes in 

cerebrovascular blood flow and neurometabolism) are actually indirect measures of what might 

be going on in a relatively large network of neurons – especially compared to 
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electrophysiological methods that can measure the electrochemical depolarizations of either 

single neurons or small groups of neurons.  However, because of the complexity and the length 

of discussion required to adequately cover this topic, the physiological mechanisms underlying 

different functional neuroimaging techniques will be discussed separately [please see Appendix 

A].  Furthermore, because the majority of spinal fMRI studies, and all of the data in this thesis, 

rely on one particular contrast mechanism, called “Signal Enhancement by Extravascular water 

Protons” (SEEP), this type of fMRI contrast will be given special consideration [reviewed at 

length in Appendix B (Figley et al., 2010)].    

1.3.3 Statistical Parametric Mapping and the General Linear Model 

 After collecting a time-series of images, most fMRI data are subjected to rigorous data 

analysis in order to generate some variant of a statistical parametric map (SPM): that is, a 

probability map showing regions of temporally correlated signal changes which are related to the 

task paradigm.  In practice, this is most commonly achieved by performing a voxel-wise general 

linear model (GLM) analysis to estimate the coefficients or “beta-values” (βx) of various model 

parameters or “basis functions” (px) of the anticipated signal change, as well as the residual error 

of the entire basis set (Fig. 1.15).  

 Mathematically, this takes the form of ΔS = β1p1 + β2p2 + β3p3 + … + βnpn + error, where 

ΔS is the measured signal and βx are the maximum likelihood estimates of each corresponding 

model parameter, px.  In relation to Fig. 1.15, p1 is the model of the task paradigm and p2 and p3 

are modeled confounds that are often included to account for linear trends (e.g., scanner drift) 

and structured high-frequency noise (such as cardiac activity), respectively.  Including these 

confounds can reduce the error estimates considerably, but it is very important that they are 
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linearly independent (if not from each other, at least from p1) otherwise the GLM will not find a 

unique solution for the parameter estimates, and may inadvertently reduce β1. 

      

 

  

Fig. 1.15:  Graphical representation of a GLM containing a basis set with three basis functions.  The 
measured signal is shown on the left, while the GLM basis set is shown at right.  The first function of the 
basis set typically represents the time-course of the task paradigm (i.e., the main component of interest), 
while additional functions can be used to improve the model and reduce the error term.  In order for the 
GLM to reach a unique solution for each beta value (βx), all of the model parameters must be orthogonal 
to each other.  

   

 Once the beta-values and the error estimates have been determined for each voxel, the 

probability (that the measured signal corresponds to the task paradigm) can be calculated by 

comparing the modeled component of interest (i.e., the first basis function) to the residual error.  

This is done by dividing the estimated response magnitude (β1) in each voxel by the estimated 

standard error of the mean (SEM) to give a t-statistic.  The SPM is then displayed by building a 

t-map of the fMRI data and plotting the areas that exceed a certain (typically user-defined) 

statistical threshold.   

 Based on this type of analysis, the sensitivity and specificity of fMRI results depend largely 

on the quality of the modeled basis set. By including more accurate models of the signal 

characteristics (i.e., the time-course of the components of interest and/or known confounds), the 
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response magnitudes can be increased while the residual error is reduced, yielding more sensitive 

and trustworthy activity maps.  This concept will be discussed further in Chapters 4 and 5.   

 

1.4 Spinal functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (spinal fMRI)      

1.4.1 The Promise  

 While the popularity of functional neuroimaging has exploded in recent years, the vast 

majority of research efforts – concerning both technical developments and applications – have 

been directed toward brain imaging.  This is due in part to the brain-based interest of cognitive 

neuroscientists and the relatively wide assortment of brain pathologies and neuropsychiatric 

conditions that can be studied with functional brain mapping, and in part to the additional 

technical challenges of functional spinal cord imaging.  Nonetheless, because the spinal cord and 

brainstem perform many important CNS functions, expanding the reach of functional 

neuroimaging to include these regions could potentially answer some very interesting 

neuroscientific questions.     

 Because the spinal cord is surrounded by a thick layer of bone and cartilage (Appendix C, 

Fig. C.1), which creates magnetic field inhomogeneities in this region, EEG and MEG are not at 

all amenable to studying spinal cord function.  Although PET has been used to study 

pathological spinal cord metabolism resulting from tumor growth (Harel and Strittmatter, 2008), 

the relatively poor spatial and temporal resolution of PET (Table 1.3) combined with the cord’s 

small and complex cross sectional anatomy (Appendix C, Fig. C.2) render this technique 

unsuitable for functional spinal cord imaging.  For these reasons, spinal fMRI is uniquely 

positioned among functional neuroimaging methods to investigate the myriad spinal cord 
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diseases and neuropathologies.  Some of these applications will be discussed briefly below; 

however, for a more complete and very recent review, please see (Leitch et al., 2010b).  

 From a physiological perspective, spinal fMRI has been used to improve our understanding 

of various spinal cord and brainstem transmission pathways involving normal pain processing, as 

well as somatosensory, motor, and sexual functions.  In animal models, spinal fMRI has shown 

robust ipsilateral dorsal horn activations in response to noxious stimuli (Porszasz et al., 1997; 

Malisza and Stroman, 2002).  Porszasz et al. also showed that these activations were 

extinguished by applying an analgesic (lidocane) prior to noxious stimulation, demonstrating the 

potential for spinal fMRI to provide a qualitative (i.e., activity map) and semi-quantitative (i.e., 

signal intensity) assessment of pain responses.  In humans, spinal fMRI has been used to 

discriminate somatosensory versus pain processing networks in the spinal cord and brainstem of 

healthy subjects in response to 2 g and 15 g von Frey filaments, respectively (Ghazni et al., 

2009).  Here, the 2 g filament elicited ipsilateral medullary activity in close proximity to the 

gracile and cuneate nuclei (i.e., somatosensory stimuli of the lower and upper limb, respectively), 

whereas the 15 g filament activated multiple regions associated with pain processing, including 

the ipsilateral dorsal and contralateral ventral spinal cord regions, as well as regions 

corresponding to the olivary nuclei, pontine reticular formation, pariaquaductal gray matter, and 

raphe nuclei (Fig. 1.16).  Interestingly, even though thermal and pain sensations are transmitted 

through a common (spinothalamic) pathway, spinal fMRI is able to discriminate between normal 

and painful thermal sensations.  Moderately cool (i.e., 29 °C to 15 °C) temperatures have been 

shown to elicit 2-3 % signal changes in the ipsilateral dorsal horn, whereas noxious 10 °C stimuli 

increases the fractional signal change to 8 % (Stroman et al., 2002; Stroman et al., 2004).   
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Fig. 1.16:  Illustration of the ascending and descending spinal cord pathways.  Left) The ascending touch 
(somatosensory) pathway projects through the ipsilateral dorsal columns to the gracile or cuneate nuclei 
in the brainstem.  Middle) Ascending pain pathways synapse in the dorsal horn and crosses over, 
ascending to contralateral thalamic nuclei, which then make cortical projections.  After the primary 
synapse in the ipsilateral dorsal horn, the pain pathway also projects directly to the contralateral 
medullary reticular formation (MRF), rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM), nucleus raphe magnus (NRM), 
pontine reticular formation (PRF), and the pariaquaductal gray matter (PAG).  Right) Descending fibers 
modulate both touch and pain sensations.  Red highlights descending pathways from the cortex, blue 
shows descending modulation from the reticular formation, and green highlights descending modulation 
from the raphe nuclei.  *From Ghazni et al., 2009. 
 
 
          

 In systems neuroscience, sexual medicine represents another field that could benefit 

tremendously from spinal fMRI.  Because there is no other way to non-invasively study in vivo 
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spinal cord responses, researchers in this field have historically relied upon animal experiments, 

postmortem assessments, and lesion studies; and as a result, surprisingly little is known about 

spinal cord function in the generation and/or propagation of normal human sexual responses.  

However, there are well-documented cases involving patients with complete spinal cord injuries 

above the level of genital nerve projections who are still able to achieve orgasm (Whipple et al., 

1996), suggesting that at least some portion of the response may be generated at the level of the 

cord.  While there is some evidence to suggest that in these cases, some signal transmission 

occurs via the vagus nerve (Komisaruk et al., 2004), this does not preclude spinal cord 

involvement.  Indeed, preliminary spinal fMRI data from both control subjects and SCI patients 

indicate that regions of the lumbo-sacral spinal cord show differential responses to psychogenic 

(i.e., erotic video) and reflexogenic (i.e., genital self-stimulation) sexual stimuli, and that these 

corresponded to subjective ratings of sexual arousal (Kozyrev et al., 2008).  These findings 

exemplify how spinal fMRI, a relatively new technology, can address previously unanswered 

physiological questions and drastically enhance well-established sub-disciplines within the basic 

neurosciences.         

 From a more clinical perspective, spinal fMRI has already been used to study chronic 

neuropathic pain, traumatic spinal cord injury (SCI) and multiple sclerosis (MS).  For example, 

spinal fMRI has recently been used to investigate pain processing – i.e., allodynia (a painful 

response to typically non-noxious stimuli) and hyperalgesia (exaggerated pain response to 

noxious stimuli) – in capsaicin models of neuropathic pain (Ghazni et al., 2008), as well as 

carpel tunnel syndrome patients (Leitch et al., 2010a).  In both of these studies, fMRI results in 

the cervical spinal cord were substantially different between the neuropathic pain population and 

healthy control subjects, showing different regions of activation and more negatively correlated 
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signal changes in both of the pain sensitized groups.  Of particular interest, Leitch et al. (2010a) 

have reported that these differences (between groups) increase for increasingly painful stimuli, 

even though in this study the absolute stimulation intensity was titrated on a subject-by-subject 

basis to elicit a constant pain intensity rating across all subjects.  Although these results are, for 

the time being preliminary, they may ultimately provide insight into the differential pain 

processing pathways between healthy individuals and those with chronic neuropathic pain.     

 In SCI patients, spinal fMRI has been used to investigate spinal cord activity both above and 

below the site of injury.   Early SCI studies used cold thermal stimulation applied to the calf, 

corresponding approximately to the 4
th

 lumbar spinal cord dermatome, and activity was 

consistently observed below the level injury (Stroman et al., 2002; Stroman et al., 2004).  

Interestingly, the thermal stimuli in both studies elicited spinal cord activity throughout the 

lumbar regions, even in patients with complete SCI and no sensation, albeit with altered activity 

maps.  In general, patients with partial SCI and preserved sensation demonstrated activation 

patterns similar to those of healthy control subjects, while activity patterns in more severely 

injured subjects (complete SCI patients and those with diminished sensation) showed decreased 

ipsilateral dorsal activity and increased contralateral ventral activity compared to healthy 

controls.   

 In more recent spinal fMRI studies, healthy control subjects (Kornelsen and Stroman, 2004) 

and SCI patients (Kornelsen and Stroman, 2007) were scanned while performing passive and (if 

possible) active lower body motor tasks involving pedaling motions.  In the passive task, the 

researchers manipulated the pedaling device so that the subjects’ legs were moved 

complaisantly, while the active task (only possible for partial SCI patients) involved subject-

initiated pedaling.  Similar to the aforementioned thermal sensory studies, lumbar spinal cord 
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activation was consistently observed caudal to the injury, regardless of SCI level or severity.  In 

general, the activity maps were similar between SCI patients and control subjects for each of the 

tasks, with active pedaling eliciting bilateral dorsal and ventral horn regions, compared to the 

passive pedaling task, which identified primarily bilateral dorsal regions.  Overall, there was also 

an apparent inverse relationship between the amount of spinal cord recruitment (i.e., the number 

of active voxels) and SCI severity, such that healthy controls > partial SCI > complete SCI.      

 In addition to SCI, there have also been a number of spinal fMRI studies to investigate 

functional changes in different types and severities of MS.  For example, patients with relapsing-

remitting MS show robust cervical spinal cord activity in response to somatosensory (Agosta et 

al., 2008a) and passive motor tasks (Agosta et al., 2008b), but with distinct patterns of activation 

between control subjects and MS patients.  In both the somatosensory and passive motor tasks, 

MS patients showed approximately 20% larger signal intensity changes than healthy controls, as 

well as bilateral, instead of ipsilateral, activations (i.e., bilateral dorsal activity for the 

somatosensory task and bilateral ventral activity for the motor task).  Collectively, this over-

recruitment and reduced functional lateralization tend to support the notion of gray matter 

reorganization (i.e., neuroplasticity) at the level of the spinal cord, as previously shown in the 

cortex (Filippi and Rocca, 2004; Morgen et al., 2006; Morgen et al., 2007).  Furthermore, 

because the spinal fMRI results in the passive motor task were highly predictive of MS severity 

(Agosta et al., 2008b), this suggests that spinal fMRI could be a useful tool to objectively assess 

the progression of MS severity within individuals and/or evaluate the efficacy of novel 

therapeutic interventions (Zamboni et al., 2009a; Zamboni et al., 2009b).                  

 Collectively, these studies demonstrate that spinal fMRI is a useful qualitative and semi-

quantitative method that is capable of showing preserved cord function above and below spinal 
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cord lesions, adding potentially important diagnostic and prognostic information beyond 

standard (subjective) clinical tests.  Beyond neuropathic pain, SCI, and MS, these studies also 

indicate that spinal fMRI could be used to study other clinical populations including, for 

example: peripheral neuropathies, lower motor neuron (LMN) neuropathy, and amyotrophic 

lateral sclerosis (ALS).   

1.4.2 The Problems 

 In spite of its clear research and clinical utility, the popularity and widespread application of 

spinal fMRI has been limited to a large extent by technical challenges.  The most important of 

these challenges – discussed at length in a review article that was published right before the 

beginning of my PhD project – include: (1) problems with field homogeneity and image quality, 

(2) problems with the length and small cross-sectional area of the spinal cord, and (3) problems 

arising from spinal cord motion (Stroman, 2005). 

  The first of these issues results from magnetic susceptibility artifacts that can be attributed 

to the spinal cord’s close proximity to the vertebrae and intervertebral disks (Figs. C.1 and C.3 in 

Appendix C), and can be adequately dealt with by using imaging parameters that are robust to 

magnetic susceptibility changes.  For this reason, most spinal fMRI studies to date have been 

based on SEEP contrast instead of BOLD contrast [please see Appendix B (Figley et al., 2010) 

for a more thorough review of the SEEP contrast mechanism and how it differs from BOLD].  

Moreover, because SEEP contrast has excellent SNR and yields large functional signal changes 

(routinely ≥ 5% in the spinal cord), spinal fMRI can be acquired with high (2.00 mm
3
) resolution 

in contiguous sagittal slices, thereby covering a large volume of interest (Stroman et al., 2005) 

and circumventing the second major challenge.    
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 Therefore, because motion artifacts were the last of these previously identified problems to 

remain unaddressed as of 2005, this is where my research began.  In Chapters 2 and 3, we carried 

out studies to measure the structured components of spinal cord motion (Figley and Stroman, 

2007; Figley et al., 2008), which confirmed that cervical and upper-thoracic spinal cord motion 

is large enough (routinely > 0.5 mm) to significantly affect the quality of spinal fMRI data.   

However, in Chapter 4 we used this motion information – specifically the fact that spinal cord 

motion is temporally consistent and therefore predictable as a function of the cardiac cycle – to 

reduce motion-related physiological noise and simultaneously improve both the sensitivity and 

specificity of spinal fMRI over previously existing techniques (Figley and Stroman, 2009).  

Finally, in Chapter 5 we have taken advantage of these motion-compensating improvements to 

carry out the very first event-related spinal fMRI study (using 1 s epochs of 22 °C thermal 

stimulation on the palm of the hand), which consistently identified regions of activity 

corresponding to both the expected anatomical areas (i.e., throughout the C6 dorsal gray matter) 

and previously acquired block-designed spinal fMRI data in the same subjects (also using 22 °C 

thermal stimulation on the palm of the hand).  Using such brief stimuli, this study also allowed 

us, for the first time, to directly measure the SEEP impulse response function in the healthy 

human spinal cord. 
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2.1 Abstract 

 Spinal cord (SC) motion is thought to be the dominant source of error in current diffusion 

and spinal functional MRI (fMRI) methods.  However, until now, such motion has not been well 

characterized in three dimensions.  While previous studies have predominantly examined motion 

in the superior/inferior (S/I) direction, the foci of the present study were the anterior/posterior 

(A/P) and right/left (R/L) components of human cervical and upper thoracic SC motion.  

Cardiac-gated, turbofast low-angle shot (turbo-FLASH) cinematic MRI was employed at 3T to 

acquire images of the cord at 24 phases throughout the cardiac cycle.  Time-dependent signal 

fluctuations within voxels adjacent to the cord/cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) interface were then used 

to measure SC motion, which was found to occur predictably as a function of cardiac activity.  

Cord movement was largest in the A/P direction, for which principal components of motion were 

calculated, thereby indicating consistent patterns of SC oscillation that can potentially be used to 

improve SC imaging.  

 Key words: human; spinal cord; motion; magnetic resonance imaging; fMRI; DTI 

 

2.2 Introduction 

 Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) have 

made significant contributions to our knowledge of human brain function, organization, and 

pathology (Sundgren et al., 2004; Weiller et al., 2006), and have more recently been 

implemented in studies of the human spinal cord (SC) (Yoshizawa et al., 1996; Stroman et al., 

1999; Madi et al., 2001; Backes et al., 2001; Komisaruk et al., 2002; Wilmink et al., 2003).  

Spinal fMRI was initially adapted from brain fMRI methods, but has since evolved to deal with 

the length and small cross-sectional area of the cord, as well as magnetic susceptibility effects 
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resulting from its proximity to vertebrae (Stroman et al., 2002a; Stroman et al., 2005; Stroman, 

2006).  These improvements have permitted more detailed studies of SC activity in healthy and 

SC injured (SCI) populations (Stroman et al., 2002b; Stroman et al., 2004; Bergman et al., 2004), 

demonstrating the potential utility of spinal fMRI for both research and clinical applications.  

DTI has also been applied to the human SC in a small number of studies, and holds promise for 

noninvasively analyzing white matter connectivity and integrity (Wheeler-Kingshott et al., 

2002).  However, the sensitivity of these methods is compromised due to errors arising from SC 

motion (Stroman, 2005; Stroman, 2006; Kharbanda et al., 2006; Summers et al., 2006), which 

has been observed in a number of studies (Jokich et al., 1984; Feinberg and Mark, 1987; Levy et 

al., 1988; Enzmann and Pelc, 1992; Matsuzaki et al., 1996; Tanaka et al., 1998; Kohgo et al., 

2006) but has not yet been adequately characterized in terms of its timing, direction, and 

magnitude in three dimensions.  The objective of this study is to more fully characterize cervical 

and upper thoracic SC motion by measuring it in the anterior/posterior (A/P) and right/left (R/L) 

directions throughout the cardiac cycle.  

 Early imaging studies of SC motion employed intraoperative ultrasonography, whereby 

motion was observed through saline-filled laminectomies.  In this manner, oscillations of the 

human SC were found to occur consistently at the cardiac rate (Jokich et al., 1984), and cord 

motion in a canine model was found to cease completely upon transection of the nerve roots and 

supporting vasculature (Matsuzaki et al., 1996).  These experiments suggest that motion of the 

cord results, at least in part, from pulsatile arterial blood flow.  In contrast, pioneering MRI 

investigations described motion of the human brain, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and SC under 

normal physiological conditions (Feinberg and Mark, 1987; Enzmann and Pelc, 1992).  

Complete characterization of SC motion was not the focus of these studies, and even though 
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motion was only measured in the superior/inferior (S/I) direction, the results suggest that 

momentum from the cerebral cortex (initiated by myocardial contraction, an arterial pulse wave, 

and increased cerebral blood volume) is conserved, resulting in amplified motion of the less 

massive brainstem and SC (Feinberg and Mark, 1987; Tanaka et al., 1998). 

 Physiological motion of the cord is problematic for spinal fMRI and DTI because both 

methods are rooted in discerning between small, voxelwise signal intensity changes while 

simultaneously striving for optimal spatial and temporal resolution.  SC motion has not been 

accounted for substantively in most of the spinal fMRI or DTI studies to date, and though a small 

amount of motion may be tolerated, more sophisticated, motion-compensating methods will be 

required as future studies attempt to parse function and structure with increased resolution and 

sensitivity.  Knowing that SC motion (Jokich et al., 1984; Levy et al., 1988; Matsuzaki et al., 

1996) and CSF flow (Feinberg and Mark, 1987; Enzmann and Pelc, 1991) occur synchronously 

with arterial pulsations and/or the heartbeat, improvements to spinal DTI and fMRI have resulted 

from minimizing motion effects associated with cardiac activity.  Cardiac gating during data 

acquisition has been shown to reduce errors in DTI (Kharbanda et al., 2006; Summers et al., 

2006) and improve the sensitivity of spinal fMRI (Brooks et al., 2004).  Also, improved 

sensitivity and reproducibility of spinal fMRI have been observed by including traces of the 

peripheral pulse, but not respiratory traces, in a general linear model (GLM) analysis (Stroman, 

2006). 

 The literature to date therefore demonstrates that a more detailed understanding of cord 

motion is necessary to improve the sensitivity and reliability of SC imaging.  It is expected that 

this new information will assist DTI and fMRI in becoming reliable tools for research and 

clinical assessment of SC structure and function. 
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2.3 Materials and Methods 

2.3.1 Test Subjects 

 Ten healthy volunteers (five males and five females) were included in the study.  The 

subjects ranged in age, weight, and height from 18 to 30 years (mean ± SD: 23 ± 4 years), 54 to 

100 kg (mean ± SD: 70 ± 13 kg), and 1.57 to 1.91 m (mean ± SD: 1.71 ± 0.12 m), respectively.  

All volunteers were in good health, had no history of spinal injury, and provided informed 

consent prior to enrollment in the study.  All experimental procedures were reviewed and 

approved by the Human Research Ethics Board at Queen’s University. 

2.3.2 Data Acquisition 

 All subjects were imaged while lying supine in a 3T whole-body MRI system (Magnetom 

Trio; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany).  Uniform RF pulses were transmitted with a body coil, 

while a posterior neck coil and the upper elements of a spine phased-array coil were used as 

receivers.  Initial localizer images were acquired in three planes to provide a position reference 

for subsequent imaging. 

 Examination of A/P SC motion was achieved with a cardiac-gated, gradient-echo, turbofast 

low-angle shot (turbo-FLASH) imaging sequence (TE/TR/flip = 2.03 ms/44.66 ms/60°, four 

averages, FOV = 200 × 200 mm
2
, matrix = 192 × 192).  Though image data were collected 

continuously from a single 3-mm-thick, mid-sagittal slice, the cinematic imaging (cine) pulse 

sequence retrospectively gated the data over the course of many peripheral pulses (2–3 min 

depending on heart rate).  Thus, images with 1.04 × 1.04 mm
2
 in-plane resolution (Fig. 2.1) were 

acquired at 24 phases throughout the cardiac cycle. 
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Fig. 2.1: Image from a single 3.0-mm-
thick sagittal slice centered on the 
midline of the SC and reconstructed 
from data at a single phase of the 
cardiac cycle.  Good contrast between 
the cord and CSF was achieved with an 
in-plane resolution of 1.04 × 1.04 mm

2
 

over a 200 × 200 mm
2
 FOV centered at 

the level of the C7 vertebra.  Using a 
cardiac-gated, gradient-echo, turbo-
FLASH imaging sequence, 24 such 
images were obtained at different 
phases of the cardiac cycle, enabling 
measurement of A/P SC motion. 

 

  

  

  

 The imaging protocol used to measure R/L SC motion was similar to that employed for A/P 

motion (described above), except for slice orientation and positioning.  Because the A/P 

curvature of the SC was quite pronounced in some subjects, the slice position was selected to 

span the midline of the SC over the greatest length possible.  The S/I span was therefore variable 

across subjects.   

 Image data were collected over a large number of heartbeats, causing contributions from 

swallowing, respiration, or other potential sources of error to be averaged out due to cardiac 

asynchrony.  Therefore, it is presumed that any motion observed in the data is periodic with the 

cardiac cycle.  Also, given that each image was reconstructed from data acquired over a specific 

percentage of the cardiac cycle, minor fluctuations in intrasubject heart rates throughout 

scanning were inherently accounted for, and motion data were automatically normalized, which 

allowed the data to be compared and combined across subjects. 
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2.3.3 Analysis of SC Motion 

 The image data were analyzed using custom software written in MatLab® (The Mathworks 

Inc., Natick, MA, USA).  On the first image in each series (i.e., the image acquired at peripheral 

systole), a seed point was manually selected on the interface between the cervical SC and CSF.  

An automated algorithm then tracked inferiorly, identifying voxels positioned on the cord/CSF 

interface by analyzing the signal intensities within a 5 × 5 voxel grid (Fig. 2.2), initially centered 

at the seed point.  The signal intensity of each voxel indicated the relative proportion of cord and 

CSF it contained at a given phase of the cardiac cycle.  Within the grid, voxels containing 

entirely CSF displayed the highest signal intensities, while those occupied by SC displayed the 

lowest intensities.  The intensities were linearly normalized and shifted to values of zero and one, 

respectively, with intermediate intensities generated by voxels spanning the cord/CSF boundary.  

The cord/CSF ratio fluctuated in time within voxels lying along the interface and demonstrated 

cord motion with respect to cardiac phase.  Temporal variations were observed in adjacent 

voxels across the interface, demonstrating that the cord/CSF boundary was not a step function.  

Therefore, it was modeled as a linear ramp function.  The subvoxel position of the cord edge was 

thus estimated across each S/I row of the 5 × 5 grid, and was assumed to be linear across this 

small span.  Points on the interface within the 5 × 5 grid were also used to automatically define 

the next (inferior) seed point so that the entire process was repeated along the cord, resulting in 

automated subvoxel characterization of in-plane SC motion. 

 Cord motion in the A/P direction was characterized from the second cervical (C2) to the 

second thoracic (T2) SC segment.  The shape and curvature of the subject’s SC relative to the 

spinal canal resulted in minor variations in how far the cord motion data could be analyzed in the 

inferior direction.  Displacement was measured along the cord in 3-mm S/I increments; however, 
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Fig. 2.2: Time-variant 
signal intensities of 
voxels in a 5 × 5 grid 
centered at the 
cord/CSF interface at 
a single S/I position.  
The signal intensities 
have been normalized 
to a value of zero 
within the CSF and a 
value of one within the 
SC.  Voxels along the 
cord/CSF interface 
have intermediate 
values, and the values 
change in time with the 
motion of the SC. 
 

 

 

to reduce the amount of graphical data, it was binned into 5-mm segments before the motion of 

each subject (Fig. 2.3) was graphed by combining and averaging motion across all subjects (N = 

9), those with straight SCs (N = 5), and those with curved SCs (N = 4).  Graphs of R/L SC 

motion were generated for each subject using a similar procedure before the data were averaged 

across all subjects (N = 6), as well as those with straight (N = 4) or curved (N = 2) SCs.  

However, due to the variability in SC curvature, slightly different S/I sections of cord were 

analyzed for each subject. 

2.3.4 Principal Components Analysis (PCA) of A/P SC Motion 

 Consistent features of A/P SC motion were determined by compiling all of the motion data 

(i.e., every S/I position of every subject) into a single matrix, M, to which a singular value 

decomposition (SVD) was applied.  This decomposition demonstrates the eigenvectors and 

eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of M, and reveals its principal components (Golub and Van 

Loan, 1996). 
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2.4 Results 

2.4.1 A/P SC Motion 

 A/P motion of the cervical and upper thoracic SC was observed in all but one subject, whose 

data were eliminated due to bulk movement during the imaging session.  The timing of the 

motion was consistent both within and across subjects, whereas the magnitude of motion varied 

between subjects and with the S/I position along the cords of individual subjects.  A plot of 

typical motion data (Fig. 2.3) illustrates that the SC moves as a function of the cardiac cycle, and 

that this motion varies with S/I cord position.  Similar motion characteristics of adjacent S/I 

positions demonstrate the oscillatory pattern of motion along the cord.  In Figure 2.3, peak cord 

displacement (i.e., the largest displacement of the cord from its position at peripheral systole)       

. 
 
Fig. 2.3: Typical A/P SC displacement as a function of S/I cord position (every 5 mm) and phase of the 
cardiac cycle in a single subject.  Anterior and posterior displacements are indicated by positive and 
negative amplitudes, respectively. 
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was observed to be 0.44 mm in the anterior direction, a typical value, though slightly lower than 

the average peak displacement across all nine subjects (0.60 ± 0.34 mm, mean ± SD). 

 In general, the magnitude of A/P motion was lower and there was less cross-subject 

variability in the upper cervical SC than in the lower cervical or upper thoracic regions.  An 

apparent dependence of spinal curvature on the amplitude of cord motion was also noted.  On 

average, the five subjects with straight SCs exhibited larger peak A/P motion (0.72 ± 0.33 mm) 

than the four with curved SCs (0.46 ± 0.32 mm). 

2.4.2 R/L SC Motion 

 Motion of the cervical and upper thoracic SC was observed in the R/L direction for six of 

the 10 volunteers studied, although the magnitude of this motion was consistently smaller than 

that observed in the A/P direction.  Two subjects were eliminated due to movement between 

scans, and two were eliminated because severe A/P cord curvature made it impossible to acquire 

adequate midline coronal images of the cord.  In most cases the magnitude of R/L motion was 

≤0.10 mm, and the average peak displacement across all six subjects was 0.17 ± 0.09 mm 

(approximately 1/3 of the average A/P peak displacement). 

 Analysis of the data grouped according to whether the spine was curved or straight 

demonstrated that there was no significant difference in R/L motion between the two groups.  

The cross-subject average of peak R/L displacement of the four subjects with straight SCs was 

found to be 0.17 ± 0.11 mm, compared to 0.16 ± 0.04 mm for the two subjects with curved SCs. 

2.4.3 PCA of SC Motion 

 After the principal components of SC motion in the A/P direction were calculated, subsets 

of these were fit to experimentally measured cord motion data by means of a GLM approach.  It 

was observed that using the first three principal components (Fig. 2.4) was sufficient to estimate 
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the measured motion time courses of all subjects to within the estimated precision of the data.  

Therefore, the A/P cord motion of each volunteer was modeled from a linear combination of the 

three principal components, as shown in Fig. 2.5A.  The difference between the modeled and 

experimental data from Fig. 2.3 is plotted in Fig. 2.5B, where the maximum residual is 0.09 mm.  

The correlation between the estimates and measurements demonstrates the ability to model A/P 

SC motion from the first three principal components. 

 

2.5 Discussion 

 In the present study, measurements of SC motion were based on the effects of tissue signal 

averaging, allowing for direct measurement of SC displacement (direction and magnitude of 

motion).  One theoretical limitation of this method is the inability to isolate the three directional   

. 

 

Fig. 2.4: The first three principal components of SC motion in the A/P direction.  These were determined 
from all measures of the A/P SC motion, at all S/I locations along the cervical SC, across all subjects. 
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Fig. 2.5:  A) A/P SC displacement, modeled with the three principal components of motion, as a function 
of S/I cord position (every 5 mm) and phase of the cardiac cycle (same subject for whom experimental 
data are shown in Fig. 2.3).  B) Residual between the modeled and experimental data.  The significant 
agreement between the two (the maximum residual in this case is 0.09 mm) indicates that three principal 
components are sufficient to model A/P SC motion in relation to cardiac activity. 

 

 

components of motion (S/I, A/P, and R/L).  Due to the shape and composition of the SC, it is 

possible for motion in the A/P direction to generate signal intensity changes that erroneously 

indicate R/L motion, and vice versa.  However, the observed motion in the A/P direction was 

significantly larger than the R/L motion for every subject, indicating that these effects are 

negligible, and supporting previous observations (Jokich et al., 1984) that SC oscillations are 

more common in the A/P than the R/L direction.  The estimated precision of the results, as 

indicated by the subtle motion detected in the R/L direction, is ≤0.10 mm.   

 The magnitude of SC motion was found to vary considerably across subjects in both the A/P 

and R/L directions, with some subjects exhibiting little motion in either direction.  This is 

consistent with observations from a study of a canine model (Matsuzaki et al., 1996), in which 

motion occurred in only half of the animals and varied considerably among the others.  In a 

human study, integration of cord velocity data (from phase-contrast methods) resulted in an 

estimated peak cervical cord displacement of 0.4–0.5 mm in the S/I direction (Mikulis et al., 
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1994).  Therefore, the present findings (0.60 ± 0.34 mm and 0.17 ± 0.09 mm in the A/P and R/L 

directions, respectively) establish that magnitudes of A/P SC motion commonly meet or exceed 

those of S/I motion, and suggest that both A/P and S/I motion have significant effects on 

diffusion and functional MRI methods.  Results from the present study suggest that the 

magnitude of cord motion may be correlated with spinal curvature; however, due to the limited 

sample size, further investigation is required to test the significance of this correlation. 

 The effects of S/I cord motion on diffusion imaging in the SC were recently confirmed 

(Kharbanda et al., 2006; Summers et al., 2006), establishing that timing of data acquisition is an 

important factor for SC DWI and DTI.  Empirical data show that the effects of cord motion can 

be reduced by acquiring data 400 ms following the peripheral pulse (Kharbanda et al., 2006; 

Summers et al., 2006), a finding elucidated by the present cord motion data.  Figure 2.3 shows 

that although it is never static, cord motion is minimal during the interval spanning 40–60% of 

the cardiac cycle (i.e., 400–600 ms following the peripheral pulse, assuming a cardiac rate of 60 

beats per minute).  Given that diffusion data are thought to be significantly influenced by S/I SC 

motion of comparable magnitude (Mikulis et al., 1994; Kharbanda et al., 2006; Summers et al., 

2006), it follows that A/P motion during the effective diffusion time contributes to signal 

reduction, overestimated diffusion coefficients, and misaligned directional anisotropy. 

 The regular pattern of cord motion and consistent periods of reduced cord velocity relative 

to cardiac activity also explain why cardiac-gated acquisitions improve spinal fMRI (Brooks et 

al., 2004).  However, because there is no quiescent period during which the cord is motionless, 

cardiac gating alone is not expected to be fully effective at countering the effects of SC motion.  

Another approach has recently shown that both the sensitivity and reliability of spinal fMRI data 

are enhanced by including traces of the peripheral pulse in a GLM analysis (Stroman, 2006), 
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demonstrating that cardiac-related motion presents a significant source of error in spinal fMRI.  

The results of the present study validate that a large component of this error can be attributed to 

SC motion. 

 

2.6 Conclusions 

 In the current study we observed that the cervical SC oscillates in a predictable manner 

relative to the cardiac cycle.  This motion was observed in both the A/P and R/L directions, 

although the magnitude varied with S/I cord position and across subjects.  Motion in the A/P 

direction is more significant than in the R/L direction, and exceeds previously reported estimates 

of S/I motion.  The three principal components of average A/P cord motion were determined, 

and the SC motion of individuals was successfully modeled.  It is expected that implementation 

of these principal components in a GLM analysis will enhance the sensitivity and reliability of 

spinal fMRI, and potentially improve DTI, angiography, and spectroscopy of the SC. 
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3.1 Abstract 

 Background and Purpose: Recent literature indicates that cervical and upper-thoracic 

spinal cord motion adversely affect both structural and functional MR imaging (fMRI; 

particularly diffusion tensor imaging [DTI] and spinal fMRI), ultimately reducing the reliability 

of these methods for both research and clinical applications.  In the present study, we 

investigated motion of the lower-thoracic, lumbar, and sacral cord segments to evaluate the 

incidence of similar motion-related confounds in these regions. 

 Materials and Methods: Recently developed methods, used previously for measuring 

cervical and upper-thoracic spinal cord motion, were employed in the present study to examine 

anteroposterior (A/P) and left-right (L/R) spinal cord motion in caudal regions.  Segmented 

cinematic imaging was applied with a gradient-echo, turbo fast low-angle shot (turbo-FLASH) 

pulse sequence to acquire midline images of the cord at 24 cardiac phases throughout the lower-

thoracic, lumbar, and sacral spinal cord regions. 

 Results: The magnitude of A/P motion was found to be largest in rostral cord regions, 

whereas in caudal regions (at the level of the T4/T5 vertebrae and below), peak cord motion was 

uniformly small (routinely ≤0.10 mm).  L/R motion, however, was found to be minimal 

throughout the thoracic, lumbar, and sacral regions. 

 Conclusion: Motion-related errors in spinal fMRI and DTI are expected to be significantly 

reduced throughout caudal regions of the spinal cord, thus yielding higher sensitivity and 

specificity compared with rostral regions.  The paucity of such errors is expected to provide a 

means of observing the specific impact of motion (in rostral regions) and to enable the 

acquisition of uncorrupted DTI and fMRI data for studies of structure and function throughout 

lumbar and sacral regions. 
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3.2 Introduction 

 By virtue of their exquisite sensitivities to changes in neuronal activity and tissue 

microstructure, functional MR imaging (fMRI) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) possess 

significant potential as clinical tools for investigating spinal cord injury and assessing novel 

therapeutic strategies (Stroman et al., 2002; Clark and Werring, 2002; Wilmink et al., 2003; 

Stroman et al., 2004; Stroman, 2005; Kornelsen and Mackey, 2007; Ozanne et al., 2007; Vargas 

et al., 2008).  However, both of these techniques are highly sensitive to physiologic motion, and 

at this juncture, the effects of spinal cord motion and CSF flow are not yet fully known, 

primarily because of a lack of information regarding these complex, dynamic processes.  

Therefore, characterization of the normal 3D kinematics of spinal cord motion is imperative to 

the future development of spinal fMRI and DTI methods for research and clinical applications 

and to better understand and diagnose spinal cord injury and disease. 

 Recent work has revealed a predictable, oscillatory pattern of cardiac-related spinal cord 

motion throughout the cervical and upper-thoracic cord regions,
†
 primarily in the rostral-caudal 

(R/C) and anteroposterior (A/P) directions (Jokich et al., 1984; Levy et al., 1988; Enzmann and 

Pelc, 1992; Mikulis et al., 1994; Kohgo et al., 2006; Figley and Stroman, 2007b).  Left-right 

(L/R) cord motion, on the other hand, appears to be evident only in a small subpopulation of 

individuals, and even in these cases, the amplitude of L/R motion is minimal (Jokich et al., 1984; 

Figley and Stroman, 2007b).  Several independent reports have also speculated about the 

magnitude and character of motion-related confounds in spinal fMRI and DTI experiments, but 

only recently have studies been undertaken to elucidate the specific effects of spinal cord motion 

                                                           
†
 Although there are slight intersubject variations, the cervical [C1–C8], thoracic [T1–T12], 

lumbar [L1–L5], and sacral [S1–S5] spinal cord segments correspond approximately with the 

C1–C7, T1–T10, T11–T12, and L1–L2 vertebral levels, respectively (Blumenfeld, 2002). 
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and the extent to which this will probably hinder spinal fMRI and DTI (Kharbanda et al., 2006; 

Summers et al., 2006; Figley and Stroman, 2007a).  Motion-compensated analysis of spinal 

fMRI data has revealed that cord motion 

decreases both the sensitivity and selectivity 

to neuronal function in the cervical and 

upper-thoracic regions of the spinal cord 

(Figley and Stroman, 2007a).  Likewise, for 

diffusion studies of rostral spinal cord 

segments, cardiac-gating at different time 

points of the heartbeat has revealed a strong 

dependence between the observed diffusion 

properties and cardiac phase (Kharbanda et 

al., 2006; Summers et al., 2006).  Thus, there 

is strong evidence to suggest that accurate 

measurements of the mean diffusivity, 

fractional anisotropy, and principal 

eigenvector (i.e., the size, shape, and 

orientation of the diffusion tensor) are all 

dependent on, and confounded by, the spinal 

cord motion occurring throughout the cervical 

and upper-thoracic cord regions. 

 To improve spinal fMRI and DTI 

methods, a clear need emerges to characterize 

Fig. 3.1: To characterize A/P spinal cord motion, 
midsagittal CINE images were acquired at 24 phases 
of the cardiac cycle. To span the length of the cord, 2 
sets of overlapping data were acquired. A) Spanning 
the lower-cervical and upper-thoracic vertebral levels. 
B) Spanning the lower-thoracic and upper-lumbar 
vertebral levels (below the level of the conus 
medullaris). These sections were positioned such that 
there was approximately one vertebral level of 
overlap (denoted by the 2 horizontal white lines) 
between the rostral and caudal datasets, thus 
enabling uninterrupted characterization of motion 
along the cord. 
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motion throughout the entire spinal cord, including the lower-thoracic, lumbar, and sacral 

regions.  Improved methods for cervical and upper-thoracic spinal cord fMRI and DTI have 

already emerged as a result of establishing the patterns of cord motion in these regions 

(Kharbanda et al., 2006; Summers et al., 2006; Figley and Stroman, 2007a).  Thus, our objective 

in the present study was to extend the characterization of cardiac-related A/P and L/R spinal cord 

motion to the thoracic, lumbar, and sacral spinal cord regions. 

 

3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 Research Subjects 

 Data were obtained from 8 healthy volunteers (4 male and 4 female) with no history or 

evidence of spinal cord/vertebral injury or dysmorphology.  Subject age, weight, and height 

ranged from 21 to 26 years (mean ± SD, 24 ± 1 years), 54 to 91 kg (mean ± SD, 67 ± 14 kg), and 

1.55 to 1.83 m (mean ± SD, 1.71 ± 0.11 m) respectively.  All of the participants provided 

informed consent before enrollment in the study, which had been approved by the institutional 

human research ethics board. 

3.3.2 Study Design 

 All of the experiments were performed in a 3T whole-body MR imaging system (Magnetom 

Trio; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany), with subjects lying supine.  Using a bore-mounted laser 

guide, subjects were carefully positioned on the scanner bed to align their shoulders and hips and 

to center the yaw and roll of their heads.  Before scanning, a pulse oximeter was also placed on 

the index finger to enable segmented image acquisition and peripheral pulse recording 

throughout each experiment.  Initial 3-plane localizer images were then acquired to provide a 3D 

position reference for subsequent slice alignment within each subject.  All of the radio-frequency 
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pulses were transmitted with a body coil and, for the lower-thoracic, lumbar, and sacral regions 

of the cord, the lower elements of a spine phased-array coil were used as receivers.  

Alternatively, when imaging lower-cervical and upper-thoracic spinal cord regions, signal 

intensity was received by a posterior neck coil and the upper elements of a spine phased-array 

coil. 

 Following the acquisition of localizer images, cardiac-gated, gradient-echo, turbo fast low-

angle shot (turbo-FLASH) pulse sequences were used to study cardiac-related spinal cord 

motion, as reported previously (Figley and Stroman, 2007b).  In this manner, cinematic (CINE) 

images of the spinal cord were acquired continuously with the following parameters: TE = 2.03 

ms; TR = 44.66 ms; flip angle = 60°; NEX = 4.  Using the peripheral pulse waveform (from the 

pulse oximeter), image data were retrospectively gated over the course of many heartbeats to 

reconstruct images of the spinal cord at 24 phases throughout the cardiac cycle.  Thus, cord 

motion data in this study, acquired from sacral, lumbar, and thoracic regions, were obtained with 

the same pulse sequences and imaging parameters used previously in studies of cardiac-related 

cervical and upper-thoracic spinal cord motion (Figley and Stroman, 2007b).  These methods 

have already been shown to accurately reflect spinal cord motion with an estimated error of 

≤0.10 mm (A/P or L/R) over a large R/C range (Figley and Stroman, 2007b). 

 For every subject, A/P spinal cord motion was measured.  To examine sacral, lumbar, and 

lower-thoracic cord motion, turbo-FLASH data were acquired from a single, 3-mm-thick, 

midsagittal section (200 × 200 mm
2
 FOV), with its inferior margin positioned slightly below the 

level of the conus medullaris (i.e., the caudal end of the spinal cord).  The midsagittal section 

was then repositioned rostrally, with the inferior margin overlapping one vertebral level with the 
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previous section position (Fig. 3.1), so as to span the lower-thoracic to upper-thoracic or 

(depending on spinal cord length and curvature) lower-cervical spinal cord segments. 

 The procedure for measuring L/R spinal cord motion was similar to that used for 

characterizing A/P motion, as described above.  In this case, however, the image data were 

acquired from a single, 3-mm-thick, midcoronal section, once again having a 200 × 200 mm
2
 

FOV with the inferior margin situated slightly below the level of the conus medullaris.  As a 

result of cross-subject variation in A/P spinal cord curvature, the length of cord spanned by the 

midcoronal section was variable across subjects.  Therefore, the position of the next section 

(moved rostrally) was determined on a subject-by-subject basis to overlap, by approximately one 

vertebral level, the rostral-most position in the previous (caudal) section for which midcoronal 

spinal cord data were available.  Alternatively, if the curvature of the cord was severe, the rostral 

section was positioned at a level for which midcoronal data could be acquired over a continuous 

length of cord spanning 15 mm or more (approximately the height of one vertebral body). 

3.3.3 Data Analysis 

 Cardiac-related spinal cord motion was characterized by using previously described 

methods (Figley and Stroman, 2007b).  For each midline sagittal or coronal dataset, a seed point 

was manually selected at the spinal cord/CSF interface, typically near the rostral margin of the 

image acquired at the first cardiac phase (peripheral systole).  From this point, an automated 

algorithm tracked the edge of the cord inferiorly by analyzing voxel-wise signal intensities in a 

moving grid.  This was accomplished by virtue of the stark contrast between spinal cord tissue 

and CSF and the fact that the signal intensity of each voxel is, therefore, indicative of the cord-

to-CSF ratio contained therein.  The cord/CSF interface was initially defined along the cord by 

locating voxels of median signal intensity, and subsequent changes in the cord/CSF ratio 
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throughout the cardiac cycle (i.e., cord motion) were quantified by corresponding signal intensity 

fluctuations.  Thus, motion along the spinal cord was quantified with subvoxel precision at 24 

phases of the cardiac cycle. 

 Cord motion in the A/P direction was typically able to be characterized over a large span: 

most often throughout the entire length of the thoracic and, if need be, the upper-lumbar 

vertebrae (i.e., the upper-thoracic or lower-cervical spinal cord segments to the conus 

medullaris), depending on subject-to-subject variations in spinal cord length and curvature.  

Primarily because of the large intersubject differences in A/P spinal cord curvature, L/R cord 

motion was typically measured (with greater R/C variability) throughout the thoracic and upper-

lumbar vertebral levels.  For all of the experiments, spinal cord displacement was measured 

along the cord in 3-mm R/C increments but binned and averaged into 5-mm segments to reduce 

the number of data points. 

 As reported previously, segmented CINE acquisitions produce images that are reconstructed 

over a large number of cardiac cycles, thereby minimizing contributions from swallowing, 

respiration, and other physiologic or stochastic components that are unrelated to cardiac phase 

(Figley and Stroman, 2007b).  Furthermore, both intrasubject and intersubject heart rates are 

automatically normalized, allowing cord motion to be compared, combined, and averaged within 

and across subjects.  Thus, areas of intrasubject overlap (approximately one vertebral level 

between rostral and caudal FOVs) were averaged according to R/C position, and both A/P and 

L/R motion data were aligned according to vertebral level before averaging the corresponding 

R/C levels across subjects. 
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3.4 Results 

 Cardiac-related thoracic, lumbar, and sacral spinal cord motion was measured in 8 healthy 

volunteers, and the pattern of oscillatory A/P motion was consistent with previous literature 

(Figley and Stroman, 2007b).  Maximum cord displacement was observed approximately 

midway through the cardiac cycle, and the magnitude was found to be dependent on cardiac 

phase, as well as R/C cord position.  The Table lists the maximum A/P and L/R cord 

displacements (across cardiac phase and R/C position), as well as the corresponding vertebral 

levels, for each subject.  These were typically observed at or near the most rostral level measured 

and were consistently larger in the A/P (mean ± SD, 0.36 ± 0.13 mm), as opposed to the L/R 

(mean ± SD, 0.15 ± 0.07 mm) direction.  All of the subjects displayed maximum A/P 

displacement (i.e., the largest component) above the T8/T9 intervertebral disk (corresponding 

roughly with the ninth thoracic spinal cord segment) (Blumenfeld, 2002); and all but 2 of the 

subjects (i.e., 4 and 7, who also happened to be the subjects with the 2 lowest maximum A/P 

displacements) exhibited maximal displacement at or above the T5 vertebral level, corresponding 

with the fifth thoracic cord segment (Blumenfeld, 2002). 

 
Table 3.1: A/P indicates 
anterior-posterior; L/R, left-
right. Values are listed in 
millimeters, along with the 
corresponding vertebral level. 
Maximum values were often 
observed at or near the most 
rostral level measured, and in 
all of the cases, maximum 
A/P displacement (mean ± 
SD, 0.36 ± 0.13 mm) 
exceeded maximum L/R 
displacement (mean ± SD, 
0.15 ± 0.07 mm). 
 
 

*  Indicates that maximum displacement was observed at the most rostral 
vertebral level for which data were available in a given subject. 
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 Figure 3.2 shows the peak A/P displacement averaged across all of the subjects and plotted 

as a function of vertebral level (i.e., R/C position along the cord).  “Peak” values, at each R/C 

level, represent the maximum cord displacement in either direction (i.e., anterior or posterior) at 

any cardiac phase.  The average was then taken across all of the subjects for whom data were 

available at a given R/C level.  However, because only some subjects’ spinal cords move 

appreciably (and the rest exhibit little or no spinal cord motion), the average was attenuated, and 

the SD increased at R/C levels where motion was most prevalent (i.e., the cervical and upper-

thoracic regions). 

 

 

Fig. 3.2: The peak A/P spinal cord displacement averaged across all of the subjects and plotted as a 
function of R/C cord position (i.e., vertebral level). The black line indicates the cross-subject average of 
peak displacement, whereas the gray area indicates the region within 1 SD of the mean at each R/C 
position. Motion below the level of midthoracic vertebrae (around T4 or T5) is significantly lower 
compared with more rostral cord regions. 
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Fig. 3.3: Cardiac-related A/P motion data from a typical subject exhibiting motion of this type. Spinal cord 
displacement is indicated as a function of cardiac phase and R/C cord position (i.e., vertebral level). 
Positive displacement values indicate anterior motion, whereas negative values indicate posterior motion. 
Clearly, cord displacements are maximal midway through the cardiac cycle and only at the level of upper-
thoracic vertebrae. Conversely, motion dies off and is minimal (at any cardiac phase) at the level of mid- 
to lower-thoracic vertebrae. This pattern of decreasing motion along the cord, and quiescence in caudal 
regions, was also evident in other test subjects. 
 

 

 It is evident, especially for those people whose cords exhibit substantial cardiac-related A/P 

motion, that the displacements are larger in rostral cord regions (i.e., at the level of the cervical 

and upper-thoracic vertebrae).  An example of this is clearly shown by plotting the A/P cord 

motion of a single subject (subject 1) in Fig. 3.3.  In this figure, upper-thoracic cord motion 

occurs in an oscillatory pattern with a maximal displacement of 0.64 mm midway through the 

cardiac cycle and at the level of the third thoracic vertebra (T3).  In contrast, more caudal regions 

of the spinal cord are relatively motionless, with the motion amplitude decreasing along the cord.  
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As shown in Fig. 3.2, this trend is relatively consistent across our sample population: the average 

displacement at lower-thoracic vertebral levels is minimal (approximately 0.10 mm), which, 

along with low SD (≤0.01 mm), is indicative of uniformly low spinal cord displacements in these 

regions.  Thus, in those subjects exhibiting cardiac-induced A/P spinal cord motion, a consistent 

pattern arises: significant displacement occurs throughout the cervical and upper-thoracic 

vertebral levels but is progressively dampened in the caudal direction until, in all of the subjects, 

it is virtually nonexistent by the lower-thoracic and upper-lumbar vertebral levels (i.e., the lower- 

thoracic, lumbar, and sacral spinal cord regions). 

 As observed previously at the cervical and upper-thoracic levels (Figley and Stroman, 

2007b), peak L/R spinal cord displacements (throughout the thoracic, lumbar, and sacral levels) 

were smaller than those measured in the A/P direction.  Figure 3.4 shows the cross-subject 

average of peak spinal cord displacement as a function of R/C position along the cord.  As in Fig. 

3.2, these data are collapsed across cardiac phase and represent the peak displacement in terms of 

the corresponding vertebral level.  With the exception of one point (at the level of the T6 

vertebra), Fig. 3.4 shows that peak L/R cord displacement is not more than 1 SD above 0.10 mm 

(the estimated precision of the method) at any R/C position.  Moreover, this type of small 

apparent L/R motion may in fact result as a consequence of the larger A/P motion, because the 

cord motion through the midcoronal section may slightly alter the observed portion of the cord 

boundary over the imaging time-course. 

 

3.5 Discussion 

 Spinal cord motion has been characterized previously, but not (to the best of our knowledge) 

in terms of the A/P and L/R motions in lumbar and sacral regions.  Although motion in these 
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directions has been thoroughly characterized in cervical and upper-thoracic regions, there is 

existing literature to suggest that motion may change according to cord position.  Feinberg and 

Mark (Feinberg and Mark, 1987) measured R/C velocities in both the brainstem and lumbar 

spinal cord, noting that the maximum velocity of the brainstem was greatly pronounced in 

comparison with the thoracic/lumbar junction of the spinal cord (1.3 ± 0.44 mm/s versus 0.33 ± 

0.3 mm/s, respectively).  A subsequent study (Levy et al., 1988) reported pulsatile R/C spinal 

cord velocities up to 12.40 ± 2.92 mm/s at the cervical and upper-thoracic levels, also noting that 

cord velocities appeared to decrease caudally along the cord. 

 

Fig. 3.4: The peak L/R spinal cord displacement averaged across all of the subjects and plotted as a 
function of R/C cord position (i.e., vertebral level). The black line indicates the cross-subject average of 
peak displacement, whereas the gray area indicates the region within 1 SD of the mean at each R/C 
position. To facilitate comparisons between cord motions in each direction (A/P and L/R), the scale has 
been normalized to that shown for the larger A/P displacements (plotted in Fig. 3.2). Note, however, that 
the average peak displacement is not significantly larger than 0.10 mm (the estimated measurement 
precision) at any R/C position, except at the level of T6.  
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 The present analysis of A/P and L/R displacement (as a function of R/C cord position and 

cardiac phase) shows that the spinal cord oscillates in a predictable cardiac-related pattern, 

consistent with previous investigations of A/P and L/R spinal cord motion (Figley and Stroman, 

2007b).  In cervical and upper-thoracic regions, spinal cord displacements have been shown to be 

larger in the A/P, as opposed to the L/R direction (Figley and Stroman, 2007b), and the present 

data demonstrate that this trend continues into lower spinal cord regions as well, with negligible 

L/R motion observed throughout the lower-thoracic, lumbar, and sacral regions.  As expected, 

A/P cord motion is prevalent throughout rostral (i.e., cervical and upper-thoracic) spinal cord 

segments but is dampened caudally along the cord, with motion in the caudal-most segments 

falling below the resolution of our technique (≤0.10 mm) for most subjects (Figley and Stroman, 

2007b). 

 The discovery that lumbar and sacral spinal cord regions are essentially motionless has 

obvious and important implications for both structural and functional spinal cord imaging; 

namely, a region free of motion will also be free of motion-related confounds, which are known 

to be problematic for both spinal fMRI and DTI in cervical regions (Kharbanda et al., 2006; 

Summers et al., 2006; Figley and Stroman, 2007a).  Because the effects of motion will be 

significantly reduced, or even absent in caudal spinal cord regions (compared with cervical 

regions), the sensitivity and selectivity of spinal fMRI methods can be evaluated under optimal 

in vivo conditions by using lower-body motor tasks or somatosensory stimulation to examine 

lumbar and sacral (instead of cervical) spinal cord activity.  Likewise, DTI in lumbar and sacral 

spinal cord regions should provide more accurate diffusion tensors than those acquired 

previously from the cervical cord, yielding better estimates of apparent diffusion coefficients, 

mean diffusivities, fractional anisotropies, and principal eigenvectors in spinal cord white matter.  
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Thus, by providing an internal criterion standard, the acquisition of uncorrupted data from 

lumbar regions may present a means of validating compensatory methods. 

 

3.6 Conclusions 

 We found that the magnitude of cardiac-related spinal cord motion varied on a subject-by-

subject basis, with some subjects exhibiting little or no motion at all, depending on R/C position.  

However, even for subjects showing motion throughout the cord, the magnitude of cord 

displacement was found to be highly dependent on motion direction, cardiac phase, and R/C 

position along the cord.  In the A/P direction, maximal cord displacements consistently occurred 

midway through each heartbeat, primarily at the level of the cervical and upper-thoracic 

vertebrae.  At the level of the lower-thoracic and upper-lumbar vertebrae (i.e., lumbar and sacral 

cord regions), however, average peak displacement was found to be negligible (routinely ≤0.10 

mm).  Similarly, the measurements of L/R motion revealed that cord displacements in this 

direction are uniformly small throughout the thoracic vertebrae (also, if anything, showing 

smaller peak values at the lower-thoracic levels).  These findings are consistent with previous 

measurements of R/C motion (Feinberg and Mark, 1987), suggesting that, overall, the lumbar 

and sacral spinal cord segments are essentially motionless in all 3 of the spatial dimensions.  

Because spinal cord motion is known to be a confounding factor for both spinal DTI and fMRI, 

the discovery that this region of the cord is motionless has significant implications for both 

structural and functional spinal cord imaging. 
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4.1 Abstract 

 Cervical spinal cord displacements have recently been measured in relation to the cardiac 

cycle, substantiating that cord motion in this region reduces both the sensitivity and 

reproducibility of functional magnetic resonance imaging of the spinal cord (spinal fMRI).  

Given the ubiquitous and complex nature of this motion, cardiac gating alone is not expected to 

sufficiently remove these errors, whereas current modeling approaches for spin-echo methods are 

not specific to motion artifacts, potentially eliminating function-related data along with 

components of motion-related noise.  As such, we have developed an alternative approach to 

spinal cord motion-compensation, using retrospective spinal cord motion time-course estimates 

(RESPITE) to forecast a small number of physiological noise regressors.  These are generated 

from the principal components of spinal cord motion, as well as subject-specific cardiac data, 

and are subsequently included in a general linear model (GLM) analysis.  With this approach, the 

components of motion-related signal fluctuation are modeled, along with functionally-relevant 

signal changes (i.e., those components fitting the stimulus paradigm), to account for the effects 

of spinal cord and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) motion in a thorough, yet discerning, manner.  By 

analyzing 100 previously acquired half-Fourier turbo spin-echo (HASTE) spinal fMRI data sets, 

along with a collection of null-task data, we show that the implementation of RESPITE reduces 

the occurrence of both type I (false-positive) and type II (false negative) errors, effectively 

increasing the specificity (5–6%) and sensitivity (15–20%) to neuronal activity. 

 Keywords: Human; Spinal cord; Physiological motion; fMRI; Analysis; General linear 

model (GLM); Retrospective motion correction 
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4.2 Introduction 

 Given its small cross-sectional area, substantial length, and proximity to vertebrae, 

functional magnetic resonance imaging of the spinal cord (spinal fMRI) presents many unique 

challenges in addition to those routinely encountered during fMRI of the brain (Stroman, 2005; 

Maieron et al., 2007; Brooks et al., 2008).  In addition, spinal cord (SC) motion and the flow of 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) are thought to further confound the analysis, and therefore the 

interpretation of functional data (Madi et al., 2001; Stroman, 2006; Brooks et al., 2008).  For 

these reasons, spin-echo (SE) spinal fMRI methods have adapted and evolved to maximize 

spatial and temporal resolution, as well as scanning efficiency (volume versus time), while 

minimizing magnetic susceptibility-related image artifacts resulting from the vertebrae and inter-

vertebral discs (Stroman et al., 2005).  On the other hand, the effects of motion have yet to be 

addressed with comparable rigor — no doubt owing to our prior lack of knowledge regarding the 

normal, periodic motion occurring within the human spinal canal.   

 It is likely that all fMRI time-course data contain, to some degree, the desired task-

dependent signal changes (related to neuronal activity), as well as superimposed perturbations 

owing to various components of noise, physiological or otherwise (Biswal et al., 1996).  

Unfortunately, physiological changes are often aliased into similar frequency regions as the 

functional paradigm, thereby mimicking, and reducing the statistical significance of actual task-

related signal changes (Biswal et al., 1996; Glover et al., 2000; Lund et al., 2006).  For spinal 

fMRI studies, it has long been suspected, but not confirmed, that this type of low-frequency 

noise – resulting from SC and CSF motion – comprises the largest source of systematic error, 

contributing to both type I (false-positive) and type II (false negative) errors (Brooks et al., 2004; 

Moffitt et al., 2005; Figley and Stroman, 2006).  It has already been observed that SC motion 
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produces time-dependent partial volume effects along the cord/CSF interface (Figley and 

Stroman, 2007); and the movement of tissues between adjacent slices may also change the 

effective repetition time (TR), depending on the direction of motion and the slice orientation.  

For these reasons, deficits in our understanding of normal SC movements (direction, magnitude, 

and timing) have made it difficult to estimate, let alone correct for such errors. 

 Previous efforts to prospectively address the effects of physiological motion have been 

made for both gradient-echo (GRE) and SE spinal fMRI techniques, although to date, these have 

not yielded definitive (and simultaneous) gains in sensitivity and specificity.  For example, early 

attempts showed that cardiac gating yielded modest improvements in the sensitivity of GRE 

spinal fMRI (Brooks et al., 2004); however, given the persistent and complex nature of CSF and 

SC motion, it is unlikely that cardiac gating alone is sufficient to fully eliminate motion-related 

noise (Figley and Stroman, 2007).  Alternatively, implementation of a SE fluid-attenuated 

inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence – to reduce CSF inflow artifacts – did not show consistent 

task-related signal changes (Moffitt et al., 2005), perhaps because of the inherent T1-weighting 

added as a result of the inversion recovery sequence. 

 Retrospective motion-compensation techniques, on the other hand, have shown greater 

promise. A recent study by Brooks et al. (2008) has determined an optimal retrospective motion-

compensating method for gradient-echo echo-planar imaging (GRE-EPI) spinal fMRI.  This 

approach is based on the RETROICOR method (Glover et al., 2000), and uses a series of 37 

sinusoidal (sine and cosine) motion regressors – derived primarily from cardiac, respiratory, and 

interaction (cardiac and respiratory) terms – to model physiological noise.  However, because 

this approach has been optimized for GRE-EPI acquisition parameters, it is unlikely to have 

similar efficacy for single-shot fast spin-echo (SSFSE) or half-Fourier single-shot turbo spin-
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echo (HASTE) spinal fMRI acquisition parameters, which have been used in more than half of 

the reported spinal fMRI studies to date (Giove et al., 2004; Stroman, 2005).  Because the SSFSE 

and HASTE sequences are more robust to magnetic susceptibility artifacts and global phase 

shifts owing to changes in lung volume, respiratory effects are not as significant compared to 

data acquired with GRE-EPI readouts; hence, the main sources of physiological noise are 

expected to be cardiac-related (Stroman, 2006).  This is due not only to the differences between 

proton-density-, T2-, and T2*-weightings, but will also result from the differences between the 

spatial encoding schemes (fast spin-echo versus EPI), with respect to their signal-to-noise and 

vulnerability to spatial distortions.  However, the long TRs of these non-EPI SE sequences will 

cause more severe aliasing of higher frequency physiological parameters (such as cardiac 

pulsations) compared to GRE-EPI and other faster imaging sequences.  Therefore, given the 

differences between GRE-EPI and SSFSE or HASTE, and the resultant trade-offs between speed 

and susceptibility artifacts, it is important to develop an optimized motion-compensating method 

for these single-shot spin-echo spinal fMRI techniques. 

 Historically, attempts to model physiological noise in SE spinal fMRI have suffered from an 

inability to precisely model the confounding physiological processes.  Including resampled 

cardiac traces in a retrospective general linear model (GLM) analysis has been shown to produce 

fewer false-positive activations and better voxel-wise reproducibility across subjects (Stroman, 

2006).  However, because this approach uses a large (and potentially non-specific) GLM basis 

set, it is prone to overfitting physiological noise, thereby reducing the sensitivity to neuronal 

activity by removing components of task-related signal change along with motion-related noise.  

Therefore, while modeling structured noise has shown great promise for functional brain 
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imaging (Glover et al., 2000; Deckers et al., 2006; Lund et al., 2006) and GRE-EPI spinal fMRI 

methods, a similar approach has not yet been developed for SE spinal fMRI. 

 Fortunately, recent studies of pulsatile CSF and SC motion have revealed significant 

temporal consistencies between their velocity/displacement and cardiac phase, allowing accurate 

estimates of CSF and SC motion time-courses from cardiac pulse recordings.  It has been 

established that peak CSF flow in the spinal canal occurs synchronously with systole in the 

carotid artery (Enzmann and Pelc, 1991), and that maximum SC velocities occur slightly after 

the peripheral pulse (Feinberg and Mark, 1987; Levy et al., 1988; Figley and Stroman, 2007).  

Furthermore, the principal components (PCs) of anterior-posterior SC motion (i.e., the largest 

directional component) have also been calculated relative to the peripheral pulse, and it has been 

shown that linear combinations of as few as three PCs are sufficient to accurately model cardiac-

related cord motion on a subject-by-subject basis (Figley and Stroman, 2007). 

 With the ability to record the cardiac pulse during fMRI experiments and the new-found 

capacity to model SC motion from three cardiac-related PCs (Figley and Stroman, 2007), we 

believe that it is now possible to remove motion-related noise from single-shot SE spinal fMRI 

by means of a highly selective modeling approach, ultimately improving the sensitivity and 

specificity of spinal fMRI to neuronal activity.  Thus, we have developed a method to generate 

retrospective spinal cord motion time-course estimates (RESPITE), and incorporate these into an 

automated general linear model (GLM) analysis, creating subject- and slice-specific models of 

SC motion to reduce the prevalence of physiological noise.  Herein, we describe the development 

and implementation of RESPITE, and demonstrate the efficacy of this method in reducing 

motion-related errors in SE spinal fMRI data. 
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4.3 Materials and Methods 

4.3.1 Method Development: General 

 All software was written in MatLab® (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) on Windows®-

based PC workstations (Sun Microsystems Inc., Santa Clara, CA).  The new analysis program 

was written and integrated into an existing suite of spinal fMRI analysis software (Stroman et al., 

2005; Stroman, 2006), which is based on statistical parametric mapping (SPM) methods 

described by Friston et al. (2006).  The required inputs for the proposed method include 

recordings of the peripheral pulse data, the relative timing of each slice acquisition, and the time-

course of the functional paradigm.   

 In order to achieve large volume coverage in a reasonably short time, HASTE spinal fMRI 

data are typically acquired in sagittal slices, which are subsequently reformatted into transverse 

segments to facilitate anterior–posterior and medial–lateral SC alignment (Stroman et al., 2005).  

With this in mind, the method described herein has been developed specifically for the analysis 

of sagittal image data, performing a slice-by-slice GLM analysis (using the sagittal image data) 

before reformatting, aligning, and normalizing the data to a standard SC reference volume 

(Stroman et al., 2008a).  Thus, cardiac-related SC motion is modeled before reformatting the 

sagittal data into transverse slices and, in so doing, mixing data acquired at different cardiac 

phases (i.e., different phases of cord motion). 

4.3.2 Method Development: Modeling and Removing Motion-Related Noise 

 As a first approach, high-frequency signal fluctuations in the time-course image data are 

removed with a low-pass filter.  For all analyses reported herein, the cutoff frequency and 

transition bandwidth were set to one-half and one-quarter of the Nyquist frequency (i.e., one-

quarter and one-eighth of the sampling frequency), respectively.   
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 Retrospective spinal cord motion time-course estimate (RESPITE) terms are generated from 

the previously reported principal components (PCs) of cardiac-related cord motion (Figley and 

Stroman, 2007) sampled appropriately to account for cardiac phase and interleaved slice timing.  

First, SC motion is modeled throughout the entire experiment with proper phase alignment 

during each inter-systolic interval (Fig. 4.1A).  This is achieved by temporally scaling and then 

replicating each of the three PCs between systolic periods (from peak-to-peak) in the peripheral 

pulse trace.  As Fig. 4.1A shows, the three PCs are replicated and automatically stretched or 

compressed (temporally) so as to fit between each of the systolic peaks in the peripheral pulse 

time-course.  The three resultant traces – comprising a model of cardiac-related SC motion – are 

then resampled (to account for the phase of motion) at the acquisition times of each slice.  For 

example, resampling the cardiac-aligned PCs with respect to the acquisition times of a single 

slice (i.e., the locations of the vertical bars in Fig. 4.1A) produces the RESPITE terms for that 

particular slice (i.e., the lower three elements of Fig. 4.1B).  Note, however, that each slice in the 

image volume will yield slightly different RESPITE terms, owing to differences in acquisition 

timing.  Therefore, compensation for SC and CSF motion is achieved by means of an automated 

GLM analysis, which employs a customized basis set and performs the subsequent statistical 

analysis on a subject-by-subject and slice-by-slice basis.  In all, each GLM employs six basis 

functions: the stimulation paradigm, a constant term, a linear ramp, and the three additional 

RESPITE regressors that depend on the slice acquisition timing (Fig. 4.1B). 

 Following the slice-specific analysis, the motion-compensated spinal fMRI results are then 

aligned in the anterior-posterior direction before reformatting the sagittal images into cubic 

voxels and transverse segments, as previously described (Stroman et al., 2005).  These data are 

then spatially normalized and co-registered to a spinal cord reference volume (Stroman et al.,       

. 
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Fig. 4.1:  Motion-compensation is achieved by including three RESPITE terms in the GLM basis set.         

A)  The RESPITE terms are custom-generated by first modeling the principal components (PCs) of cardiac-

related spinal cord motion between systolic onsets in the cardiac time-course, and then resampling each of 

these on a slice-by-slice basis to account for phase shifts between the resultant cord motion model and the 

slice acquisition timing.  B)  An example of a motion-compensating (MC) basis set.  Note that RESPITE 

terms are custom-generated for each sagittal slice within the imaging volume, and thus, each slice is 

analyzed by means of a unique GLM basis set. 
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 2008a), allowing region-of-interest (ROI) analysis, and enabling comparisons across a group (or 

groups) of subjects.  By means of an ROI mask, the software also permits data from different 

regions of the cord, brainstem, and/or surrounding anatomy (i.e., CSF, vertebrae, etc.) to be 

included or excluded from further analysis.  

4.3.3 Method Validation 

 Previous reports have used task-dependent and ‗resting state‘ fMRI to quantify the 

sensitivity and specificity of fMRI analysis methods (Biswal et al., 1996; Brooks et al., 2008).  

Therefore, to validate the RESPITE method, a database of 100 spinal fMRI datasets were 

analyzed with, and then without SC motion regressors in the GLM basis set.  All spinal fMRI 

data were collected using a 3 T whole-body system (Siemens Magnetom Tim Trio, Erlangen, 

Germany), with subjects lying supine.  Each of the experimental protocols had been fully 

approved by the Institutional Research Ethics Board, and all subjects provided informed consent 

prior to study enrollment.  Time-series image data were collected in accordance with previously 

reported spinal fMRI parameters based on signal enhancement by extravascular water protons 

(SEEP) (Stroman et al., 2007; Stroman et al., 2008b).  Each protocol consisted of either 9 or 14 

contiguous sagittal slices, each with 200 × 100 mm
2
 field of view (spanning the entire cervical 

spinal cord, brainstem, and thalamus); TE = 38 ms; TR = 1000 ms/slice; flip angle = 90° (with 

150° refocusing pulses); slice thickness = 2.00 mm.  Thus, partial k-space data were acquired in 

192 × 96 matrices (phase oversampling = 11 lines; total phase-encoding lines acquired = 59; 

echo spacing ≈ 3.2 ms; readout time ≈ 189 ms), yielding predominantly proton-density weighted 

images with 1.02 × 1.02 mm
2
 in-plane resolution.  Cardiac data were recorded continuously 

throughout each study using a peripheral pulse oximeter (sampling rate of 50 Hz) attached to the 
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subject's index finger, while TTL trigger pulses, at the time of each slice acquisition, were 

recorded (sampling rate of 200 Hz).  These traces were sampled synchronously by the Siemens 

MRI console. 

 The 100 sets of spinal fMRI data were selected from a large archive of previously acquired 

data.  Of these, 44 were acquired from eleven subjects undergoing periods of 15 °C thermal 

stimulation during an audio-visual attention/distraction task, 24 were acquired from eight 

subjects undergoing periods of 42 °C, 46 °C, and again 42 °C thermal stimulation (without an 

attention/distraction task), and 32 were acquired from eight subjects undergoing somatosensory 

stimulation with 2 gram and 15 gram von Frey filaments, and two artist's brushes of different 

stiffness (all on-going studies, unpublished data).  The complete experimental details, results, 

and discussion of these studies – hereafter referred to as ‗Attention‘, ‗Thermal‘, and ‗Touch‘, 

respectively – are beyond the scope of this manuscript, and will therefore be published 

separately.  Their purpose here is to serve as a sufficiently large and diverse sampling of spinal 

fMRI data which can be used to evaluate the performance of our proposed motion-compensating 

GLM.  To this end, data from each study type were characterized with, and then without 

including RESPITE terms in the GLM basis set – referred to as MC (motion-compensated) and 

UC (uncompensated) analysis, respectively – allowing a comparative analysis on the effects of 

the motion regressors across a number of statistical thresholds (specifically p = 0.0001, p = 

0.0005, p = 0.001, p = 0.003, and p = 0.005). 

 Data from the MC analysis were also analyzed to determine where, anatomically, the 

motion model had the largest effects.  To this end, the root-mean-squared power (RMS) of the 

RESPITE correlation coefficients (β4, β5, and β6, respectively) was calculated across all of the 

‗Attention‘, ‗Thermal‘, and ‗Touch‘ data sets (n = 100): 
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The voxel-wise RMS was then assigned a color scale and plotted to show the magnitude and 

spatial distribution of anatomical regions that contained components of the modeled SC motion 

(Fig. 4.2). 

 

Fig. 4.2:  A) A midsagittal color map depicting the voxel-wise root-mean-squared power (RMS) of the 
RESPITE coefficients across 100 motion-compensated spinal fMRI studies (‘Attention’, ‘Thermal’, and 
‘Touch’), and  B) a midsagittal spinal cord reference volume.  Regions of high, intermediate, and low RMS 
are shown in red, orange, and yellow (respectively).  Outlines of the cervical spinal cord, midbrain, pons, 
and cerebellum are clearly visible, indicating that the motion-compensating RESPITE terms have the 
largest effect in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and along the spinal cord/CSF interface. 
 
 

 To further support method validation, a set of ‗Null-Task‘ data sets (n = 4; 2 male, 2 female) 

were also acquired, during which no time-variant stimuli or tasks were imposed.  These studies 
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employed the same imaging protocol as used in the ‗Attention‘, ‗Thermal‘, and ‗Touch‘ studies 

(described above).  As with the 100 previously acquired spinal fMRI data sets, these ‗Null-Task‘ 

data were then analyzed with the MC and UC analysis methods at the same statistical thresholds 

(p-values).  However, because a model study time-course is required for GLM analyses, a 

hypothetical block-designed paradigm, similar to the ‗Attention‘, ‗Thermal‘, and ‗Touch‘ 

studies, was imposed over the 42 acquired volumes.  Because there is no reason for structured 

motor or stimulus-induced neuronal activity to correlate with this paradigm, the number of 

‗activated‘ voxels in this analysis is expected to provide a relative estimate of the false-positive 

rate, thereby providing a relative estimate of the specificity to neuronal activity (Biswal et al., 

1996).  As such, the results were normalized and fit to a SC reference volume and ROI mask 

(Stroman et al., 2008a) to facilitate group analyses.  With the results broken down by study type 

(‗Attention‘, ‗Thermal‘, ‗Touch‘, and ‗Null-Task‘), analysis type (MC or UC), and statistical 

threshold, the number of positively correlated (i.e., ‗active‘) voxels within the cervical cord were 

identified, and the signal characteristics (mean and standard deviation) of these voxels were 

determined. 

 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

 After developing and incorporating RESPITE terms into a motion-compensating GLM, 

HASTE spinal fMRI data were analyzed to validate and quantify any improvement(s) in 

specificity and/or sensitivity resulting from the inclusion of these motion-specific models.  The 

anatomical locations most affected were identified by calculating the RMS power of the 

RESPITE correlation coefficients (i.e., the β-values) across the ‗Attention‘, ‗Thermal‘, and 

‗Touch‘ studies (n = 100).  Fig. 4.2 shows a midsagittal color map of the RMS power on a voxel-
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by-voxel basis, averaged across all 100 studies.  The largest components of modeled motion 

(red) appear throughout the paraspinal subarachnoid space, indicating that the motion regressors 

– although modeled from the resampled PCs of SC motion – simultaneously account for the 

temporally correlated flow of CSF.  Moreover, intermediate (orange) regions along the anterior 

and posterior SC/CSF interfaces, demonstrate that components of structured noise in the cord 

tend to be localized along the edge, similar to previous accounts of cardiac-related noise in the 

brain (Glover et al., 2000; Deckers et al., 2006; Lund et al., 2006).  It also appears that the 

motion-compensating GLM reduces artifacts in regions beyond the spinal canal, as evidenced by 

the clear edge definition (between yellow and red regions) observed around the midbrain, pons, 

and cerebellum.  This suggests that CSF-related artifacts in these regions are also correlated with 

the RESPITE terms, and implies that SC motion is driven by CSF flow.   

 In order to quantify the sensitivity and specificity of the RESPITE GLM (MC) compared to 

the uncompensated analysis (UC), the numbers of active voxels were compared at a number of 

statistical thresholds: p = 0.0001, p = 0.0005, p = 0.001, p = 0.003, and p = 0.005.  The solid 

(MC) and dashed (UC) black lines in Fig. 4.3 show that motion-compensation not only increased 

the total number of active voxels identified in the ‗Attention‘, ‗Thermal‘, and ‗Touch‘ studies, 

but also reduced the total number of active voxels identified in the ‗Null-Task‘ studies.  Across 

the three task-related studies, the RESPITE analysis increased the number of positively 

correlated voxels by 14.8 ± 1.6% and 20.7 ± 2.9% (mean ± SD at p-values of 0.001 and 0.0001, 

respectively), suggesting that the MC analysis improved the overall sensitivity, with an 

increasing effect at higher statistical thresholds (i.e., lower p-values).  On the other hand, the 

total number of ‗Null-Task‘ (i.e., false-positive) activations was decreased 6.1% and 4.5% (at p-

values  of  0.001  and  0.0001,  respectively)  as  a  result  of  the  RESPITE   terms,   showing   a 
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Fig. 4.3:  Sensitivity curves showing the number of positively correlated voxels identified over a range of 
statistical thresholds (p-values).  The total number of active voxels (black lines) and the number of 
exclusively active voxels (i.e., those identified only with or only without motion-compensated analysis; 
gray lines) are shown for each study type.  Motion-compensated (MC) values are depicted with solid 
lines, whereas uncompensated (UC) values are depicted with dashed lines.  Based on the proportion of 
exclusively active voxels (compared to the respective totals) in the ‘Attention’, ‘Thermal’, and ‘Touch’ 
studies, it is clear that motion-related noise reduces the sensitivity, but does not completely obscure task-
related signal changes.  By increasing the number of active and exclusively active voxels in the 
‘Attention’, ‘Thermal’, and ‘Touch’ studies – and decreasing the number of active and exclusively active 
(i.e., false-positive) voxels in the ‘Null-Task’ data – it is apparent that RESPITE analysis increases both 
the sensitivity and specificity to neuronal activity. 
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decreasing, though noticeable effect, even at the lower p-values (see inset of ‗Null-Task‘ panel in 

Fig. 4.3).  The concurrent reduction of type I and type II errors is likely a result of the large 

regressor correlations throughout CSF-filled regions, and along the cord edge (resulting from SC 

motion and partial volume averaging with CSF).  By reducing the residual variance estimates 

(compared to the uncompensated analysis), the RESPITE regressors serve to increase the 

statistical significance of the study paradigm – ergo, increasing the sensitivity to neuronal 

activity.  

 The number of exclusively active voxels – i.e., those that were identified as active with one 

or the other, but not both, GLMs at a given statistical significance – are also shown for each 

group analysis in Fig. 4.3.  Here, the solid (MC) and dashed (UC) gray lines exhibit similar 

trends to the corresponding number of total active voxels (black lines), with increased task-

related activity and decreased resting state activity resulting from the MC analysis.  However, 

while it seems that RESPITE increased the sensitivity and specificity to neuronal function, the 

relatively low numbers of exclusively active voxels (compared to the total numbers) affirms that 

task-related activity is not completely dominated by motion errors, even in UC spinal fMRI 

analyses.  Therefore, this serves to validate previous SE spinal fMRI findings, revealing that 

earlier analyses (without motion-compensation) have probably suffered more from type II (false 

negative) than from type I (false-positive) errors.  In this case, regions of apparent activity are 

likely to have been accurately reported, although other areas may have been erroneously 

overlooked due to cord motion and the resultant decrease in sensitivity. 

 Comparisons of the signal properties among active voxels in the cervical SC did not reveal 

any significant differences between the MC and UC analyses (Fig. 4.4).  That is, for each 

experimental type, the average signal changes (solid and dashed black lines) are similar for both 
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MC and UC analyses.  In addition, the magnitude of ‗Null-Task‘ signal changes are within the 

range of the other study types, confirming that motion-related artifacts are capable of closely 

resembling task-related signal changes.  As a result of motion-compensation, however, there 

does appear to be an overall trend toward lower standard deviations (solid versus dashed gray 

lines).  Unlike the task-related data, both gray lines (SD) in the ‗Null-Task‘ panel of Fig. 4.4 are 

linear, implying that the SD of false-positive signal changes is approximately 3% regardless of 

statistical threshold.  Consistent with Biswal et al. (1996), we also found that task-related signal 

changes often exhibit higher standard deviations than the physiological noise, particularly at 

lower p-values.  The higher signal variability, especially in the ‗Attention‘ (attending versus not 

attending to a thermal stimulus) and ‗Touch‘ (tactile stimulation with 2 different von Frey 

filaments and 2 different artist's brushes) studies can likely in-part be attributed to the different 

stimuli presented within each broadly defined experimental type. 

 As previously stated in the Materials and Methods section, both analysis methods (MC and 

UC) made use of a low-pass filter to remove signal fluctuations greater than one-half of the 

Nyquist frequency (i.e., one-quarter of the sampling frequency).  Therefore, given that the 

effective TR = 9 s for the ‗Attention‘ and ‗Thermal‘ experiments, and TR = 14 s for the ‗Touch‘ 

experiments (nine or fourteen slices at 1000 ms/slice), the cutoff frequency was either 0.028 Hz 

or 0.018 Hz.  Cardiac-related fluctuations – ranging from 0.6 Hz to 1.5 Hz (Lund et al., 2006) – 

are not critically sampled given our imaging parameters, which means that they will be aliased 

between −0.056 Hz and 0.056 Hz when TR = 9 s and −0.036 Hz and 0.036 Hz for TR = 14 s.  It 

is therefore possible that some components of physiological noise could have been removed by 

the low-pass filter, even before using the RESPITE GLM.  Thus, in a sense, it is inaccurate to 

refer to the UC analysis as ―uncompensated‖, as it may in fact have removed some cardiac-, SC- 
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and CSF-related noise.  As a result, the utility of RESPITE is likely even higher than reported 

herein. 

   

Fig. 4.4:  Signal properties among positively correlated voxels within the cervical spinal cord.  The 
average magnitude (black lines) and standard deviation (gray lines) are shown for each study type, with 
motion-compensated (MC) values depicted by solid lines and uncompensated (UC) values depicted by 
dashed lines across the range of statistical thresholds (p-values).  Note that the magnitude and variability 
of signal changes are quite similar between MC and UC analyses, and across the ‘Attention’, ‘Thermal’, 
and ‘Null-Task’ studies, indicating that motion-related signal changes closely mimic activity-related signal 
changes.  Elevated magnitude and standard deviation within the ‘Touch’ study can likely be attributed to 
the different stimuli (i.e., the 2 g and 15 g von Frey filaments, as well as soft and stiff artist's brushes) 
used to elicit activity. 
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Methodological limitations: considerations for data acquisition 

1.  The proposed method is specifically suited for analysis of single-shot spin-echo (SSFSE 

or HASTE) sagittal time-series data, although the same motion-modeling principles 

should apply equally to other image orientations. 

2.  It is assumed that motion-related noise is dependent on the relative timing between 

physiological motion and image acquisition, such that a unique phase of motion can be 

assigned to each image.  As Glover et al. (2000) point out, this assumption holds for 

single-shot methods, but not for multi-shot pulse sequences (or even single-shot methods 

with exceptionally long readout times) due to the likelihood that multiple phases of 

motion will be encoded within each image.  Therefore, as in other retrospective motion-

compensation methods (Glover et al., 2000; Deckers et al., 2006; Lund et al., 2006; 

Brooks et al., 2008), the current approach requires single-shot data acquisition with a 

reasonably short readout time to the centre of k-space (where most of contrast-to-noise is 

encoded). 

3.  Previous studies have shown that the magnitude of SC motion varies considerably across 

individuals, approximately half of whom exhibit little or no motion at all (Matsuzaki et 

al., 1996; Figley and Stroman, 2007).  In such cases, the motion regressors in the MC 

analysis are expected to have little effect whatsoever, and as long as the RESPITE terms 

are orthogonal to the study paradigm (i.e., the motion regressors remain linearly 

independent of the study paradigm) there should be no consequence as a result of their 

inclusion in the GLM.  In fact, because the comparisons in the present study were carried 

out on such a large and diverse sample set (with data from many individuals), it is 
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expected that much larger improvements (than the average) would be observed for 

specific individuals; namely those exhibiting significant cord motion. 

 

4.5 Conclusions 

 Given the recent advances in our ability to model SC motion as a function of the cardiac 

cycle, we have developed and reported a novel method to automatically generate retrospective 

spinal cord motion time-course estimates (RESPITE).  Moreover, we have demonstrated that 

RESPITE can be integrated into an automated, subject- and slice-specific GLM analysis to 

effectively remove motion-related noise from SSFSE and HASTE spinal fMRI data.  Thus, using 

only three physiological noise regressors, we have established that SC- and CSF-related artifacts 

can be modeled to improve, simultaneously, the sensitivity and specificity of spinal fMRI.  

Furthermore, using RESPITE, we also characterized the anatomical locations of motion-related 

signal changes, which appear to be most prevalent along the edge of the cord (near the cord/CSF 

interface) and in the subarachnoid space: throughout the spinal canal, and regions surrounding 

the midbrain, pons, and cerebellum.  Finally, based on comparative analyses of both task-related 

and ‗Null-Task‘ spinal fMRI data sets, we have shown that REPITE terms improve the detection 

of neuronal activity by approximately 15–20% (on average), while reducing the probability of 

false-positive activations by approximately 5–6%, depending on the level of statistical 

significance.  However, since motion-related errors were not found to dominate task-related 

signal changes, previous single-shot SE spinal fMRI findings – although less sensitive than what 

is now possible with RESPITE – remain valid. 
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Chapter 5:  

Characterizing the SEEP Response with Event-Related Spinal fMRI 
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5.1 Abstract 

 Although event-related fMRI is able to reliably detect very brief changes in brain activity, 

and is now widely used throughout systems and cognitive neuroscience, there have been no 

previous reports of event-related spinal cord fMRI.  This consequence is likely attributable to the 

various technical challenges associated with spinal fMRI (i.e., imaging a suitable length of the 

cord, balancing the requisite tradeoffs between spatial and temporal resolution and the signal- 

and contrast-to-noise ratios, reducing image artifacts from the vertebrae and inter-vertebral discs, 

and dealing with physiological noise from spinal cord motion).  In this study, we pushed the 

limits of spinal fMRI by using a proton-density-weighted HASTE sequence – with functional 

contrast based on signal enhancement by extravascular water protons (SEEP), to reduce image 

artifacts – combined with a motion-compensating GLM analysis to: 1) test the feasibility of 

event-related spinal fMRI, and 2) better characterize the SEEP response function in the cervical 

spinal cord.  This was achieved by using 1 s applications of 22 °C thermal stimulation to the 

palm of the hand, and measuring the time-locked impulse response.  The results demonstrate that 

the spinal cord SEEP response (time-to-peak ≈ 7 s; FWHM ≈ 5 s) is similar to previous measures 

in the brain, and roughly comparable to the spinal cord BOLD response (albeit slightly faster and 

probably lacking a post-stimulus undershoot).  Therefore, by detecting and mapping consistent 

signal-intensity changes across subjects, this study advances our understanding of the SEEP 

response in the cervical spinal cord and represents the first successful demonstration of event-

related spinal fMRI. 

 

 Key Words: event-related; fMRI; human; impulse response; RESPITE; response function; 

SEEP; spinal cord; thermal stimulation  
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5.2 Introduction 

 Event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is now commonly used 

throughout systems and cognitive neuroscience to measure changes in neural activity in response 

to brief cognitive or sensory-motor tasks (Buckner et al., 1996;Rosen et al., 1998).  Therefore, 

this method expands the utility of fMRI by allowing researchers to investigate more biologically 

relevant tasks/stimuli (on the order of seconds or even milliseconds) than traditional block-

designed studies, and permits simultaneous evaluations of multiple stimuli within the same fMRI 

session.  This property can be exploited to investigate how the nervous system responds to 

different types of stimuli or “oddball” tasks (McCarthy et al., 1997), variations in presentation 

order (Friston et al., 1998), as well as responses to error trials (Curtis and D'esposito, 2003).  

However, because there are only a small number of groups using fMRI to study the spinal cord 

and there are many technical challenges associated with doing so (Giove et al., 2004;Stroman, 

2005;Leitch et al., 2010;Summers et al., 2010), there have been no reports of event-related spinal 

fMRI in the literature to date.    

 In order to deal with these challenges, spinal fMRI data are typically acquired with different 

parameters than conventional brain fMRI.  While there is somewhat of a methodological divide 

between groups using conventional T2
*
-weighted gradient-echo echo-planar-imaging (GE-EPI) 

and groups favoring PD-weighted turbo spin-echo (TSE) imaging, previous reports have shown 

that magnetic susceptibility artifacts from the vertebrae and intervertebral discs can be largely 

overcome by using the latter (Stroman et al., 2005a;Bouwman et al., 2008).  Because of their 

resiliency to magnetic susceptibility changes, and because of the spinal cord’s proximity to the 

lungs, TSE methods are also more robust to respiration-induced magnetic field perturbations 

(Leitch et al., 2010).  It has been shown that such PD-weighted fMRI methods rely primarily on 
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signal enhancement by extravascular water protons (SEEP), which has a different physiological 

basis than blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) contrast (Stroman et al., 2002a;Stroman et al., 

2008b).  Whereas BOLD contrast results from hemodynamic processes and changes in 

oxy/deoxyhemoglobin concentrations (Ogawa et al., 1990a;Ogawa et al., 1990b), SEEP contrast 

has been attributed to cell swelling in regions of synaptic activity (Stroman et al., 2008b) [see 

(Figley et al., 2010) for a recent review].   

 Despite the fact that TSE parameters and SEEP contrast have been employed in a large 

number of spinal fMRI studies, the SEEP response has not yet been well-characterized in the 

spinal cord.  By measuring the time-courses of SEEP and BOLD changes in the brain, it has been 

shown that the two mechanisms have different response characteristics.  In the brain, the peak of 

the SEEP response was observed to lag corresponding BOLD changes by approximately 1 s and 

to return to baseline more slowly with no undershoot (Stroman et al., 2005b).  Another study has 

shown that neuroanatomical and vascular differences between the brain and spinal cord 

significantly effects BOLD responses (Giulietti et al., 2008), concluding that the BOLD signal in 

the spinal cord: 1) does not peak until approximately 9 s (i.e., much later than in the brain), 2) 

has a relatively wide response curve, and 3) has little or no post-stimulus undershoot.  However, 

given the known differences between BOLD and SEEP responses and brain and spinal cord 

responses, it does not follow that the spinal cord SEEP response will match either the brain 

SEEP response or the spinal cord BOLD response.      

 Given the brief window of anticipated signal change with shorter periods of stimulation, 

accurately modeling the temporal characteristics of the response function is critically important 

for event-related fMRI analysis.  Although small differences between estimated and true fMRI 

responses have been shown to minimally affect the sensitivity of event-related fMRI for single 
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subjects, modeling has shown that time-to-onset (TTO) mismatches as low as 1 s can lower the 

sensitivity of random effects analyses across subjects and potentially increase false-negative 

results (Handwerker et al., 2004).  Therefore, characterizing the spinal cord SEEP response and 

confirming that it is consistent across subjects are critical steps that must be achieved before 

event-related spinal fMRI with SEEP contrast can be used.   

 The sensitivity and specificity of PD-weighted TSE spinal fMRI has recently been improved 

with the advent of a motion-compensating general linear model (GLM) (Figley and Stroman, 

2009) based on retrospective spinal cord motion time-course estimates (RESPITE) to reduce the 

effects of cardiac-related spinal cord motion (Figley and Stroman, 2007;Figley et al., 2008;Piche 

et al., 2009).  The purpose of the present study was to exploit the improved sensitivity of these 

motion-compensating spinal fMRI techniques to measure signal intensity changes induced by 

brief periods of cold thermal stimulation, representing the first successful demonstration of 

event-related spinal fMRI and refining our understanding of the SEEP impulse response function 

in the healthy human spinal cord.       

  

5.3 Materials and Methods 

5.3.1 Test Subjects 

 Data were obtained from ten healthy volunteers (5 male; 5 female) with no history or 

evidence of spinal cord/vertebral injury or dysmorphology.  Subject age, weight, and height 

ranged from 18 to 22 years (mean ± SD = 20 ± 2), 53 to 91 kilograms (mean ± SD = 67 ± 11), 

and 1.60 to 1.83 meters (mean ± SD = 1.71 ± 0.06), respectively.  All volunteers provided 

written informed consent before participating in the study, which had received prior approval 

from the institutional human research ethics board.  
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5.3.2 Data Acquisition 

 All image data were acquired on a 3 T Siemens whole-body MR system (Magnetom Tim 

Trio, Erlangen, Germany) using a body coil to transmit the radio-frequency excitation pulses and 

a 12-channel phased array, receive-only posterior spine 

coil to detect the MR signal.  Subjects were positioned 

supine and carefully aligned and centered on the 

scanner bed using a bore-mounted laser guide.  A 

wireless pulse oximeter was placed on each subjects’ 

left index finger to record the peripheral pulse during 

each experiment.  Initially, 3-plane and coronal 

localizer images of the spine and spinal cord were 

acquired in order to identify the anatomy and provide a 

3D position reference for subsequent slice alignment.   

 Imaging parameters for the time-series fMRI 

data were based on previously reported protocols for 

optimal SEEP contrast at 3 T (Stroman et al., 

2005a;Ghazni et al., 2009;Stroman, 2009).  The method 

employed a half-Fourier acquisition turbo spin-echo 

(HASTE) pulse sequence with: 9 contiguous sagittal 

slices; TE = minimum (38 ms); TR = 1000 ms/slice; 

field of view (FOV) = 200 × 100 mm
2
 spanning the 

entire cervical spinal cord, brainstem, and thalamus; 

flip angle = 90° with 150° refocusing pulses; slice 

Fig. 5.1:  Representative image from a 
spinal fMRI data set acquired with SEEP 
contrast.  The fifth of nine contiguous 
sagittal slices comprising the spinal fMRI 
volume is shown from a typical subject.  
Predominantly proton-density weighted 
images were acquired with a HASTE pulse 
sequence (TE = 38 ms; TR = 9 s; FOV = 
200 × 100 mm; voxel volume = 1.02 × 
1.02 × 2.00 mm

3
), yielding optimal SEEP 

contrast and distortion-free images 
throughout the cervical spinal cord and 
brainstem. 
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thickness = 2.00 mm; in-plane resolution = 1.02 × 1.02 mm
2
.  Spatial saturation bands were 

applied anterior to the spine to eliminate signal from the heart and lungs, and flow compensation 

gradients were applied in the rostral-caudal direction to minimize cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) flow 

artifacts.  As shown in Fig. 5.1, this method provides complete coverage of the cervical spinal 

cord and brainstem with excellent spatial resolution (2.08 mm
3
 voxel volumes), minimal partial 

volume effects, and good signal-to-noise.      

5.3.3 Experimental Design 

5.3.3.1 General 

 After the initial setup and acquisition of the localizer images, four experimental sessions of 

spinal fMRI, one block-designed and three event-related paradigms, were acquired for each 

subject, as outlined below.       

5.3.3.2 Block-designed spinal fMRI protocol 

 Before acquiring event-related spinal fMRI data, a block-design paradigm was used to 

investigate applications of 22 
o
C cold thermal stimulation to the palm of the right hand, with a 

baseline temperature of 32 °C.  Thermal stimuli were delivered with a Medoc TSA-II thermal 

sensory analyzer (Medoc Ltd., Ramat Yihai, Israel) with a 3 × 3 cm thermal probe placed on the 

right thenar eminence, corresponding approximately to the C6 dermatome (Dykest and Terzis, 

1981;Stroman et al., 2002b).  For the block-design experiment, four 63 second (7 volume) 

epochs of 32 
o
C (i.e., skin temperature) baseline conditions were interleaved with three 45 

second (5 volume) epochs of 22 
o
C cold thermal stimulation.  Three pre-scan volumes were 

acquired before the initial baseline period to allow the transverse magnetization to achieve a 

steady state.  Therefore, including the spin-preparation volumes, the total block-designed 

experiment consisted of 46 volumes (total acquisition time of 6.9 minutes). 
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5.3.3.3 Event-related spinal fMRI protocol  

To establish the time-course of the SEEP impulse response, spinal fMRI data were 

acquired during brief, evenly spaced applications of 22 
o
C cold thermal stimulation.  The 

imaging parameters, equipment and thermode placement were the same as the block-designed 

experiment (described above).  The slow event-related paradigm consisted of 1 s epochs of 

constant 22 
o
C thermal stimulation and 25 s baseline periods of 32 

o
C, with cooling and heating 

ramps set to the limits of our stimulus delivery system (i.e., ±10 
o
C/s), taking 1 s to ramp down 

to 22 
o
C and another 1 s to ramp back to 32 

o
C.  Therefore, the total interstimulus interval (ISI) 

was 28 seconds, allowing the SEEP response to peak and return to baseline between sequential 

applications of the 22 
o
C thermal stimulation.   

The fixed relationship between our thermal paradigm and the image acquisition timing 

(TR = 9 s) produced a discrete sampling of the peristimulus response that was unique for each of 

the nine slices in the imaging volume.  As shown in Fig. 5.2A, three or four unique phases of the 

SEEP response were sampled for each slice during each imaging volume.  However, by sampling 

different phases of the response over sequential stimuli, the SEEP response was measured with 

high temporal resolution relative to the scan repetition time (Josephs et al., 1997).  In the present 

study, the complete SEEP impulse response was sampled, for each slice, with high temporal 

resolution (i.e., 1 s between data points) once every 28 volumes (252 seconds).  Therefore, 

because each event-related protocol acquired 56 volumes (plus the spin-preparation volumes), 

the complete SEEP response was recorded twice per session (total acquisition time of 8.7 

minutes).   
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Fig. 5.2:  Event-related spinal fMRI data acquisition and analysis.  A) The peristimulus time-courses, for 
all 9 slices in the imaging volume, were measured over the course of 9 stimuli by sampling 28 phases of 
the SEEP response at a rate of 1 Hz.  Because 18 stimuli were presented, two entire responses were 
acquired in each event-related session.  B) After time-locking the responses to the stimuli, event-related 
data were then analyzed using a motion-compensating GLM (Figley and Stroman, 2009) with a low 
statistical threshold (T ≥ 2.00) to create a subject- and session-specific “activation mask”.  The first-term 
of the GLM consisted of the modeled response, which was initially based on previous estimates of the 
SEEP response function (Stroman et al., 2005), as shown.  By extracting the responses from each of the 
corresponding activation masks (again, across subjects and sessions), a new SEEP response was 
generated.  Thus, the modeled response was improved in a data-driven, iterative fashion using 
continuously updated GLMs to form new activation masks and measure new responses. 
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In addition to the first session, each subject performed the event-related experiment two 

more times, with short breaks between to allow the experimenters to evaluate the quality of each 

session in real-time.  In the event of subject motion, the session was discarded and reacquired 

with corrected slice alignment/positioning.  Over the course of the three event-related sessions, 

the entire SEEP impulse response was sampled a total of six times for each subject.  

5.3.4 Data Analysis 

5.3.4.1 General 

 Data analysis was performed on Windows-based PC workstations using custom software 

written in MatLab (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA).  All spinal fMRI data were initially 

acquired in 2.0 mm thick contiguous sagittal slices to maximize rostral-caudal coverage, but 

were subsequently reformatted into 1 mm
3
 isovoxels, re-sliced into axial segments based on a 

manually-defined reference line along the anterior edge of the cord, and spatially normalized as 

previously described (Stroman et al., 2008a).   

5.3.4.2 SEEP Response Estimation 

 By implementing an event-related spinal fMRI paradigm, we were able, for the first time, to 

directly measure the SEEP impulse response: in this case, following brief applications of 22 °C 

cold thermal stimulation.  However, given that these results will depend inherently on which 

voxel time-courses are extracted, some a priori knowledge is required to separate the activated 

and non-activated regions.   

 A previous study of the spinal cord BOLD response generated subject-specific activation 

masks, small regions for each subject (mean ± SD = 43 ± 12 mm
3
), based on activity patterns in 

a block-designed task (Giulietti et al., 2008).  The implicit assumption in this method, however, 

is that the activated areas will remain constant across experiments and stimulus duration, without 
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adaptation effects such as habituation or sensitization to repeated stimuli (Krekelberg et al., 

2006).  Therefore, given the very brief nature and relatively low intensity of the stimuli used in 

the present experiment, and the distinct possibility that event-related changes may evoke 

different activation patterns than block-designed paradigms, we applied a more data-driven 

approach which makes fewer a priori assumptions about which voxels to include in the event-

related activation masks (i.e., the voxels from which to measure a response). 

 In the present study, activation masks for the event-related data were created on an 

individual basis, based on the data from each session.  For every event-related dataset, both the 

image data (Fig. 5.2A) and the GLM terms (Fig. 5.2B) were re-ordered on a subject-by-subject 

and slice-by-slice basis to form two time-locked peristimulus responses over the 56 acquired 

volumes.  Using a previously reported estimate of the SEEP response function (Stroman et al., 

2005b), hereafter referred to as the “canonical” SEEP response, a voxel-wise linear regression 

analysis was performed using a general linear model (GLM) of the form: 

S(t) = β1A(t) + β2B(t) + β3C(t) + β4R1(t) + β5R2(t) + β6R3(t) + ε(t) 

where S is the measured MR signal at a given time (t), βi are the regression coefficients, A is the 

modeled response (based on the paradigm and the predicted SEEP response), B is a constant 

function, C is a linear ramp function, R1-R3 are the subject- and slice-specific RESPITE motion-

compensation terms (Figley and Stroman, 2009), and ε is the residual (see Fig. 5.2B).  Subject-

specific region-of-interest masks were generated for each subject (Stroman et al., 2008a), and 

these were used to mask out all signals beyond a region corresponding to the C5-C8 spinal cord 

segments.  In accordance with previously reported methods (Glover, 1999), an activation mask 

was then constructed by first analyzing each dataset with a very low statistical threshold (T  ≥ 
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2.00, corresponding to an uncorrected p ≤ 0.025) to exclude voxels with irregular or inconsistent 

responses. 

 After generating the activation masks for each event-related session, the time-locked signal 

intensities were extracted and fit to the GLM described in Equation 1.  Motion-confounds were 

then removed from the measured response in each voxel such that: 

S    (t) = S(t)   β   (t)

 

 =3

   β   (t)

2

 =1

  (t) 

where Scorr is the motion-corrected signal at a given time (t), S is the measured signal, βi are the 

regression coefficients, and Fi are the GLM basis functions (i = 1 for the model time-course, i = 

2 for the constant function, and i = 3,4,5,6 for the linear ramp and three RESPITE functions).  

Thus, the motion-corrected time-courses were averaged across the “active” voxels to determine 

the average response for each subject, and for the entire group. 

 Using the average group response (described above) as the response function, the event-

related datasets were then reanalyzed to generate new activation masks and measure new 

motion-corrected time-courses in order to estimate the optimal SEEP impulse response in an 

iterative fashion.  As new iterations of the SEEP time-course were generated, correlation 

analyses were performed to compare their fit relative to the canonical SEEP response, and 

iterations were repeated until the empirical responses either converged or reached a pre-

determined cutoff point (correlation coefficient ≤ 0.2) that would indicate that they had deviated 

considerably from the initial (canonical) SEEP response.  As shown in Fig. 5.3, the responses 

continued to change over subsequent iterations until the correlation cutoff was reached, thereby 

yielding six new iterations of the SEEP response.  Therefore, with this completely data-driven 

approach, each of the 30 event-related spinal fMRI datasets (3 sessions × 10 subjects) were 
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analyzed with 7 different GLMs, substituting the canonical or any of the 6 empirically derived 

SEEP responses as the first function in the basis set.         

 

 

Fig. 5.3:  Correlation of the empirically derived SEEP responses (shown in Figure 5) to the previously 
described “Canonical” SEEP response (Stroman et al., 2005).  Correlations displayed a monotonic 
decrease that was roughly linear (slope = -0.0652) across the Canonical, 1

st
 Iteration, and 2

nd
 Iteration.  

While the correlations of the latter responses were also linear, the coefficients dropped off more than 
twice as sharply as the earlier iterations (slope = -0.1662). 
 
 
 

5.3.4.3 Independent Component Analysis 

 Independent component analysis (ICA) was performed on each iteration of the SEEP 

response to extract the main features from the averaged responses in an exploratory manner.  

This analysis was performed, using the fastICA algorithm (Hyvärinen and Oja, 1997;Bingham 

and Hyvarinen, 2000) [http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/ica/fastica/], on the average SEEP response 

from each of the 10 subjects to investigate the effects of different response shapes and lag times 

between subjects, as well as the potential contributions of structured noise.   
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 In the fastICA algorithm, data were first constrained by using the built-in principal 

component analysis (PCA) and the “lastEig” command to reduce the dimensionality of the data 

along the two principle eigenvectors, corresponding to the response amplitude and peristimulus 

time, respectively.  The fixed-point ICA algorithm was then run using a symmetric (as opposed 

to a deflation) approach, to estimate the independent components in parallel.  All other 

parameters, (e.g., the type of nonlinearity, convergence control, etc.) were left at their default 

settings and values.         

5.3.4.4 Random Effects Analysis 

 Group analyses were performed with both the block-designed and event-related spinal fMRI 

results.  For the block-design data, a voxel-wise linear regression analysis was performed for 

each subject by using a motion-compensating (GLM), as described above.  The only difference 

from Fig. 5.2B was that the modeled signal time-course, A(t), was the boxcar stimulation 

paradigm convolved with the canonical SEEP response function.  The data from each subject 

were then spatially normalized and coregistered to a standardized spinal cord reference volume 

to allow cross-subject comparisons (Stroman et al., 2008a).  Data were masked to a region-of-

interest comprising approximately the C5-C8 spinal cord segments, and active voxels in the 

remaining group were identified as those having T ≥ 3.25, where T = 
       

      
 across all 10 

subjects.     

 Group analyses of the event-related data were carried out in a similar fashion to show the 

areas of consistent event-related activity across all ten subjects.  Using the activation masks from 

the SEEP response estimations, the beta-weights for each voxel were averaged across all three 

event-related sessions to obtain a map of the average β1 value for every voxel in the C5-C8 ROI 

mask in each subject.  This was done for the canonical, as well as the six empirically measured 
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SEEP responses.  Group analyses were then performed for each dataset (i.e., each iteration of the 

SEEP response) using a statistical threshold of T ≥ 2.00 across all 10 subjects.     

 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 SEEP Response Estimation 

 SEEP signal-intensity changes were consistently identified between the C5 and C8 spinal 

cord segments during an event-related spinal fMRI paradigm consisting of 1 s applications of 22 

o
C thermal stimulation.  By extracting time-courses from voxels identified using a GLM analysis 

and low statistical threshold (T ≥ 2.00), empirically derived responses were measured in an 

iterative fashion.  A box plot showing the distribution of the number of active voxels in the ROI 

(across subjects and sessions) is shown in Fig. 5.4.  Voxel counts across all 30 event-related 

sessions are shown separately for each iteration.  The gray bars denote the 1
st
 and 4

th
 quartiles 

(i.e., the lowest and highest 25
th

 percentiles) and the white boxes denote the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 quartiles 

(i.e., the middle 50
th

 percentile).  While the median (i.e., the line at the interface of the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 

quartiles) and maximum voxel counts were the highest for the 5
th

 iteration of the SEEP response, 

these were not much larger than those generated from the 3
rd

 iteration.  Moreover, data from the 

3
rd

 iteration of the SEEP response had a higher minimum voxel count, and were less variable 

overall. 

 For comparative purposes, it is also worth noting that activity detected from the block-

design data, analyzed with the canonical SEEP response, included far more voxels than the 

event-related data for each session.  At the same statistical threshold (T ≥ 2.00), the minimum 

voxel count was 132 across all ten subjects (i.e., higher than the maximum event-related 

activation mask), with a median value of 214 and an inter-quartile range of 88.  Therefore, this 
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suggests that the longer blocks of thermal stimuli elicited larger and more distributed spinal cord 

responses than event-related stimuli of the same temperature, and suggests that using activation 

masks based on the block-designed data may have produced different overall results in terms of 

the measured SEEP response.   

 

 

Fig. 5.4:  Box plot showing the numerical distributions, in terms of the numbers of active voxels identified 
at T ≥ 2.00 by each SEEP response (i.e., the size of the activation masks).  Voxel counts along the x-axis 
are normalized to units of (number × subject

-1
 × event-related experiment

-1
).  Distributions for each 

response are denoted by quartiles containing the lower and upper 25
th
 percentiles (gray bars), as well as 

the median 50
th
 percentile (white bars) transected by the median voxel count (vertical black line).  
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Fig. 5.5:  Surface plots of the canonical SEEP response and the signal time-courses of all 6 experimental 
iterations.  Response amplitudes were normalized within each data set and then plotted in accordance 
with the color bar (lower left).  The upper and lower panels show the same data from different vantage 
points to highlight the different features and trends of the responses.  The upper panel clearly 
demonstrates the emergence of apparent pre- and post-stimulus undershoots in the later iterations, as 
well as the delayed onset time of the response.  The lower panel serves to highlight the increasing time-
to-peak and decreasing response width (see also Table 1).  
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 Figure 5.5 shows the canonical SEEP response, as well as the six experimentally measured 

SEEP responses (from the six iterations of the analysis) smoothed across three time-points.  By 

comparing the amplitude normalized time-courses, some clear trends emerged.  Both the onset 

time (OT) and the time-to-peak (TTP) monotonically increased across iterations, whereas the 

return to baseline (RTB) remained relatively constant.  As a result, the response widths (FWHM) 

were decreased in subsequent iterations, as summarized in Table 5.1.  Also, despite the fact that 

the canonical SEEP response amplitudes were all positive, both pre- and post-stimulus 

undershoots became more evident in the later iterations of the response.        

 

Response OT TTP RTB FWHM 

Canonical 0 6.0 26.0 6.0 

1 3.1 7.0 12.2 5.0 

2 3.7 7.4 11.9 4.7 

3 4.7 8.2 12.1 4.2 

4 5.7 9.0 12.3 3.8 

5 6.5 9.2 12.5 3.5 

6 7.1 9.8 12.7 3.4 

 
Table 5.1: Quantitative parameters including onset time (OT), time-to-peak (TTP), return to baseline 
(RTB), and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) for the canonical SEEP response, as well as each of 
the empirically derived SEEP responses.  All values are in reported in seconds. 

 

 In order to investigate the main trends of the SEEP response, ICA was performed on the 

average signal time-courses from each subject.  Using the activation mask generated from the 

canonical SEEP response and extracting the average time-locked signal-intensity from each 

subject (and smoothing across three time-points, as in Fig. 5.5), Figure 5.6 demonstrates that the 

1
st
 iteration of the functional response was highly reproducible, but not identical, across subjects.  

Furthermore, plotting the independent components from the fastICA analysis shows that the 1
st
 

independent component fits the group data very well, while the 2
nd

 independent component 
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appears to be structured noise that could result from either a small number of outlying data points 

and/or residual physiological motion.  Although the extracted time-courses were motion-

compensated with RESPITE terms to minimize the effects of cardiac-related spinal cord motion, 

the entire 2
nd

 component (and even the small post-stimulus undershoot in the 1
st
 component) 

could possibly be caused by residual physiological noise.  In any case, the individual responses 

and group ICA data in Fig. 5.6 do not tend to support the existence of either a pre- or post-

stimulus undershoot in the spinal cord SEEP response.          

 

 

Fig. 5.6:  Response time-courses identified with the canonical activation mask to form the “1
st
 Iteration”.  

After fitting the raw extracted time-courses with a GLM (Figure 2) and removing the motion-related 
RESPITE confounds, the mean time-locked signal was generated separately for each subject (black 
circles).  The first two independent components (solid and dashed lines) were then generated with the 
fastICA algorithm to identify the major trends of the SEEP response shape across all ten subjects. 
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5.4.2 Random Effects Analysis    

 Random effects analyses were performed to demonstrate regions of consistent activity 

across subjects.  Given that all stimuli were applied to the right thenar eminence, corresponding 

roughly to the C6 spinal cord segment, data were analyzed and then masked on a subject-by-

subject basis to include the C5-C8 spinal cord segments before performing the group analyses.  

As shown in Fig. 5.7, spinal fMRI data from the block-designed paradigm showed consistent 

regions of SEEP activity on the ipsilateral side of the C6 and C7 spinal cord segments, with 

uniform distributions of activity in the axial plane spanning several millimeters in the rostral-

caudal dimension.  Although somewhat noisier, similar patterns of activation were also observed 

for many of the event-related group analyses.   

 For the event-related data, the regions of activity were observed to change somewhat as a 

function of the SEEP response used in the creation of the activation maps.  Although some 

regions were consistently activated regardless of the input SEEP response (see, for example, the 

C7 segments 4
th

 and 5
th

 from the right), the chosen response function nevertheless affected the 

sensitivity of the measurements in terms of the maximum T-value, as well as the rostral-caudal 

distribution of activations meeting the minimum statistical threshold.  However, perhaps not 

surprisingly, similar SEEP responses generated similar activation patterns.  In this respect, the 

earlier versions (i.e., the canonical, 1
st
, and 2

nd
 iterations) of the SEEP response yielded maps 

that were the more similar to the block-designed data that the later iterations.               
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Fig. 5.7:  Random effects analyses of the block-designed and event-related data, showing consistent 
regions of activity across all ten subjects (T ≥ 2.00).  While the block-designed data were analyzed using 
only the canonical SEEP response, the event-related data were analyzed separately with each of the 
seven SEEP time-courses (“Canonical” to “6

th
 Iteration”, as shown in parentheses).  The block-designed 

data show consistent areas of activity throughout the C6-C7 ipsilateral dorsal horn (corresponding to the 
first relay points of the spinothalamic tract), as well as some ipsilateral and contralateral ventral horn 
activity spanning contiguous 1-mm-thick transverse slices within the C6 and C7 spinal cord segments, 
respectively.  Similar areas of activity were also observed in the event-related data sets, with slight 
changes in statistical significance and localization depending on which SEEP response was used in the 
GLM analysis.  Overall, similar SEEP responses produced correspondingly similar event-related activity 
maps, with the “Canonical”, “1

st
 Iteration”, and “2

nd
 Iteration” responses yielding maps that were most 

comparable to the block-designed data.  
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5.5 Discussion 

5.5.1 General 

 To the best of our knowledge, this study represents the first successful demonstration of 

event-related spinal fMRI and the first characterization of the spinal cord SEEP response.  These 

findings therefore show the high resolution (2.08 mm
3 

voxels) and high degree of sensitivity that 

can be achieved with spinal fMRI methods using PD-weighted HASTE acquisition parameters 

and motion-compensating GLM analysis techniques.   

 One potential criticism of our method is that the SEEP response estimates were dependent 

on the creation of activation masks based on an initial estimate of the SEEP response.  However, 

the fact that the different activation masks extracted different response shapes across iterations 

(Fig. 5.5), as well as the small variations in response shapes across subjects within the same 

iteration (Fig. 5.6), confirms that the statistical threshold used to generate the activation masks (T 

≥ 2.00) was low enough to filter grossly erroneous responses, while not constraining the results 

to the point of being completely circular (i.e., where the final result would have been the same as 

the modeled response).  Furthermore, by using such low statistical thresholds over multiple 

iterations, the response shape was allowed to wander slowly, with each of the subsequent 

iterations, in a data driven manner. 

 One interesting feature of our data is that the different iterations of the SEEP response did 

not converge on a single preferred time-course.  In the early iterations, convergence still seemed 

likely because the numbers of voxels included in the activation masks were growing (Fig. 5.4) 

while the measured SEEP responses were changing (Fig. 5.5).  It is somewhat peculiar that the 

measured response curves kept narrowing and shifting toward the right even after the numbers of 

voxels in the activation masks dropped off – especially since the larger numbers of voxels might 
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have been expected to dominate the overall contribution in terms of the average measured 

response.  It is also interesting that the measured SEEP responses narrowed dramatically from 

the initial canonical response to the 6
th

 iteration (Fig. 5.5 and Table 5.1), despite temporal 

smoothing of the average response (using a three-point moving average) at each stage of the 

iterative analysis. 

5.5.2 SEEP vs. BOLD Response Estimation in the Cervical Spinal Cord  

 There is now a significant body of literature describing the BOLD hemodynamic response 

function (HRF), and it is well-known that both the magnitude and time-course of BOLD signals 

vary widely across both subjects and brain regions (Aguirre et al., 1998;Handwerker et al., 

2004).  These differences have been shown to depend on multiple factors including age 

(D'esposito et al., 1999;Huettel et al., 2001), disparities in vascular anatomy (i.e., arteriole 

supply, capillary perfusion, and venous drainage) (Carusone et al., 2002), blood hematocrit 

concentrations (Levin et al., 2001), and pre-experimental ingestion of vasoactive substances such 

as alcohol (Levin et al., 1998), caffeine (Mulderink et al., 2002;Laurienti et al., 2002;Chen and 

Parrish, 2009a;Chen and Parrish, 2009b) or even excess lipids (Noseworthy et al., 2003).   

 To date, T2
*
-weighted BOLD fMRI responses have been characterized in the cervical spinal 

cord during blocks of a bulb-squeezing motor task (Giulietti et al., 2008).  Using a deconvolution 

approach, the optimal BOLD response in the spinal cord was estimated by the authors to have 

TTP ≈ 9 s and FWHM ≈ 10.5 or 8 s, depending on whether the data were modeled with or 

without a post-stimulus undershoot, respectively.  These data therefore suggest that the time-

course of BOLD changes are much slower and wider in the spinal cord than in the brain.  

Conversely, the SEEP responses measured in the present study had TTPs ranging from 6 s to 9.8 

s with corresponding FWHMs between 6 s and 3.4 s.  These differences therefore imply that 
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SEEP responses in the spinal cord are faster and narrower compared to BOLD signal changes in 

the spinal cord; or alternatively, that the current method, by measuring an actual impulse 

response, is simply a more accurate measure of the response time-course than was possible in 

previous studies.   

 Also, although pre- and post-stimulus undershoots emerged in later iterations of the 

empirically derived SEEP responses (Fig. 5.5), visualization of individual responses and results 

of the fastICA (Fig. 5.6) suggest that these are not general features of the spinal cord SEEP 

response.  While RESPITE terms were used to create the activation masks and to subtract the 

contributions of spinal cord motion from the measured responses, the apparent undershoots can 

likely be attributed to remaining sources of structured noise in the time-course data of a small 

number of subjects, as evidenced by the deviating responses and 2
nd

 independent component 

shown in Fig. 5.6.  Measurements of the spinal cord BOLD response have also shown that post-

stimulus undershoots were not distinguishable for stimulation periods shorter than 21 s; and even 

for longer blocks of stimulation, the undershoot amplitude was only ~11% relative to the peak 

response (Giulietti et al., 2008) – i.e., much lower than undershoot values in the brain, which can 

be as large as 50% (Chen and Pike, 2009).  Therefore, the lack of a post-stimulus undershoot also 

fits with BOLD changes in the spinal cord in response to brief task periods (Giulietti et al., 2008) 

and SEEP response measures in the brain (Stroman et al., 2005b).   

 Overall, the fact that response shapes were highly consistent across the majority of subjects 

suggests that the motion-compensation approach was quite effective in removing components of 

structured noise, and implies that response variability across subjects will not be a major concern 

for random effects analysis of our event-related spinal fMRI data (discussed below).       
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5.5.3 Event-Related Spinal fMRI 

 By exploiting the sensitivity and reliability of state-of-the-art spinal fMRI methods, this 

study is the first to measure changes in spinal cord activity in response to very brief periods of 

stimuli.  These responses were observed on an individual basis, showing good consistency across 

all 10 subjects (Fig. 5.6); and activity maps showing areas of consistent activity were generated 

by performing group analyses for each iteration of the modeled SEEP response (Fig. 5.7).  While 

the block-designed data were consistently more sensitive than event-related data – identifying 

more active voxels at a given threshold (i.e., compared to Fig. 5.4) and showing the “cleanest” 

activity map with more highly correlated activity across subjects (i.e., higher T-values) – the 

random effects analysis showed that regions of activity were routinely identified (across 

subjects) for the event-related datasets, and that overall, these areas corresponded well with the 

block-designed results.   

 Not surprisingly, the results of the event-related analysis were observed to change in relation 

to which iteration of the modeled SEEP response was employed.  In this regard, similar 

responses identified similar regions, with the earlier iterations more closely matching the block-

designed results.  Based on this assessment, we conclude that the optimal SEEP response for 

event-related spinal fMRI analysis is likely somewhere between the canonical SEEP response 

and the 2
nd

 empirical iteration.  Therefore, looking back to the number of active voxels identified 

with each of these responses (Fig. 5.4), the canonical response has both the lowest nominal 

sensitivity and the lowest cross-subject variability, while the 2
nd

 iteration has the highest nominal 

sensitivity and the most gaussian (i.e., least skewed) distribution, with only a small increase in 

overall variability.  Therefore, based on both metrics, we estimate that the optimal SEEP 

response in the spinal cord (at least for our subjects and event-related task paradigm) is probably 
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something close to the 2
nd

 iteration, with a TTP of ~ 7.4 s and a FWHM of ~ 4.7 s (see Fig. 5.5 

and Table 5.1).   

 While relatively small variations in onset time and time-to-peak can greatly influence 

statistical mapping in cross-subject analyses, including or removing post-stimulus undershoots in 

modeled BOLD response has been shown to have minimal effects (Handwerker et al., 2004).  

Therefore, the variability of event-related activity maps in Fig. 5.7 (i.e., across SEEP responses) 

is more likely attributable to shifting latencies of the onset time and time-to-peak rather than the 

emergence of an apparent, but likely erroneous undershoot.  Moreover, given that both our SEEP 

results and previous BOLD results (Giulietti et al., 2008) agree that there is probably little-to-no 

post-stimulus undershoot in spinal cord fMRI, the decision of whether or not to include a small 

undershoot in the model is expected to have minimal effects on the overall group results.              

 Although previous spinal fMRI experiments with stimulus durations of 3, 6, 9, 15, 21, 27 

and 42 s identified robust functional responses during longer blocks of stimulation, consistent 

responses were not observed for periods of stimulation shorter than 15 s (Giulietti et al., 2008).  

However, the differences between the present study and earlier attempts of event-related spinal 

fMRI can likely be attributed to major differences in terms of both image acquisition and 

analysis methods.  In terms of the image acquisition parameters, the study by Giulietti et al. used 

T2
*
-weighted GE-EPI to measure BOLD signal changes, while we used a PD-weighted HASTE 

sequence, based on SEEP contrast, to reduce artifacts from the vertebrae and intervertebral disks.  

It is also worth noting that the functional images acquired in the present study had much better 

spatial resolution (2.08 mm
3
 vs. ~ 7.95 mm

3
 overall and 1.02 mm vs. 9.00 mm in the rostral-

caudal dimension), thereby reducing potential contributions of partial volume contamination 

between active and non-active regions.  Furthermore, spinal fMRI data in our study were 
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analyzed with a motion-compensating GLM (Figley and Stroman, 2009), which has been shown 

to improve both the sensitivity and selectivity of the activity maps by removing contributions 

from cardiac-related spinal cord motion (Figley and Stroman, 2007;Figley et al., 2008;Piche et 

al., 2009).           

 Finally, while the current experiment employed widely spaced stimuli with a fixed ISI, 

future spinal fMRI experiments could potentially achieve much higher design efficiencies by 

using more rapid event-related approaches and jittered ISIs (Dale, 1999).  Long and fixed ISIs 

were invoked here only so that the shape of each SEEP response function could be directly 

measured and allowed to return to baseline between stimuli.        

 

5.6 Conclusions  

 Event-related spinal fMRI experiments, using predominantly PD-weighted HASTE 

sequences and motion-compensated GLM analyses, were used to measure peristimulus SEEP 

responses in the cervical spinal cord, elicited by repeated 1 s applications of 22 °C thermal 

stimulation.  By then performing both individual and random effects analyses, these results 

demonstrate the feasibility of carrying out event-related spinal fMRI in single subjects and across 

normative groups or patient populations.  By directly measuring the time-course of the signal 

intensity, this study also determined how the SEEP fMRI response relates to neural activity in 

the cervical spinal cord.  We conclude that the optimal model time-course, at least for thermal 

stimulation paradigms applied to the lower cervical (approximately C5-C8) dermatomes, has OT 

≈ 4 s, TTP ≈ 7 s, RTB ≈ 12 s, and FWHM ≈ 5 s, with no pre- or post-stimulus undershoots.    
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6.1 Overall Conclusions  

 The overriding objective of this project was to improve spinal fMRI methods, and having 

carried out several experiments, we are now able to draw multiple conclusions:   

1) By measuring the cardiac-related components of anterior/posterior and right/left spinal 

cord motion in Chapters 2 and 3 (Figley and Stroman, 2007; Figley et al., 2008), we 

were able to confirm our first hypothesis: that periodic oscillations of the spinal cord 

(routinely ≥ 0.5 mm throughout the cervical and upper-thoracic cord segments) are a 

likely source of systematic error in spinal fMRI experiments.   

2)  Based on the principle components of this motion data and subject-specific peripheral 

pulse recordings, we demonstrated in Chapter 4 (Figley and Stroman, 2009) that it is 

possible to create retrospective spinal cord motion time-course estimate (RESPITE) 

parameters to model the spinal cord motion of individual subjects.  By including the 

RESPITE terms as physiological noise regressors in the GLM basis set and performing 

a large meta-analysis on 100 previously acquired spinal fMRI datasets, we were able 

to conclude that the RESPITE GLM improved the sensitivity by ~ 15-20 % and the 

specificity by ~ 5-6 % compared to previous spinal fMRI methods.  This confirmed 

our second hypothesis: that developing and implementing a motion-compensating 

fMRI method to account for structured spinal cord motion would reduce both type I 

(i.e., false positive) and type II (i.e., false negative) errors in spinal fMRI data.     

3) In Chapter 5, we then demonstrated the feasibility of using these improvements to 

carry out event-related spinal fMRI experiments.  Using 1 s epochs of cold thermal 

stimuli, we were also able to characterize the SEEP impulse response for the first time 

in the healthy human spinal cord (Figley et al., 2009; Figley et al., 2010).       
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6.2 General Discussion: old challenges, new methods, and future directions for spinal fMRI 

 Over the past five years, spinal fMRI has come an incredibly long way: making significant 

advances in terms of both methodological improvements and the breadth of its applications.  At 

the beginning of my studies in September 2005, the SEEP contrast mechanism ,which is now 

used in the majority of spinal fMRI studies, was still quite new (Stroman et al., 2001a; Stroman 

et al., 2001b; Stroman et al., 2002a) and relatively controversial (Jochimsen et al., 2005); most 

spinal fMRI data were acquired in axial slices, thereby limiting the method to only small rostral-

caudal distributions of the spinal cord (Stroman, 2005; Stroman et al., 2005a); there was no 

standardized spinal cord reference volume to facilitate spatial normalization and/or group 

comparisons (Stroman et al., 2008); spinal cord motion, although not well-characterized at the 

time, was thought to significantly affect the quality of the results (Brooks et al., 2004; Stroman, 

2005); the SEEP response function had just recently been established in the brain (Stroman et al., 

2005b), but no fMRI response function had yet been characterized in the spinal cord (Giulietti et 

al., 2008); and the prospect of conducting event-related spinal fMRI experiments had not yet 

been dreamed about.  

 Fast forward five years to modern-day spinal fMRI and all of these issues have been 

addressed, the feasibility of event-related experiments has been demonstrated, and the focus has 

turned to whether spinal fMRI can be used to provide useful information, not only in healthy 

subjects, but also in a clinical setting.  The big questions now are what spinal fMRI can tell us 

about individuals with spinal cord dismorphology and disease (e.g., traumatic SCI, MS, etc.) and 

how this can be used to improve clinical diagnosis, prognosis and patient outcome.   

 In terms of its diagnostic and prognostic value, spinal fMRI in SCI patients has already been 

shown to reveal preserved spinal cord function below the level of injury (Stroman et al., 2002b; 
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Kornelsen and Stroman, 2007), which may be indicative of both the severity of the injury and the 

likelihood of functional recovery.  For example, showing normal activity patterns above and 

below the level of injury would imply that some tracts are preserved through the injury and 

might be predictive of retained function in partial SCI. 

 On the other hand, normal-appearing activity below the injury and altered responses in the 

brainstem (as in Fig. 6.1) suggest that, although the patient may not consciously perceive the 

stimulus, the primary sensory afferents are functionally intact and that some neural signals are 

getting through the site of injury (Leitch et al., 2010).  In this particular case (Fig. 6.1), the SCI 

patient shows normal-like spinal cord responses to left-hand stimulation, but with altered 

brainstem responses near the rostral medulla, at the level of the pontomedullary junction (PMJ).  

On the contrary, right-hand stimulation produced notably different spinal cord and brainstem 

responses with significantly more negative activity at both levels.  This suggests that at least 

some of the primary sensory afferents are functional below the injury on the right-hand side 

(because brainstem responses are elicited), and that some of the descending modulation 

pathways may also be intact (because of the bilateral spinal cord activations), but that overall, the 

system is severely altered.  Collectively, these activation patterns are consistent with the 

subjective clinical measures of spinal cord function and the real-time assessment for this patient 

(i.e., that she cannot perceive the stimulus on either hand), but suggest that there might be some 

hope of sensory recovery – information that could provide hope for the patient and possibly help 

her strategy for rehabilitation therapy. 

 These data and Fig. 6.1 itself perfectly embody just how far spinal fMRI methods have 

come and the possible applications of this emerging technique.  Furthermore, since many SCI 

patients require implanted metal fixation devices, the ability to acquire this kind of high-quality         

.      
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Fig. 6.1:  Spinal fMRI during bilateral 44 °C thermal stimulation of the little-finger side of the palm (i.e., 
C7/C8 spinal cord dermatomes) of a cervical spinal cord injured (SCI) patient and a healthy age- and sex-
matched control subject.  (Top) Spinal fMRI data from the female control subject clearly shows robust and 
symmetric increases in ipsilateral spinal cord activity, as well as localized activity in the left 
pontomedullary junction (PMJ).  (Bottom) A female patient, previously diagnosed with partial SCI, shows 
normal-like spinal cord activity in response to the left-hand stimulation, suggesting that these sensory 
afferents are intact below the site of injury.  Conversely, right-hand stimulation elicited very different spinal 
cord responses, suggesting that the right-side sensory afferents are compromised below the level of 
injury.  Remarkably, the spinal fMRI results were reliable despite the presence of a metal fixation device 
and metal screws in the C4 and C6 vertebral bodies.  *Figure taken from Leitch et al., 2010. 
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data in regions of poor magnetic field homogeneity, and in a reasonable amount of time (7 min. 

in this case), represents a critical step toward the clinical utility of spinal fMRI.  Therefore, 

although methods papers are not necessarily the most exciting manuscripts to read (or to write, 

for that matter) the product of these incremental advances has made results like these a reality 

and has secured a promising future for clinical applications of spinal fMRI. 

 Although there has been a lot of talk about developing fMRI as a clinical tool [see, for 

example, (Matthews et al., 2006; Jezzard and Buxton, 2006; Detre, 2006) for literature reviews], 

there have actually been surprisingly few clinical applications of fMRI to date.  However, in this 

case, the small number of people developing spinal fMRI methods might actually give it a 

distinct advantage (over brain-based fMRI) in terms of its implementation as a clinical tool.  For 

one, the smaller numbers of researchers should make it easier to reach a consensus in terms of a 

standardized clinical protocol; and the substantial numbers of SCI patients represent a large 

overall population that can (at least in theory) be binned into a relatively small number of 

homogeneous groups – e.g., based on subject’s age and sex, the level and severity of injury, and 

perhaps the amount of time elapsed since injury.  Moreover, the fact that current evaluations of 

spinal cord function are based on subjective tests – e.g., the American Spinal Injury Association 

(ASIA) assessment, Functional Independence Measure, Functional Assessment Measure, Spinal 

Cord Independence Measure, and the Walking Index for Spinal Cord Injury – suggests that an 

objective and noninvasive method like spinal fMRI would be embraced by clinicians and 

patients alike (Leitch et al., 2010).   

 In order to accurately gauge the clinical utility and feasibility of spinal fMRI, a large-scale, 

multi-site study of SCI patients is currently underway.  The goals of this study (involving 
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medical physicists, neuroradiologists, neurosurgeons, rehabilitation therapists, and clinical 

technologists) are at least three-fold:  

1) to demonstrate the feasibility of spinal fMRI on clinical MR systems and to determine 

what, if any, methodological adaptations are necessary to make it possible, 

2) to amass a large spinal fMRI database (i.e., from several hundred SCI subjects) to 

facilitate group comparisons, and 

3) to perform a longitudinal evaluation with patient follow-ups to see if the spinal fMRI 

data are predictive of long-term functional recovery. 

 By qualitatively assessing spinal cord and brainstem function in less than 10 min., and 

without the need for invasive procedures or changes to standard clinical MRI facilities, spinal 

fMRI is thought to represent an attractive option for clinicians.  Therefore, depending on the 

success of this and other studies, spinal fMRI could very well become part of the standard 

clinical protocol to: evaluate spinal cord function, design rehabilitation programs, and assess 

novel treatment strategies for SCI and other spinal cord and brainstem pathologies such as MS 

and ALS. 

 

6.3 Concluding Remarks         

 Although spinal fMRI was first reported nearly 15 years ago (Yoshizawa et al., 1996), the 

number of published spinal fMRI papers has more than tripled in the past 5 years, increasing 

from around 15 (Stroman, 2005) to 50 or more (Leitch et al., 2010) since the beginning of 2005.  

Especially since its full utility has only recently been realized with the first clinical and event-

related studies just now getting underway, it would seem that the momentum of spinal fMRI is 
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definitely on the upswing.  Therefore, given the rapid rate of progress, it will certainly be 

interesting to see what breakthroughs the next five years will hold.      
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The Physiological Basis of fMRI Signals 
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Figley,C.R. & Stroman,P.W. The role(s) of astrocytes and astrocyte activity in neurometabolism, 

neurovascular coupling, and the production of functional neuroimaging signals. 
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A.1 Abstract 

 Data acquired with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission 

tomography (PET) are often interpreted in terms of the underlying neuronal activity, despite 

mounting evidence that these signals are not always correlated with electrophysiological 

recordings.  Therefore, considering the increasing popularity of functional neuroimaging, it is 

clear that a more comprehensive theory is needed to reconcile these apparent disparities and 

more accurately explain the mechanisms through which various PET and fMRI signals arise.  In 

the present manuscript we have turned our attention to neuroglia, a class of cells that vastly 

outnumber neurons and are known to serve a number of functions throughout the central nervous 

system (CNS).  In particular, astrocytes and their end-processes surround virtually every neuron 

and synapse in the CNS, allowing them to respond quickly and efficiently to neuronal and 

synaptic changes.  There is now conclusive evidence that astrocytes are involved in 

neurotransmitter uptake and recycling, and that these processes are accompanied by increased 

glucose uptake and lactate production.  A number of recent studies have also confirmed that 

astrocytes regulate cerebral blood-delivery.  Therefore, by controlling the neurometabolic and 

neurovascular processes throughout the CNS, astrocytic changes may provide a common 

physiological basis for all fMRI and PET signals.  This interpretation explains how functional 

neuroimaging data can reflect subthreshold activations, simultaneous excitatory/inhibitory 

synaptic inputs, and other metabolic demands that may not generate electrophysiological 

changes.  It also suggests that fMRI and PET signals may have inherent negative biases to 

inhibitory (GABAergic) neurotransmission, as well as decreased synaptic input (i.e., “negative 

activity”). 
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 Key Words:  Astrocyte; Blood Flow; BOLD; Cognitive Neuroscience; Contrast Mechanism; 

fMRI; Glia; Neuroenergetics; Neurotransmitter; PET; SEEP; Synaptic Activity 

 

A.2 Introduction 

 Despite its immense complexity, the human nervous system, in its most fundamental form, 

is composed of only two general cell types – neurons and neuroglia – along with an intricate 

circulatory network to deliver essential metabolites and carry away metabolic byproducts.  While 

neurons were traditionally thought of as the workhorses of this system, providing the 

computational backbone that underlies our autonomic (i.e., breathing, heart rate, etc.), sensory, 

and motor functions, as well as our „higher level‟ cognitive abilities, there is now a large body of 

evidence indicating that astrocytes, a particular type of neuroglia, are anything but passive 

bystanders in neural signaling.  Moreover, these data suggest that astrocytes, and the 

physiological processes occurring therein, are responsible for the metabolic and hemodynamic 

changes that are detected with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron 

emission tomography (PET) techniques.      

 

A.3 Inferring “brain function” from functional neuroimaging data 

 Due to its non-invasive nature, as well as its ability to bridge the gap between 

neuroanatomical structures and their functional involvement in sensory, motor, and cognitive 

processing, PET, and particularly fMRI have become widely available and commonly used 

techniques throughout the biological and psychological sciences.  Moreover, fMRI is 

increasingly finding its way into clinical assessments for characterizing neurological and 

psychiatric diseases, evaluating the efficacy of pharmacological interventions, and even 
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neurosurgical planning (Matthews et al., 2006; Jezzard and Buxton, 2006; Detre, 2006).  

However, given the incredible advances in both instrumentation and methodology, the 

interpretation of the resultant data is increasingly less limited by technical obstacles – such as 

spatial and temporal resolution, and signal- and contrast-to-noise ratios – and increasingly more 

by what can be inferred from the signal changes themselves (Logothetis, 2008; Leopold, 2009; 

Smith, 2009; Welberg, 2009; Narasimhan et al., 2009).   

 The application of functional neuroimaging techniques to the study of task-related changes 

in “brain activity” relies on a number of implicit assumptions, not least of which is that the 

relatively macroscopic measurements made with PET/fMRI accurately reflect changes in 

neuronal activity, and therefore in the cognitive state.  The central dogma here is that a particular 

task/stimulus will invoke specific changes in cognitive state (i.e., neuronal activity), which elicits 

local metabolic and hemodynamic responses, and that these produce spaciotemporal intensity 

changes in PET/fMRI signals.  It is obvious, however, that the real contribution of functional 

neuroimaging to cognitive and systems neuroscience lies in the potential to infer changes in 

cognitive state from the imaging data a posteriori (i.e., inductively), through so-called “reverse 

inference” (Poldrack, 2006; Poldrack, 2008).  For these inferences to be accurately interpreted, 

and to establish levels of confidence in their interpretations, it is imperative to have a well-

founded understanding of what the signals themselves mean in terms of underlying changes in 

neurophysiology: particularly what physiological processes are involved and how these interact 

with each other. 

 In this respect, it has been pointed out that PET and fMRI techniques alike are inherently 

limited because they reflect only surrogate physiological changes based on mass neuronal 

activity (Arthurs and Boniface, 2002; Logothetis, 2008) and, as previously discussed (Raichle, 
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1998) but often ignored, mass astrocyte activity (Fig. A.1).  In light of recently reported 

disparities between hemodynamic and neurophysiological changes (Schummers et al., 2008; 

Sirotin and Das, 2009), it seems that a modified interpretation of functional neuroimaging 

signals, beyond one based solely on neuronal activity, is needed (Welberg, 2009; Narasimhan et 

al., 2009).  Thus, in the present manuscript we will review how astrocytes affect task-related 

neurometabolic and neurovascular changes, and discuss the implications for interpreting 

functional neuroimaging data based on changes in neuronal and astrocytic activity.   

 

    

Fig. A.1: In this paper, our goal is to discuss the important (though often overlooked) roles of astrocyte 
activity (red) and how these processes fit into the commonly inferred mechanism(s) of functional 
neuroimaging signals (blue).  A preponderance of evidence now shows that task-induced neurometabolic 
and neurovascular processes, and thus PET/fMRI signals, may in fact more closely reflect astrocyte 
activity than neuronal (synaptic) activity per se.  Because many functional neuroimaging experiments are 
now using these techniques to explore task-related changes in the underlying sensory, motor, and /or 
cognitive states through so-called “reverse inference”, it is important to understand exactly what these 
measurements mean.  The fact that functional neuroimaging signals are more closely linked to astrocyte 
activity (than neuronal activity) has a number of implications regarding the interpretation of functional 
neuroimaging data in terms of the underlying microscopic neurophysiological changes (see Discussion). 
 
 

 

 Because neuroscientists and other experts in the field occasionally confuse their jargon, 

using “fMRI signal” synonymously with the “blood-oxygen-level-dependent signal” (i.e., the 

“BOLD signal”), it is sometimes assumed that “fMRI” means “BOLD”, and vice versa, when in 
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fact, these have two very distinct meanings.  Although BOLD is certainly the most widely used 

fMRI contrast mechanism, there are in fact a number of distinct fMRI methods (selected by 

using different imaging parameters) that are sensitive to physiological changes other than blood-

oxygen levels.  So far, these have not been widely employed beyond methodological 

developments and a small number of specialized applications, but this is an important technical 

differentiation nonetheless.  We therefore begin with a brief overview of fMRI and the different 

fMRI contrast mechanisms, so that these principles can be kept in mind throughout subsequent 

sections.    

 

A.4 A brief introduction to functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI): BOLD and 

beyond 

 Typically, functional MRI experiments involve a series of interleaved tasks or conditions 

designed to elicit (and hopefully measure) task-dependant changes in neuronal activity.  This is 

normally achieved by acquiring a series of MR images throughout the experiment so that the 

signal-intensity time-course in each voxel can be compared to the experimental paradigm, 

thereby determining which, if any, regions show significant correlations between the 

experimental conditions and functional neuroimaging signals.  By convention, these regional 

correlations are statistically thresholded and displayed as activity maps on top of higher 

resolution anatomical images.  However, when attempting to draw conclusions from these maps 

or infer cognitive changes, the questions still remain: what do these signal changes actually 

mean, and how can these macroscopic observations be reconciled with the complex microscopic 

processes (i.e., changes in neuronal firing rate, neuroenergetics, and cerebrovasculature) that 

occur during action, perception, and/or cognitive processing?   
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 As alluded to previously, the answer to these questions is complicated by the fact that there 

are actually a variety of techniques (all broadly classified as fMRI) that use magnetic resonance 

imaging methods to infer “function” from different physiological changes.  The BOLD fMRI 

signal results from increased blood flow (or “functional hyperemia”) that produces an 

overabundant increase in oxygen delivery compared to oxygen utilization proximal to regions of 

neural activity.  Therefore, because of the magnetic characteristics of oxyhemoglobin 

(diamagnetic) and deoxyhemoglobin (paramagnetic), changes in blood oxygenation lead to 

measurable changes in magnetic-susceptibility-weighted MRI signals, making them “blood-

oxygen-level-dependent” (Ogawa et al., 1990a; Ogawa et al., 1990b).  Two other hemodynamic-

based fMRI methods, which more directly measure changes in (1) microvascular 

dilation/constriction, and (2) changes in blood flow (as opposed to blood oxygenation), are 

known as vascular space occupancy (VASO) and arterial spin labeling (ASL) perfusion, 

respectively (Williams et al., 1992; Wong et al., 1997; Lu et al., 2003).  On the other hand, there 

are also non-hemodynamic fMRI methods such as signal enhancement by extravascular water 

protons (SEEP) (Stroman et al., 2002; Stroman et al., 2008; Figley et al., 2010) and high b-value 

diffusion-weighted fMRI (Le Bihan et al., 2006; Le Bihan, 2007) that are reported to detect 

changes in activity-related cellular swelling.   

 The selection of imaging parameters, and therefore the type of contrast (i.e., BOLD, VASO, 

ASL perfusion, SEEP, or diffusion-weighted fMRI), depends on the experimental objectives and 

the anatomical regions being investigated.  An important similarity is that all of these techniques 

represent, at best, an indirect measure of the local neural processing.  What they actually measure 

are the average neurometabolic and/or neurovascular changes that occur over the experimental 

time-course.   
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 Electrophysiological comparisons have shown that magnetic-susceptibility-weighted (i.e., 

BOLD) fMRI signal changes most accurately reflect the neural input and local processing of 

neuronal populations (Logothetis et al., 2001; Logothetis, 2003; Logothetis and Pfeuffer, 2004; 

Logothetis, 2007; Viswanathan and Freeman, 2007).  However, a recent study has shown that 

acute cerebrovascular responses – such as those detected with BOLD, VASO, and ASL 

perfusion fMRI methods – can occur in the absence of stimulation or changes in neuronal firing 

rate (Sirotin and Das, 2009): a finding that is causing quite a stir throughout the functional 

neuroimaging community (Leopold, 2009; Smith, 2009; Welberg, 2009; Narasimhan et al., 

2009).  Thus, amid the rapidly growing number of fMRI and PET papers appearing in scientific 

journals, it seems that more than ever we need a better understanding of what, precisely, these 

and other functional neuroimaging techniques are measuring.  Fortunately, a number of recent 

studies have shed some much needed light, literally in some cases (by using optical fluorescence 

and transmittance methods), on the cellular/molecular processes regulating the neurometabolic 

and neurovascular events that ultimately give rise to these functional neuroimaging signals. 

 

A.5 Neuroenergetic and metabolic changes in astrocytes during neural signaling   

 One of the important functions of astrocytes is to surround neuronal synapses and take up 

neurotransmitters such as glutamate and γ-amino-butyric-acid (GABA) after they have been 

released from pre-synaptic neuron terminals.  This serves to quickly and efficiently clear the 

synapse before the next cascade of neurotransmitter release, while simultaneously preventing 

molecular “spill-over” to other adjacent synapses (Kullmann and Asztely, 1998).  In addition, 

astrocytic clearance of neurotransmitters has been shown to play a vital role in preventing 

glutamate-induced neurotoxicity (Rothstein et al., 1996).  Nonetheless, the uptake and 
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subsequent cycling of neurotransmitters does not come without a cost to the astrocyte, and these 

processes are accompanied by a series of energy-intensive processes (Box A.1).  However, 

despite considerable interest, determining the precise metabolic pathway(s) invoked by 

astrocytes and parsing the complex interplay with neuronal metabolism has proven to be both 

exceedingly complex and hotly debated; and although there is some general consensus within the 

research community, some important issues remain to be resolved concerning where, on the 

cellular/molecular level, these task-related neurometabolic changes take place.     

 Until relatively recently, neurometabolism was assumed to be a strictly oxidative (i.e., 

oxygen-requiring) process – an assumption based on the superior efficiency of oxidatively 

converting glucose into more useful forms of energy such as adenosine triphosphate (ATP).  

However, in the mid-to-late 1980s, an important series of PET studies challenged this 

assumption by showing that cerebral glucose consumption actually exceeds oxygen utilization in 

regions of brain activity (Fox and Raichle, 1986; Fox et al., 1988), demonstrating that the 

metabolic needs of active neural tissue are met in a partially non-oxidative (or “anaerobic”) 

manner.  Initially, this conclusion was quite controversial [cf. (Barinaga, 1997)], but was later 

supported by finding activity-related increases in cerebral lactate, the metabolic end-product of 

glycolysis (Prichard et al., 1991).  Thus, following transient changes in neural activity, it is now 

generally agreed upon that: a) blood delivery increases with metabolic demand, b) blood flow 

and glucose consumption increase more than oxygen utilization, and c) that both oxidative and 

non-oxidative processes are initiated to meet the metabolic requirements.  Nevertheless, differing 

opinions exist concerning how, when, and where these non-oxidative metabolic processes take 

place at the cellular/molecular level.   
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 Synaptic terminals represent the most energy-demanding loci in nervous tissue (Schwartz et 

al., 1979; Mata et al., 1980), suggesting that synaptic activity requires significant baseline 

Box A.1:  A brief overview of astrocyte physiology during glutamate uptake and recycling 

Upon neuronal “activation”, pre-synaptic neurons release neurotransmitters such as glutamate or 

GABA into the synaptic cleft, where they are able to activate specific receptors on the post-synaptic 

membrane.  One of the major roles of astrocytes is to clear synaptic glutamate, thereby resetting the 

synapse for the next wave of transmission, preventing neurotoxicity and molecular “spill-over”, and 

possibly providing molecular feedback to the pre-synaptic neuron [see (Agulhon et al., 2008)].   This 

astrocytic uptake, for each glutamate molecule, requires a concomitant uptake of three sodium ions 

(Na
+
) in order to maintain a neutral electrochemical balance (Zerangue and Kavanaugh, 1996).  

However, maintaining this electrochemical balance comes at the expense of the ionic Na
+
 gradient, 

requiring sodium-potassium pumps to be activated in order to restore the osmotic gradient to 

baseline.  Then, once glutamate has entered the astrocyte, it is converted into glutamine and 

subsequently passed back to adjacent neurons, thereby replenishing the neuronal stores of available 

glutamate precursors.   

The activation of sodium-potassium pumps and the conversion of glutamate to glutamine are 

energy-intensive processes, each consuming a 1:1 ratio of ATP per molecule of glutamate uptake [c.f. 

(Pellerin and Magistretti, 2004)], and it has been suggested that glycolysis is invoked to quickly satisfy 

these metabolic needs (Sibson et al., 1998).  Moreover, it has been proposed that astrocyte glycolysis 

might sustain oxidative phosphorylation in neurons (Kasischke et al., 2004; Pellerin and Magistretti, 

2004), supporting the ANLSH, where elevated astrocytic energy requirements are met by non-

oxidative glycolysis – where glucose is converted into lactate, which is subsequently released into the 

extracellular space – while the glycolytic end-product lactate is used as a metabolic substrate to fuel 

neuronal oxidative phosphorylation (Pellerin and Magistretti, 1994; Pellerin and Magistretti, 2004).  

Thus, the evidence supporting the ANLSH suggests that glycolysis (requiring glucose, but not 

oxygen) occurs only in astrocytes, while oxidative metabolism (requiring oxygen and lactate, but not 

glucose) occurs in neurons in response to elevated neural activity.  Therefore, because increased 

glutamate uptake into astrocytes increases astrocytic activity and lactate production, it follows that 

astrocyte metabolism determines the polarity of cerebrovascular microcirculation (Gordon et al., 

2008).  This implies that functional neuroimaging techniques such as PET and fMRI are linked to 

astrocyte activity, which – all else being equal – is quantitatively related to synaptic glutamate release. 
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neurometabolism to balance excitatory and inhibitory inputs to neurons (even in the absence of 

post-synaptic spiking activity) and implying that neurometabolic changes following transient 

neural activity are likely to reflect deviations in net synaptic input (Raichle and Gusnard, 2002).  

Therefore, because of their cytoarchitectural arrangement surrounding both synapses and 

capillaries (i.e., the source of oxygen and glucose delivery), and their roles in mediating synaptic 

activity [see (Agulhon et al., 2008) for a recent review], a number of studies have attempted to 

identify the metabolic processes occurring in astrocytes during neural signal. 

 Early in vitro experiments demonstrated that extracellular lactate production increases with 

glucose availability in astrocytes, but not in neurons, and that anaerobic conditions lead to 

reduced dependence on oxidative metabolism by dramatically increasing glycolysis in (and 

lactate efflux from) both neurons and astrocytes (Walz and Mukerji, 1988).  These data also 

showed that astrocytes rely significantly on glycolysis, even during baseline conditions, and that 

astrocyte lactate production can increase significantly (as much as three-fold) upon anaerobic 

challenge.  Furthermore, the discovery that neurons possess an endogenous lactate transport 

system (Dringen et al., 1993), combined with the observation that glutamate uptake into 

astrocytes – as would happen during increased synaptic activity of glutamatergic neurons – 

stimulates glycolytic metabolism of glucose to lactate (Pellerin and Magistretti, 1994), has led to 

the proposal of the “astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle hypothesis” (ANLSH).  The essence of this 

hypothesis is that lactate from astrocytic glycolysis is used as an energy substrate to fuel 

neuronal oxidative metabolism (Pellerin and Magistretti, 1994).
†
   

                                                           
†
  It should be noted that the validity of the ANLSH and the role of lactate as a metabolic substrate for 
neurons has been enthusiastically debated (Chih et al., 2001;Chih and Roberts Jr, 2003;Bonvento et 
al., 2005;Schurr, 2006;Korf, 2006), and within the past 5 years, there have been several in-depth 
reviews focused on neurometabolism and neuron-glia metabolic coupling [cf., (Shulman et al., 
2004;Magistretti, 2006;Pellerin et al., 2007;Mangia et al., 2009)]. 
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 Since the proposal of the ANLSH, experimental evidence has corroborated the existence of 

a regulated lactate flux between astrocytes and neurons (Bittar et al., 1996), and it has now been 

demonstrated in situ that neuronal activity immediately triggers oxidative metabolism  in post-

synaptic dendrites, followed by a slightly delayed onset of astrocytic glycolysis (Kasischke et al., 

2004).  The immediate decrease in lactate reported by Kasischke et al. has been taken as strong 

support for the ANLSH (Pellerin and Magistretti, 2004) because it suggests that rapid lactate 

metabolism by oxidative phosphorylation in neurons is supported by increased, albeit slightly 

delayed, astrocyte glycolysis which serves to restore the availability of extracellular lactate.  In 

addition to its importance in neurometabolic coupling, increased lactate production by astrocytes 

– in response to increased neurotransmitter uptake (i.e., synaptic activity) – also has significant 

implications in terms of neurovascular coupling, as will be discussed in the next section.  Thus, 

although controversial, the ANLSH has gained significant popularity because of supporting 

empirical data, and the appeal of a logical and parsimonious explanation of the interaction 

between astrocytic and neuronal metabolic processes.     

 

A.6 Astrocyte-mediated neurovascular changes during neural signaling 

 The notion that neural processes are accompanied by local vascular changes dates back well 

over 100 years to the pioneering work of Roy and Sherrington (Roy and Sherrington, 1890), but 

the regulatory processes governing this cerebrovascular ebb and flow have, until quite recently, 

remained a mystery.  It has been known for some time that astrocytes circumscribe most (if not 

all) neuronal synapses and more than 99% of the total cerebrovascular surface area (Agulhon et 

al., 2008), but only recently have multiple laboratories independently substantiated that 

astrocytes control local cerebrovascular microcirculation (Zonta et al., 2003; Mulligan and 
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MacVicar, 2004; Schummers et al., 2008; Gordon et al., 2008; Petzold et al., 2008).  A complete 

review of astrocyte physiology is beyond the scope of this manuscript [for comprehensive 

reviews of astrocytic regulation of neuronal activity and blood flow, please see (Agulhon et al., 

2008; Koehler et al., 2009)].  Therefore, we will discuss only a small number of recent papers 

describing how astrocytes couple neuronal activity to cerebrovascular changes, and therefore 

hemodynamic-based functional neuroimaging signals. 

 For astrocytes to cause functional hyperemia, it stands to reason that astrocyte activity – 

typically measured by intracellular calcium (Ca
2+

) fluxes – must be initiated before vascular 

responses.  Fortunately, a number of studies have measured the latency of calcium responses in 

astrocytes (Table A.1), confirming that stimulus-induced astrocyte activity is rapidly invoked in 

vivo (i.e., within one or a few seconds).  Of the studies summarized in Table A.1, some also 

measured the time-course of vascular changes.  Winship et al. (2007) reported hemodynamic 

changes beginning ~1 second following stimulus onset, with a peak response beyond the 

duration of their measurements (likely several seconds); Shummers et al. (2008) measured an 

initial hemodynamic response at ~2 seconds, and a peak response after ~9 seconds; Petzold et al. 

(2008) reported dilation of penetrating arterioles ~2 seconds following stimulation.  In general, 

these findings, along with MRI measurements of hemodynamic response [see (Friston et al., 

1994; Boynton et al., 1996; Buckner et al., 1996; Aguirre et al., 1998; Friston et al., 1998a; 

Friston et al., 1998b)], fit with the notion that physiologic stimuli increases astrocyte function, 

which in turn elicits functional hyperemia. 
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Reference 
Stimulus 

(ROI) 

Latency of initial 
astrocyte Ca

2+
 

response (seconds) 

Latency of peak 
astrocyte Ca

2+
 

response (seconds) 

(Wang et al., 2006) 
Whisker stimulation  

(mouse barrel cortex) 
      ~ 3 (cell body) 

3 – 6 (end processes) 
3 – 12 (cell body) 

(Winship et al., 2007) 

Mechanical limb 
stimulation 

(mouse somatosensory 
cortex) 

< 0.5 
      ~ 0.5 (cell body) 
0.5 – 4.0 (end processes) 

(Schummers et al., 2008) 
Visual stimulation 

(ferret visual cortex) 
1 – 3 ** 4 – 6 ** 

(Petzold et al., 2008) 
Olfactory stimulation 

(mouse olfactory 
glomeruli) 

< 1 ~ 1 

 
 

Table A.1:  Time-course of in vivo astrocyte activity following various physiological stimuli.  Post-stimulus 
Ca

2+
 signals have been differentiated between astrocytic cell bodies (soma) and end processes (endfeet) 

when possible.  ** Refers to responses at low (i.e., 0.6 % and 0.9 %) isoflurane levels. 

 

Blocking neuron-astrocyte signaling and astrocyte function has also provided valuable 

insight into the normal role of astrocytes in controlling cerebral microcirculation.  In a study 

reported by Zonta et al., in vivo administration of metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR) 

antagonists resulted in markedly decreased, although still detectable changes in cerebral blood-

flow approximately 1 second following somatosensory stimulation (Zonta et al., 2003).  Because 

mGluR antagonists are known to reduce astrocyte calcium fluxes in response to synaptic 

glutamate, these data imply that decreased vascular responses to the stimuli were the result of 

decreased astrocyte activity.  It is perhaps also worth noting that in this study, the use of mGluR 

antagonists had no effect on baseline blood-flow, blood pressure, arterial pCO2, or arterial pH, 

suggesting that increased astrocyte activity is the primary cause of functional hyperemia.  

Likewise, a more recent study by Schummers et al. has revealed that normal, activity-related 

hemodynamic increases were reduced by more than 80 percent as a result of selectively blocking 
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glutamate transport into astrocytes (Schummers et al., 2008), despite a concomitant increase in 

neuronal activity (likely reflecting the decreased glutamate clearance that is normally performed 

by the astrocyte end-processes – see below).  Therefore, because functional hyperemia is blocked 

as a result of astrocytic inhibition, and in spite of increased neuronal activity, this strongly 

suggests that astrocyte activity is more closely coupled to neurovascular tone and 

microcirculation than neuronal activity per se.   

 Finally, in an in vivo study by Petzold et al. the authors demonstrated that local cerebral 

blood flow was correlated with pre-synaptic glutamate release, that blocking post-synaptic 

neuronal (but not astrocytic) receptors had no effect on functional hyperemia, that astrocytes 

displayed robust functional responses (Ca
2+

 fluxes) in response to stimuli, and that these 

astrocytic responses correlated with vascular tone and microcirculation (Petzold et al., 2008).  In 

addition to decreased functional hyperemia, this study also reported increased extracellular 

concentrations of glutamate and slower glutamate clearance as a result of inhibiting astrocytic 

glutamate uptake, thereby explaining the elevated post-synaptic neuronal activity reported by 

Schummers et al. (see above). 

 By uncoupling neuronal and astrocytic processes, these studies have empirically 

demonstrated that astrocyte activity (more directly than neuronal activity) reflects blood-flow, 

blood-volume, and blood-oxygenation, implying that astrocyte activity forms the 

neurophysiological basis of all hemodynamic neuroimaging methods (Wolf and Kirchhoff, 

2008).  In addition to this type of empirical evidence, a recent paper by Gordon et al. has added a 

mechanistic explanation for how astrocytes are involved in regulating local cerebrovasculature in 

step with the local metabolic requirements of active neural tissue (Gordon et al., 2008).  They 

found that in situ neuronal activation under low-oxygen conditions led to arteriole dilation, while 
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activation of the same neurons during high-oxygen conditions led to arteriole constriction.  In 

their report, the authors demonstrated that increased astrocyte activity – indicated by increased 

astrocytic calcium (Ca
+
) concentrations – led to increased glycolysis and extracellular lactate 

concentration, particularly during lower-oxygen conditions.  However, even during high-oxygen 

conditions, the addition of lactate was found to cause some neurovascular dilation, implicating 

lactate (via astrocytes), as the link between neurometabolic and neurovascular regulation.  This, 

combined with in vitro data from Walz and Mukerji (Walz and Mukerji, 1988), suggests that 

during low-oxygen conditions – such as those following increased oxidative phosphorylation in 

post-synaptic neurons (Kasischke et al., 2004) – astrocytes increase their dependence on 

glycolytic metabolism.  This type of oxygen-dependant metabolic response in astrocytes, where 

the demands of increased neurotransmitter cycling lead to increased extracellular lactate 

production, provides a conceptual framework for activity-dependant vasodilation.  Conversely, 

when oxygen levels increase and/or neurotransmitter cycling decreases, the dependence of 

astrocytes on glycolytic metabolism (i.e., lactate production) is decreased, thereby coupling the 

local neurovascular supply to neurometabolic demand.  This mechanism firmly supports the 

notion that astrocytes and astrocytic processes form the basis of functional neuroimaging signals 

in relation to synaptic activity (i.e., neurotransmitter release).   

 

A.7 Implications for a unified theory of functional neuroimaging 

 The revelation that astrocytes mediate the neurometabolic and neurovascular changes 

associated with neural signaling demonstrates that they are intimately involved in generating the 

signal changes measured with functional neuroimaging methods such as fMRI and PET.  These 
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cellular/molecular mechanisms are summarized in Fig. A.2, and discussed below in terms of 

specific imaging (PET and fMRI) methods:   

 

2-[
18

F]fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose positron emission
 
tomography (FDG-PET):  As its name 

implies, this technique is sensitive to the accumulation of labeled FDG within tissues 

metabolizing increased amounts of glucose.  Therefore, if the ANLSH is correct and glucose 

is predominantly metabolized by astrocytes, as opposed to neurons (Pellerin and Magistretti, 

1994; Kasischke et al., 2004; Pellerin and Magistretti, 2004), images generated with this 

technique more likely reflect astrocytic activity, as opposed to neuronal activity (Pellerin 

and Magistretti, 2004).  Moreover, there is now a preponderance of evidence suggesting that 

astrocytes not only use the glucose, but also control local glucose and oxygen delivery via 

their control over vasodilation, vasoconstriction, and regional blood supply (Zonta et al., 

2003; Mulligan and MacVicar, 2004; Schummers et al., 2008; Gordon et al., 2008).  

 

15
O positron emission tomography (

15
O-PET):  The most common applications of 

15
O-PET 

have been to study blood flow and blood volume, either through inhalation of trace 

concentrations of 
15

O-labeled carbon monoxide (CO) or carbon dioxide (CO
2
), or through 

direct injection of radiolabeled water (H2O) (Raichle, 1983).  Given that these 

measurements are sensitive to increased delivery of labeled radionuclide (carried in the 

bloodstream) and that astrocytes control functional hyperemia, it follows that these signals 

are mediated by astrocyte activity. 
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Fig. A.2:  Astrocytes and their metabolic processes account for the physiological bases of functional 
neuroimaging signals.  Metabolism and intracellular calcium (Ca

2+
) fluctuations in astrocytes lead to the 

cellular/molecular and hemodynamic changes that give rise to functional neuroimaging signals.  During 
low oxygen conditions, such as those occurring as a result of neuron activity and oxidative metabolism, 
the uptake and recycling of neurotransmitters within astrocytes leads to increased astrocytic glycolysis.  
The higher concentration of extracellular lactate resulting from glycolysis then serves a dual purpose: first 
acting as a vasodilator to increase the delivery of glucose- and oxygen-rich blood, and then (according to 
the astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle hypothesis) serving as a metabolic substrate for neuronal oxidative 
phosphorylation.  Thus, although they are often tightly coupled, astrocytes and astrocytic processes, as 
opposed to neurons and neuronal activity, elicit the metabolic and hemodynamic changes observed with 
functional neuroimaging techniques such as 

15
O- and FDG-PET, BOLD fMRI, VASO and perfusion fMRI, 

SEEP fMRI, and diffusion fMRI, with perhaps the exception of the initial “negative dip” that is sometimes, 
but not always observed with BOLD fMRI methods.  Since the neuronal input to a given region ultimately 
determines the amount of neurotransmitter uptake and recycling that must be performed by the adjacent 
astrocytes, this also explains why functional neuroimaging data correlate better with the neuronal input 
(i.e., local field potentials) rather than the spiking output of that region (i.e., single- or multi-unit recording 
data). 
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Blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI: In areas of increased neural activity, oxygen 

delivery exceeds the rate of oxygen utilization, thereby reducing the concentration of 

deoxyhemoglobin and increasing the magnetic-susceptibility-weighted MRI signal (Ogawa 

et al., 1990a; Ogawa et al., 1990b).  Therefore, because the BOLD fMRI signal arises from 

changes in both metabolism (i.e., the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen) and blood flow, the 

resultant signal changes depend on many interacting factors.  As previously explained, 

astrocytes play an important role in neurometabolic processes, and it is likely that during 

low-oxygen conditions they revert to anaerobic glycolysis, which utilizes glucose (but not 

oxygen), and produces lactate.  Thus, by increasing local lactate production, which acts as a 

vasodilator, blood-flow is directed toward metabolically active regions.  Therefore, because 

cerebral blood flow is controlled by oxygen-sensitive astrocytic processes which lead to 

vasoconstriction when oxygen levels are abundant and vasodilation when oxygen delivery is 

required (Gordon et al., 2008), the physiological basis of BOLD fMRI (i.e., localized 

hemodynamic changes) is directly controlled by astrocytes.  The one exception to this could 

be the brief “initial dip” that is sometimes, but not always, observed in the BOLD fMRI 

signal (Buxton, 2001).  Because oxidative phosphorylation within the neurons precedes 

anaerobic glycolysis in astrocytes – and therefore the production of vasoactive lactate 

(Kasischke et al., 2004) – the brief initial dip in blood-oxygenation can most likely be 

attributed to the early component of neuronal oxygen consumption the precedes increased 

blood delivery.         
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Signal enhancement by extravascular water protons (SEEP): Unlike magnetic-

susceptibility-weighted fMRI methods, SEEP contrast is based on predominantly proton-

density-weighted imaging parameters, where signal changes occur as a result of cellular 

swelling and increased tissue water content (i.e., more water protons) proximal to regions of 

neural activity (Stroman et al., 2002; Stroman et al., 2005; Figley et al., 2010).  It has 

recently been shown in live cortical tissue slices that SEEP fMRI signals are highly 

correlated with changes in light transmittance (Stroman et al., 2008), substantiating an 

activity-dependent influx of water into cells as a result of increased neuronal depolarization 

and synaptic activity.  Recent evidence that neurons lack aquaporins (i.e., porous membrane 

structures that allow water to passively diffuse between the intra- and extracellular space) 

suggests that this swelling is exclusive to astrocytes under normal physiological conditions 

(Andrew et al., 2007; Risher et al., 2009).  Thus, it is far more likely that activity-dependent 

cellular swelling and the SEEP fMRI contrast result from a concomitant neurotransmitter 

uptake and water transport into astrocytes, as opposed to neuronal swelling.  

 

Diffusion-weighted fMRI:  High b-value diffusion-weighted fMRI is sensitive to changes in 

tissue water diffusivity (i.e., the ability of water to freely diffuse), which is also believed to 

change as a result of cellular swelling (Le Bihan et al., 2006; Le Bihan, 2007).  In this case, 

it is thought that the increased cell volume serves to expand the membrane surface area, 

thereby increasing the proportion of water molecules within the boundary layer (i.e., a 

region of restricted diffusion) along the cell membrane.  Therefore, for the same reasons as 

outlined for SEEP fMRI (above), diffusion-weighted fMRI at high b-values is likely more 

attributable to astrocyte swelling than neuronal swelling.    
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Vascular space occupancy (VASO) and Arterial spin labeling (ASL) perfusion fMRI:  VASO 

measures changes in microvascular dilation and/or constriction (i.e., the volume of vascular 

space) (Lu et al., 2003), while ASL perfusion is sensitive to changes in cerebral blood flow, 

accounting for both vessel diameter and flow velocity (Williams et al., 1992; Wong et al., 

1997).  Again, given that astrocytes directly control vascular tone (i.e., 

vasoconstriction/vasodilation), and therefore cerebral microcirculation, the basis for these 

neuroimaging techniques is more closely related to astrocytic, as opposed to neuronal 

activity. 

 

 The fact that all of the aforementioned PET and fMRI techniques are based on function-

related changes in astrocyte activity suggests that functional neuroimaging results obtained with 

different contrasts – e.g., BOLD vs. SEEP fMRI, as previously reported (Stroman et al., 2003; 

Stroman et al., 2005) – can be directly compared, taking into account that cell swelling methods 

may be more localized to active regions of neurotransmitter cycling than hemodynamic methods, 

where the signal may originate in down-stream venules and draining veins.  However, because 

astrocyte activity does not produce electrochemical changes like the depolarization of neurons, 

this has a number of important implications for comparing functional neuroimaging data to 

electrophysiological data, including: single-unit and multi-unit recordings, local field potentials 

(LFPs), electroencephalography (EEG), and other multi-modal techniques such as 

magnetoencephalography (MEG).     
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A.8 Implications for detecting subthreshold synaptic activity 

 The notion that neurometabolism, blood flow and cell swelling are more closely related to 

astrocytic changes than neuronal activity per se, supports and explains previous hypotheses that 

functional neuroimaging signals reflect subthreshold neuronal activity, simultaneous excitation 

and inhibition, and modulatory processes (such as feedback from other brain or brainstem 

regions) that might not elicit electrophysiological changes (Heeger and Ress, 2002).  Thus, 

astrocytes and astrocyte activity are likely to account for previously reported occurrences of 

subthreshold neuronal activity observed via hemodynamic, but not electrophysiological 

techniques [cf. (Toth et al., 1996)], thereby reconciling the apparent hemodynamic-

electrophysiological disparities more recently reported by Sirotin and Das (Sirotin and Das, 

2009; Smith, 2009; Welberg, 2009; Narasimhan et al., 2009). 

 This astrocyte-based interpretation of functional neuroimaging also explains why 

hemodynamic changes correlate better with LFPs than either single-unit or multi-unit recordings 

(Logothetis et al., 2001; Logothetis, 2003; Logothetis and Pfeuffer, 2004; Logothetis, 2007; 

Viswanathan and Freeman, 2007; Logothetis, 2008).  Because LFPs represent the input to a 

given region, as well as the local processing, the aforementioned studies have established that 

hemodynamic measurements reflect coordinated synaptic activity more than the spiking output 

of a region (based on the net sum of excitatory and inhibitory inputs, where increased 

gluatamatergic (excitatory) input serves to increase the post-synaptic firing output, while 

increased GABAergic (inhibitory) input serves to decrease the firing output).  Therefore, 

balanced or subthreshold changes in glutamatergic and GABAergic input can exist – with 

potentially large increases in synaptic activity and metabolic demand – without eliciting 

corresponding changes in neuronal output.       
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 The work of Viswanathan and Freeman has clearly demonstrated a strong coupling between 

LFPs and changes in tissue oxygen concentration in the absence of spiking output (i.e., 

decoupling of post-synaptic neuronal activity from changes in blood-flow), suggesting that 

hemodynamic functional neuroimaging signals reflect synaptic more than spiking activity  

(Logothetis, 2007; Viswanathan and Freeman, 2007).  The fact that increased neurotransmitter 

uptake and cycling occurs in astrocytes surrounding the pre-synaptic terminals – thereby causing 

increased astrocyte activity, metabolism, and functional hyperemia – explains why LFPs 

(reflecting the local input and processing, but not necessarily the output) are the closest 

electrophysiological correlates of functional imaging signals. 

 While LFPs serve as the strongest electrophysiological-hemodynamic (i.e., astrocytic) 

correlate, it is important to recall that in electrophysiology, “not measured” does not mean “not 

activated”, even in the neuronal sense.  It is important to consider that structures with concentric, 

spherical, or random orientations can produce so-called “closed-field” configurations.  In such 

cases, individual electromagnetic dipoles may interfere with one another, allowing a region with 

significant metabolic requirements, and indeed increased neuronal firing, to go unnoticed by 

even LFP or EEG measurements (Nunez and Silberstein, 2000).  

 

A.9 Implications for detecting inhibitory (GABAergic) activity 

 With this new way of interpreting functional neuroimaging methods – namely that they 

reflect astrocyte function and astrocyte metabolism – what can be said of their ability to shed 

light on glutamatergic versus GABAergic synaptic activity?  Because astrocyte metabolism and 

activity are closely linked to excitatory pre-synaptic neuronal activity, we now know that 

functional neuroimaging data are sensitive to glutamatergic neurotransmitter uptake and cycling.  
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But what intracellular Ca
2+

 fluxes and metabolic changes occur in astrocytes, and what 

functional neuroimaging changes might be associated with pre-synaptic inhibitory (e.g., 

GABAergic) neurotransmitter release?   

 Where synaptic glutamate release markedly increases glucose utilization, in vitro studies of 

astrocyte cell cultures have shown that GABA does not, suggesting that inhibitory neuronal 

activity may not directly couple to astrocytic metabolism (Chatton et al., 2003) under ex vivo 

conditions.  However, more recent evidence indicates that GABAergic activity increases 

metabolic demand in both neurons and astrocytes in vivo, but to a lesser extent than excitatory 

activity (Patel et al., 2005), confirming previous observations that synaptic excitation is more 

metabolically demanding than synaptic inhibition (Waldvogel et al., 2000) [see Hyder et al. for a 

review of neurometabolic coupling of glutamatergic and GABAergic processes (Hyder et al., 

2006)].  But why is inhibitory neurotransmission less metabolically demanding?  Why is 

GABAergic activity not as tightly coupled to astrocyte activity?  And most importantly, what 

does this mean for interpreting functional neuroimaging data? 

 Previous data have shown that neurons actually have a higher density of GABA transporters 

than astrocytes (Schousboe, 2003), and experimental evidence has recently confirmed a 

relatively large contribution of neuronal GABA uptake (Yang et al., 2007).  Therefore, because 

astrocytes take up all of the synaptic glutamate, but only a fraction of the synaptic GABA (i.e., a 

lower astrocytic uptake of GABA compared to glutamate), these findings suggest that the 

astrocytic GABA-to-glutamine cycling pathway is largely bypassed, implying an inherent 

excitatory (i.e., glutamatergic) bias toward astrocyte activity and metabolism.  This has important 

implications for interpreting PET and fMRI data in terms of excitatory and inhibitory 

contributions (Fig. A.3), suggesting that larger functional neuroimaging signal changes are           

.  
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Fig. A.3:  A unified astrocyte-based interpretation of functional neuroimaging signals in terms of 
excitatory and inhibitory synaptic activity.  Because glycolysis and intracellular calcium fluctuations within 
astrocytes are elicited in response to neurotransmitter uptake and recycling, these processes and the 
subsequent cellular and hemodynamic changes are closely (if not inextricably) linked to pre-synaptic 
neuronal activity.  Even subthreshold changes or simultaneous excitation and inhibition, which may have 
no bearing on post-synaptic action potentials, can cause changes in astrocyte activity and metabolism.  
Note, however, that there is likely some inherent excitatory bias – i.e., greater signal intensity changes for 
a given amount of glutamatergic neurotransmission compared to a similar release of GABA – due to the 
fact that glutamate is preferentially taken up by astrocytes, whereas GABA is absorbed, to a large degree, 
by pre-synaptic neurons (altogether bypassing the astrocyte uptake and recycling pathway).  The text 
below each sub-plot represents the expected direction and magnitude of functional neuroimaging signal 
change given the different contributions of excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitter release shown.  
These predictions, based on synaptic activity and the corresponding astrocytic changes explain why 
imaging data reflect neuronal input and local processing, and illustrate how balanced excitatory and 
inhibitory input can elicit both increased (top left panel) and decreased (bottom right panel) functional 
imaging signals without corresponding electrophysiological changes. 
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elicited from excitatory versus inhibitory (i.e., glutamatergic versus GABAergic) synaptic 

activity.  For example, a decrease in excitatory input (i.e., decreased pre-synaptic glutamate 

release) with an equally large increase in inhibitory input (i.e., increased pre-synaptic GABA 

release), as shown in the lower left-hand panel in Fig. A.3, should yield a net decrease in 

functional neuroimaging signal.  Conversely, an increase in PET/fMRI signal likely means 

increased excitatory input (Fig. A.3; top row, all panels) and/or increased inhibitory input 

without decreased excitatory input (Fig. A.3; middle left-hand panel).  Given that the magnitude 

of this bias is uncertain, and because of the potential implications for interpreting functional 

neuroimaging signals, this phenomenon warrants further investigation. 

 

A.10 A quick note about “negative activity” 

 Because the majority of functional neuroimaging data are analyzed in a model-driven 

manner, such as a general linear model (GLM) analysis, “negative activity” is somewhat of an 

elusive concept [for a historical overview of PET/fMRI data analysis techniques, including the 

GLM, see (Friston et al., 2007)].  In the most general sense, regions of negative activity are those 

where the measured signal changes are inversely correlated to the predicted model time-course 

(i.e., the actual signal decreased when the predicted signal increased, or vice versa).  

Traditionally, these modeled response functions have been measured via task-related increases in 

blood-flow and/or cellular swelling [cf. (Friston et al., 1994; Boynton et al., 1996; Buckner et al., 

1996; Aguirre et al., 1998; Friston et al., 1998a; Friston et al., 1998b; Stroman et al., 2005)].  

Therefore, measuring and displaying negative activity implicitly assumes that reduced neuronal 

activity should produce an equal but opposite (i.e., inverted) signal response.  However, based on 

the fact that functional hyperemia and cellular swelling are controlled by astrocyte activity and 
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metabolism, this assumption is fraught with potential errors, and warrants extreme caution.  

Given the complexity of the physiological mechanisms leading from ensemble neuronal 

(synaptic) activity to macroscopic imaging signals (Fig. A.1), it is not at all apparent that 

decreased astrocyte metabolism/activity, blood-flow, blood-oxygen, and cell swelling will remit 

as fast as they begin, especially given that most of the measured response functions are not 

symmetrical to begin with.  In fact, given the skew in the response functions themselves, it seems 

that “negative” processes – i.e., when the signal returns to baseline during the latter half of the 

response function – do not decrease on the same timescale as they increase during the onset of 

activity.  This suggests that negative activity, although still detected in many studies, may be 

prevalent but largely underestimated due to the relatively poor correlations in model-driven 

analysis methods.  Therefore, given the inherent negative bias (i.e., reduced sensitivity) of most 

functional neuroimaging methods to negative activity, conclusions based on decreased activation 

likely merit judicious interpretation.       

 

A.11 Concluding Remarks               

 Owing to recent advances in our understanding of astrocyte function, the once highly 

neurocentric view of the central nervous system is rapidly evolving, and it is becoming clear that 

astrocytes serve a number of important functions that either directly or indirectly control: (1) 

neurotransmitter uptake and recycling, (2) neurometabolism, and (3) neurovascular 

dilation/constriction and blood flow.  Moreover, it appears that astrocytes, in contrast to previous 

notions, may even have their own unique forms of signaling.  There is now evidence that under 

certain laboratory conditions, astrocytes are able to release signaling molecules (called 

“gliotransmitters”) (Agulhon et al., 2008), and recent work has shown that single astrocytes are 
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able to undergo highly tuned intracellular calcium fluxes (Schummers et al., 2008): both 

signaling characteristics that were previously thought to be exclusive to neurons.  Collectively, 

these reports insinuate that astrocytes are more actively involved in sensory (and perhaps 

cognitive) processing than was traditionally believed.  Similarly, as we have tried to highlight in 

this paper, it is now established that astrocytes play a number of important neurometabolic and 

neurovascular roles that couple synaptic activity to the physiological changes underlying 

functional neuroimaging signals – a nuance that is often overlooked, but has a number of 

implications for interpreting PET and fMRI data alike.  We have tried to show how these 

astrocytic changes support previous hypotheses that functional imaging data, unlike 

electrophysiological methods, are capable of detecting subthreshold activity, changes in 

simultaneous excitations and inhibition, and/or other neuromodulatory activity that might affect 

astrocytes independently of net electrochemical changes.  Moreover, this astrocyte-based 

interpretation suggests that (all else being equal) the magnitude of functional neuroimaging 

signals are positively biased toward increased excitatory synaptic activity, with decreased 

sensitivity to both inhibitory (i.e., GABAergic) synaptic changes and decreased neurotransmitter 

cycling (i.e., “negative activity”).     

 Just over a decade ago, Magistretti et al. published a seminal paper summarizing the cellular 

and molecular mechanisms that accompany neural signaling, noting that “functional brain 

imaging techniques bring us part way to understanding how neuronal processes such as action 

potentials and neurotransmitter release lead to a given brain activity and its resulting behavioral 

state” (Magistretti et al., 1999).  Therefore, if the purpose of functional neuroimaging is 

ultimately to shed light on the cellular/molecular correlates of neural activity, it is perhaps ironic 

that it has taken this long for studies of neurotransmitter release and the corresponding 
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neurometabolic changes, neurovascular regulation, and electrophysiology to bring us closer to an 

understanding of functional neuroimaging methods.  Perhaps even more surprising still are the 

conclusions that these studies have led to – i.e., revealing that 
15

O- and FDG-PET, along with 

BOLD, VASO, ASL perfusion, SEEP, and diffusion fMRI are, in fact, more closely tied to the 

underlying functioning and metabolic activity of astrocytes than neurons.  This interpretation is 

supported by the known physiological mechanisms that accompany neural activity and 

reconciles perfectly many of the apparent disparities between functional neuroimaging and 

electrophysiological data. 
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B.1 Abstract 

 Despite the popularity and widespread application of functional magnetic resonance 

imaging (fMRI) in recent years, the physiological bases of signal change are not yet fully 

understood.  Blood oxygen level-dependant (BOLD) contrast – attributed to local changes in 

blood flow and oxygenation, and therefore magnetic susceptibility – has become the most 

prevalent means of functional neuroimaging.  However, at short echo times, spin-echo sequences 

show considerable deviations from the BOLD model, implying a second, non-BOLD component 

of signal change.  This has been dubbed “signal enhancement by extravascular water protons” 

(SEEP) and is proposed to result from proton-density changes associated with cellular swelling.  

Given that such changes are independent of magnetic susceptibility, SEEP may offer new and 

improved opportunities for carrying out fMRI in regions with close proximity to air-tissue and/or 

bone-tissue interfaces (e.g., the prefrontal cortex and spinal cord), as well as regions close to 

large blood vessels, which may not be ideally suited for BOLD imaging.  However, because of 

the interdisciplinary nature of the literature, there has yet to be a thorough synthesis, tying 

together the various and sometimes disparate aspects of SEEP theory.  As such, we aim to 

provide a concise yet comprehensive overview of SEEP, including recent and compelling 

evidence for its validity, its current applications and its future relevance to the rapidly expanding 

field of functional neuroimaging.  Before presenting the evidence for a non-BOLD component of 

endogenous functional contrast, and to enable a more critical review for the nonexpert reader, we 

begin by reviewing the fundamental principles underlying BOLD theory. 

  

 Key words: Astrocytes; BOLD; Brain; Cell swelling; Contrast mechanisms; fMRI; Proton-

density; SEEP; Spinal cord 
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B.2 Introduction 

 Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has gained widespread popularity 

throughout both scientific and popular media because of its ability to precisely and noninvasively 

map central nervous system (CNS) function.  The ability to visualize the brain at work has 

already allowed researchers to study the neural correlates of sensation, perception, planning and 

action, and may be used in the foreseeable future to assist clinical diagnosis and surgical 

planning for a number of psychiatric and neurological disorders (Matthews et al., 2006; Jezzard 

and Buxton, 2006; Detre, 2006; Owen and Coleman, 2008).  However, despite its extensive 

usage, the physiological mechanisms underlying fMRI are not yet fully understood (Logothetis, 

2007; Logothetis, 2008).   

 Because of its speed, sensitivity and well-characterized response function, “blood oxygen 

level-dependant” (BOLD) fMRI has become the mainstay of functional neuroimaging.  Although 

T2*-weighted gradient-echo (GE) pulse sequences with echo-planar imaging readouts (i.e., GE-

EPI) provide optimal susceptibility-weighted contrast, BOLD responses can also be measured 

with T2-weighted spin-echo (SE) sequences, but with ∼3.5 times less sensitivity at a given echo 

time (TE) and ∼2 times less sensitivity at the optimal TEs for BOLD contrast (i.e., TE ≈ T2* and 

T2, respectively) (Menon et al., 1993; Bandettini et al., 1994).  However, these T2-weighted 

signal changes have been shown to deviate significantly from the accepted BOLD model, 

exhibiting little-to-no signal reduction in spinal cord fMRI between GE and SE methods, and 

demonstrating a reduced dependence on TE, particularly at very short TEs (Stroman et al., 

2001a; Stroman et al., 2001b; Stroman et al., 2002).  These findings have led to the proposition 

of a second, non-BOLD component of endogenous signal change based on regional proton-

density (PD) changes.  This effect is called “signal enhancement by extravascular water protons” 
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(SEEP) and has been attributed to increased tissue water content (primarily from cellular 

swelling) in regions of neuronal activity (Stroman et al., 2002; Stroman et al., 2008). 

 The ability to reliably detect SEEP with PD-weighted SE sequences has a number of 

potential advantages over traditional GE-EPI fMRI sequences.  For one, this activity-dependent 

cell swelling may constitute a more direct measure of neural activity and is likely to be better 

spatially localized compared to hemodynamic changes that are dispersed throughout the adjacent 

venules and draining veins.  Moreover, while susceptibility-weighted fMRI research is moving 

toward higher magnetic fields (now 7 T and beyond), functional contrast based on PD-weighted 

signal changes is largely field independent, aside from the incremental increase in image signal 

intensity at higher magnetic fields.  Thus, using SEEP, fMRI has been done successfully at field 

strengths as low as 0.2 T (Stroman et al., 2003a; Li et al., 2005; Ng et al., 2006; Yang et al., 

2008).  Finally, because proton-density changes can be detected with SE sequences, image 

artifacts can be drastically reduced (compared to susceptibility-weighted images) in regions 

proximal to air-tissue and bone-tissue interfaces, including the spinal cord (Fig. B.1; in close 

proximity to the lungs, vertebrae and intervertebral disks), as well as the prefrontal cortex and 

temporal lobes (near the sinuses and auditory canals). 

 However, despite its demonstrated utility for certain applications, the concept of SEEP has 

been met with some resistance and has yet to gain broad acceptance within the fMRI community.  

Recently, a number of approaches have validated SEEP as a non-BOLD component of functional 

signal change and a sensitive means of detecting neural function.  Here, we aim to present and 

review the underlying principles of SEEP and critically examine the processes through which it 

has been validated.  Finally, we present some recent applications of SEEP and suggest future 

directions for its utilization in functional neuroimaging.   
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Fig. B.1:  Sagittal images of the spinal cord acquired with (A) PD-weighted half-Fourier acquisition single-
shot turbo spin-echo (HASTE); (B) T2*-weighted nine-shot GE, echo-planar imaging (GE-EPI); and (C) T1-
weighted turbo spin-echo (TSE) sequences.  Even short readouts from a nine-shot GE-EPI do not 
eliminate susceptibility artifacts from the surrounding vertebrae and intervertebral discs.  *Figure 
reproduced with permission from Bouwman et al. (2008). 

  

 With advances in fMRI methods and hardware, both temporal and spatial resolution are 

continually improving, allowing researchers to probe, with increasing detail, the complexities 

and intricacies of the brain and spinal cord.  To date, fMRI has been used to study human brain 

and spinal cord function in healthy and pathological states (Stroman, 2005; Matthews et al., 

2006; Jezzard and Buxton, 2006; Detre, 2006; Owen and Coleman, 2008), and has even been 

implemented to study brain function in nonhuman primates (Logothetis et al., 1999; Disbrow et 

al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2000).  However, despite the myriad experimental conditions, the vast 

majority of contemporary fMRI studies have relied on BOLD signal changes.  In fact, until 

recently, the existence of SEEP has been contested by claims that it may, in reality, not be 
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independent of blood oxygen-related contributions (Jochimsen et al., 2005; Jin et al., 2006a).  

Therefore, before discussing the SEEP effect in detail, we will briefly review the underlying 

theory of BOLD changes (for detailed reviews, see Raichle (Raichle, 1998) and Logothetis 

(Logothetis, 2003; Logothetis and Pfeuffer, 2004; Logothetis, 2008)). 

 

B.3 A bit about BOLD 

 The essence of BOLD fMRI, first described by Ogawa et al. (Ogawa et al., 1990a; Ogawa et 

al., 1990b; Ogawa et al., 1992), is an activity-dependent metabolic and hemodynamic response 

that affects the supply and relative proportion of oxygenated blood in regions of neural activity.  

Although Ogawa and colleagues were the first to observe these changes with MRI, the link 

between brain activity, increased cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2) and elevated 

cerebral blood flow (CBF) had already been established in earlier positron emission tomography 

(PET) studies (Fox and Raichle, 1986).  However, unlike PET, BOLD fMRI depends on the 

endogenous contrast resulting from the relative concentrations of oxyhemoglobin (Hb) and 

deoxyhemoglobin (dHb), which affects the T2 and T2* relaxation times in the capillary beds, 

downstream venules and draining veins (Buxton and Frank, 1997; Buxton et al., 1998).  Of 

course, determining the physiological basis of these changes and understanding the relationship 

between hemodynamic and neuronal activity are of great importance, and much work has been 

done to elucidate this mechanism. 

 In the mid-1930s, Pauling and Coryell (Pauling and Coryell, 1936) characterized the 

chemical structure and magnetic properties of Hb and a number of its derivatives, determining 

that Hb is diamagnetic, whereas dHb is strongly paramagnetic.  This disparity in magnetic 

susceptibility (between Hb and dHb) changes the tissue transverse relaxation rate (ΔR2 or ΔR2*) 
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such that ΔR ∝ [dHb]
β
, where ΔR is either ΔR2 or ΔR2*, [dHb] is the concentration of dHb and β 

is an empirically determined parameter with a value between 1 and 2 (Davis et al., 1998; Buxton 

et al., 2004).  Thus, the MR signal depends on the oxygen saturation of the blood, leading to 

blood oxygen-induced signal fluctuations proportional to the local ratio of CMRO2/CBF, known 

as the oxygen extraction fraction (OEF) (Turner et al., 1991; Ogawa et al., 1992; Bandettini et 

al., 1992). 

 The higher magnetic susceptibility of dHb reduces phase coherence, thereby lowering T2- 

and T2*-weighted signals, so that the fractional signal change (ΔS/S) is proportional to ΔR and 

roughly linear with TE for small BOLD changes (i.e., ΔS/S≪1): 

 

 ΔS / S  ≈  − TE (ΔR)         (1) 

 

where, again, ΔR is ΔR2 or ΔR2* (for SE or GE images, respectively), S is the baseline signal 

intensity and ΔS is the amount of signal change upon neuronal activation/deactivation (Menon et 

al., 1993).  Moreover, the change in transverse relaxation rate between two conditions, at time = 

0 (baseline) and time = t, can be related to the OEF changes, such that: 

 

  R  ∝  fv(t)  
CMRO2(t)

CBF(t)
 
β

-    fv(0)  
CMRO2(0)

CBF(0)
 
β

       (2) 

 

where fv is the blood volume fraction (Davis et al., 1998). 

 In general, lowering the OEF serves to increase the BOLD signal and vice versa.  Therefore, 

while elevated neural activity disproportionately increases blood flow, a lag between increased 

metabolic demand and oxygen delivery may result in a brief “initial dip” in BOLD signal (Ernst 

and Hennig, 1994; Buxton, 2001; Lindquist et al., 2008).  After a few seconds, however, blood 

delivery supersedes the elevation in oxygen utilization, peaking approximately 5-8 s after the 
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stimulus, depending on the task and brain region (Handwerker et al., 2004).  The corollary 

therefore is that regions of neural activity and the downstream blood volumes exhibit increased 

signal upon activation, due to an overabundant supply of Hb and reduced [dHb].  BOLD effects 

are therefore, by definition, due to hemodynamic changes that correspond with changes in neural 

input and local processing (i.e., synaptic activity) of neurons in a given region (Logothetis et al., 

2001). 

 To optimize BOLD sensitivity, T2- and T2*-weighted pulse sequences can be made highly 

sensitive to magnetic susceptibility changes, but this inherent sensitivity to magnetic 

susceptibility differences can also cause artifacts and signal dropout near air-tissue and bone-

tissue interfaces (Fig. B.1).  Therefore, to investigate functional changes in the spinal cord 

(surrounded by vertebrae and intervertebral discs) and regions of the prefrontal cortex or 

temporal lobes in close proximity to the nasal sinuses or auditory canals, SEEP contrast may 

offer an important alternative to conventional BOLD fMRI methods. 

 

B.4 Deviations from the BOLD model and early indications of SEEP 

 The first evidence for SEEP was obtained from a pair of studies trying to prove the 

existence of BOLD effects in the spinal cord, and although the first study (Stroman et al., 1999) 

succeeded in showing that spinal fMRI was possible, the measured signal changes were 

abnormally large (approximately 7 %) for BOLD, which is typically on the order of a few 

percent at 3 T.  Thus, the second study (Stroman and Ryner, 2001) set out to compare the 

magnitude of the changes for SE and GE imaging methods.  As described above, BOLD changes 

should depend on TE and changes in either T2 or T2* relaxation rates (Eq. (1)), assuming a single 

relaxation environment and a constant proton density (Whittall et al., 1997).  Moreover, because 
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ΔR2* is greater than ΔR2, GE methods should produce ∼3.5 times larger BOLD signal changes 

than SE methods at a fixed TE (Bandettini et al., 1994).  However, the comparison between 

fMRI data acquired at the same TE in the spinal cord was not consistent with these predictions 

(Stroman and Ryner, 2001), demonstrating signal changes that were as large, or larger in SE 

images, as in the corresponding GE images (Fig. B.2). 

 

Fig. B.2:  Average fMRI signal time courses measured in the cervical spinal cord during a motor task 
(thick black bars) involving the dominant (solid lines) or nondominant hand (dashed lines).  MR images 
were acquired with SE-EPI (red lines) and GE-EPI sequences (blue lines).  Detecting larger signal 
changes with SE vs. GE pulse sequences is contrary to the BOLD model and the known relation between 
T2 and T2* relaxation rates.  *Figure modified with permission from Stroman and Ryner (2001). 

  

 Subsequent studies confirmed that the same effects are also manifest in the spinal cord at 1.5 

T (Stroman et al., 2001b) and in the brain at both 1.5 and 3 T (Stroman et al., 2001a) across a 

range of TEs.  Here, both GE and SE methods exhibited a linear dependence on TE, with the 

measured T2* and T2 relaxation rates (i.e., the slopes of these lines) corresponding to previous 

reports.  As expected, the T2*-weighted signal extrapolated approximately to zero at TE = 0 ms, 

whereas the SE data extrapolated to a positive value, predicting signal changes of approximately 
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1.0 % in the brain and 2.5 % in the spinal cord at TE = 0 ms.  Because the linear dependence on 

TE is consistent with BOLD effects, but the nonzero intercept is not, these data support the idea 

that SE sequences are sensitive to BOLD effects as well as an underlying mechanism that is 

independent of T2 changes. 

 

Fig. B.3:  Turbo spin-echo spinal fMRI data at 1.5 T are plotted (mean ± S.E.M.; across 15 subjects) as a 
function of TE.  The dashed and solid lines illustrate linear and nonlinear fits, respectively.  The linear 
relation ΔS/S = 0.047 TE + 2.4 (R

2 
= 0.998) extrapolates to ~ 2.5 % signal change at TE = 0 ms and holds 

only for TE ≥ 33 ms.  The nonlinear model predicts a signal change closer to ~ 3 %.  *Figure reproduced 
with permission from Stroman et al. (2002). 

  

 To better understand these results, SE fMRI data of the spinal cord were acquired at 1.5 T at 

a number of TEs between 11 ms (the lower limit of the scanner) and 66 ms (Stroman et al., 

2002).  As seen in Fig. B.3, these results show that the signal changes deviate from zero as TE 

approaches zero and that this relationship is nonlinear, with a measured 3.3 % signal change at a 

TE of only 11 ms.  With the use of a two-component model to fit the data, allowing both 

relaxation time and proton-density changes, one relaxation component was found to be 

consistent with BOLD changes at 1.5 T, having a constant proton density and T2 increasing from 
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172 ± 9 ms (baseline) to 200 ± 13 ms during thermal stimulation.  The second component had a 

constant T2 value of 71 ± 21 ms, consistent with other reports of spinal cord relaxation at 1.5 T 

(Stanisz et al., 2005) and 3 T (Smith et al., 2008), but with a proton-density increase of 5.6 ± 0.2 

% during stimulation.  Because the model suggested that the measured signals included a BOLD 

component, as well as an increase in proton density in a compartment with a T2 value too short to 

be attributed to blood, the second mechanism was called “signal enhancement by extravascular 

water protons” or “SEEP.”   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. B.4:  Robust signal intensity changes observed with proton density-weighted (PD-weighted) fMRI at 
0.2 T.  (Top) While susceptibility-weighted functional contrast is not expected with these imaging 
parameters and at such low field strengths, right-hand (RH) and left-hand (LH) motor tasks (black bars) 
elicited 2.1 ± 0.2 % and 2.3 ± 0.1 % signal changes (mean ± S.E.M.), respectively, while thermal 
stimulation (black bars) produced signal changes of 1.7 ± 0.1 % and 2.0 ± 0.2 %.  These values overlap 
with signal changes at 3 T under similar conditions, further implicating field-independent PD changes as 
the contrast mechanism.  (Bottom) Regions of activity (T ≥ 2.80) during RH motor, LH motor, RH sensory 
and LH sensory tasks (from left to right) shown in radiological orientation.  *Figures reproduced with 
permission from Stroman et al. (2003). 
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 Further evidence for SEEP has been observed in brain fMRI studies at 0.2, 0.35, 1.5 and 3 T 

(Stroman et al., 2003a; Stroman et al., 2003b; Stroman et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2008) and in 

spinal fMRI studies at 0.2 T (Wong et al., 2004; Ng et al., 2004; Ng et al., 2006).  Because 

susceptibility weighting is reduced at low field, BOLD contributions at 0.2 T are thought to be 

negligible.  These experiments also demonstrate consistent features across a range of field 

strengths, with fractional signal changes of approximately 2 % in the brain.  Even as low as 0.2 

T, fMRI studies during a motor task showed robust signal changes of 2.1 ± 0.2 % and 2.3 ± 0.1 

% with the right and left hands, and 1.7 ± 0.1 % and 2.0 ± 0.2 % during thermal stimulation (Fig. 

B.4).  At 1.5 and 3 T, the signal changes were observed to be 1.9 ± 0.2 % and 1.9 ± 0.3 %, 

respectively, during a similar thermal stimulation paradigm.  Given that BOLD effects exhibit 

substantial field-strength dependence (Gati et al., 1997), the consistency of these changes across 

field strengths supports a mechanism based on proton-density changes.  Another consistent 

feature is that areas of activity observed with BOLD and SEEP fMRI are in close 

correspondence, but with little overlap, fitting together like puzzle pieces (Stroman et al., 2001a; 

Stroman et al., 2003b; Stroman et al., 2005). 

 The most recent and most direct observation of the SEEP contrast mechanism was obtained 

with fMRI studies of rat cortical tissue slices (Stroman et al., 2008).  This study used a 

predominantly PD-weighted turbo spin-echo (TSE) sequence, with similar parameters used for 

SEEP fMRI, and light-transmittance (LT) microscopy (Andrew et al., 1999; Andrew et al., 2007) 

to measure proton-density changes induced by neural activity and osmotic challenges.  Time-

series MRI data acquired from living, superfused brain slices revealed that the signal intensity 

reversibly increased with potassium-evoked neuronal depolarizations and, in separate 

experiments, osmotic challenge.  These changes were observed in the absence of either blood-
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flow or blood-oxygen fluctuations and therefore cannot have any residual BOLD contributions, 

as previously argued (Jochimsen et al., 2005; Jin et al., 2006a).  The fact that LT signals changed 

over a similar time-course confirms that the MRI signals were in fact related to activity-induced 

cell swelling.  Moreover, because the observed changes were reversible and ≥ 2 %, they are 

thought to closely reflect nonpathological in vivo conditions.  It should also be noted that this 

kind of activity-dependent tissue swelling is a well-known phenomenon that has been previously 

demonstrated using a number of physiological techniques including extracellular space 

measurements (Svoboda and Sykova, 1991; Krizaj et al., 1996), increased light transmittance 

(MacVicar and Hochman, 1991; Andrew and MacVicar, 1994; Andrew et al., 1999) and 

increased extracellular resistance (Traynelis and Dingledine, 1989).  Thus, studies of cell 

physiology, using methods other than MRI and predating fMRI, have shown that PD increases 

are expected to accompany increased neural activity. 

 

B.5 Controversies surrounding water proton-density changes associated with functional 

magnetic resonance imaging 

 To date, the strongest argument against SEEP contrast comes from a study by Jochimsen et 

al. (Jochimsen et al., 2005), in which the authors investigated fMRI signal changes with SE 

methods at 3 T, over a range of TEs (from 9 to 39 ms, as well as a BOLD “reference” dataset at 

80 ms).  Although they conclude that there is no significant contribution from proton-density 

changes, the analysis methods employed in this study relied heavily on several significant 

assumptions, each of which reduced the sensitivity of their data to non-BOLD effects.  As it was 

not specified in the manuscript, it is implied that their analysis employed a model of the expected 

BOLD response, with the subsequent statistical thresholding and Bonferroni corrections 
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designed to exclude changes which do not match the BOLD model.  However, data from both 

the brain and spinal cord have consistently demonstrated that proton-density changes do not 

follow the same time course (Stroman et al., 2002; Stroman et al., 2003b; Stroman et al., 2005), 

with SEEP responses lagging BOLD responses by roughly 1-2 s and likely lacking a post-

stimulus undershoot (Stroman et al., 2005).  Moreover, because it has been shown that areas of 

SEEP activity are immediately adjacent to BOLD activations, but with little overlap (Stroman et 

al., 2003b), the use of a mask based on BOLD signal changes (from the dataset acquired at 

TE=80 ms) would have preferentially excluded areas of proton-density change.  The results 

presented by Jochimsen et al. (Jochimsen et al., 2005) with this particular analysis are therefore 

expected to demonstrate only the BOLD effect and do not refute the possibility of a proton-

density change contribution to SE fMRI data. 

 One very interesting feature of their findings, however, was that even at a TE of 9 ms, an 

average of 65 active voxels were detected in the six volunteers studied (Jochimsen et al., 2005), 

and even though ~ 9 of these voxels may have been false positives based on the statistical 

analysis, this implies that, on average, 56 of these voxels were likely true positives.  With the 

reduced sensitivity to non-BOLD effects that was imposed by their analysis, the data presented 

remarkably still demonstrate activity in the visual cortex with SE data at TE = 9 ms, where the 

BOLD effect is minute, with an average signal change of roughly 0.75 % across the six subjects.  

The authors were able to eliminate these regions of activity by applying a Bonferroni correction 

based on ∼ 1700 voxels, but the need to increase the statistical threshold to eliminate these 

regions confirms only that the observed signal changes did not match the expected BOLD model.  

Therefore, the authors convincingly demonstrate that this activity cannot be attributed to the 
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BOLD effect, but the conclusion that these are false-positive results is only one of several 

possible explanations and does not rule out the possibility of non-BOLD changes such as SEEP. 

 

B.6 Diffusion fMRI and corroborating evidence for activity-related cellular swelling 

 In contrast to freely diffusing water molecules which undergo random isotropic motion, 

water in cellular structures undergoes restricted diffusion.  Thus, diffusion-weighted MRI (Le 

Bihan et al., 1986) can serve as a surrogate marker for both tissue microstructure and neural 

function.  With low diffusion sensitivity (i.e., low b values, on the order of a few hundred 

s/mm
2
), it is generally accepted that increased apparent diffusion coefficients (ADC) result from 

increased capillary and vascular blood flow in regions of neural activity (Song et al., 2002; 

Gangstead and Song, 2002; Song et al., 2003; Jin et al., 2006b).  However, since flow velocities 

are not expected to change appreciably in large veins and arterial blood flow is turbulent, these 

ADC changes are thought to originate from small arterioles and capillaries, yielding higher 

spatial localization to neural activity than susceptibility-weighted fMRI (Song et al., 2002). 

 Conversely, because passive diffusion processes are much slower than blood flow, it was 

initially proposed that high diffusion sensitivities (i.e., b values ≫1500 s/mm
2
) should restrict 

signal changes to tissue volumes, while eliminating vascular contributions (Darquie et al., 2001).  

Le Bihan et al. (Le Bihan et al., 2006) have proposed a model for these changes where the 

volume fractions of slow and fast diffusion compartments are shifted, with increased 

contributions from the slow diffusion pool as a result of transient cell swelling in active neural 

tissue (see Ref. (Le Bihan, 2007) for a detailed explanation).  Similar ADC decreases with high 

diffusion sensitivity have now been replicated in a number of studies (Darquie et al., 2001; Li 

and Song, 2003; Le Bihan et al., 2006; Le Bihan, 2007; Yacoub et al., 2008; Kohno et al., 2009), 
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but the origin of these changes has been questioned, with other groups suggesting that the signals 

may contain vascular contributions (Miller et al., 2007; Jin and Kim, 2008).  Although SEEP and 

diffusion fMRI are measured with different parameters, recent evidence for SEEP may also 

validate cell swelling as the primary mechanism for high b-value diffusion fMRI. 

 While fMRI is not the most sensitive method for imaging neuronal activity in tissue slices, 

direct comparisons between SEEP fMRI and time-resolved LT microscopy have shown that cell 

swelling does occur with neural activity, and that these changes can be reliably detected with 

PD-weighted fMRI (Stroman et al., 2008).  Since no blood was present in these tissue 

preparations, and because there is no vascular response in situ, this proves that cell swelling can 

occur independently of blood flow or blood oxygenation, and supports the theory of Le Bihan et 

al. (Darquie et al., 2001; Le Bihan et al., 2006; Le Bihan, 2007; Kohno et al., 2009) that high b-

value diffusion fMRI signals reflect cellular, as opposed to vascular, changes.  Recent reports 

that neurons lack water channels (called “aquaporins”) further imply that this type of cellular 

swelling is likely to occur primarily in astrocytes, as opposed to neurons, under normal 

physiological conditions (Andrew et al., 1999; Risher et al., 2009).  The preponderance of 

evidence therefore suggests that SEEP and diffusion fMRI share a common physiological 

mechanism, based predominantly on astrocyte swelling (and therefore increased proton density 

and tissue tortuosity), rather than on residual BOLD contributions or vascular effects near sites 

of neuronal activity (Fig. B.5). 
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Fig. B.5:  Biophysical models of SEEP and BOLD effects.  While both are indirect measures of neural 
activity, SEEP contrast is based on endogenous proton-density changes that are thought to result from 
astrocyte swelling and increased tissue water content in active neural tissue.  On the other hand, 
hemodynamic effects such as BOLD contrast are sensitive to a cascade of physiological responses that 
change CBF, CMRO2 and oxygen saturation in capillaries, venules and draining veins downstream from 
the sites of neuronal activity.  
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B.7 Advantages and applications of SEEP 

B.7.1 Advantages and applications of SEEP at high field 

 As described above, SEEP effects can be measured with PD-weighted TSE (as opposed to 

susceptibility-weighted) imaging parameters and therefore offer an alternative to conventional 

BOLD imaging.  Because TSE images are robust to artifacts resulting from poor field 

homogeneity, the most common application of SEEP, to date, has been to perform fMRI in the 

brainstem and spinal cord (see Leitch et al. (Leitch et al., 2010) in this issue for a comprehensive 

review).  On the other hand, even multishot GE-EPI sequences with short readout times suffer 

from severe magnetic susceptibility artifacts from the vertebrae and intervertebral disks (see Fig. 

B.1), thereby limiting the use of GE-EPI for spinal fMRI.  Although segmented GE-EPI 

acquisitions reduce spatial distortions and improve signal-to-noise ratios compared to single-shot 

GE-EPI methods, multi-shot acquisitions increase the effective TR (largely eliminating the gain 

in speed provided by EPI) and produce lower image quality compared to half-Fourier single-shot 

acquisition turbo spin-echo (HASTE) sequences (Fig. B.1).  Moreover, segmented acquisitions 

do not allow retrospective motion correction (Glover et al., 2000; Brooks et al., 2008; Figley and 

Stroman, 2009), since different phases of structured noise are coalesced into each image. 

 The relative insensitivity of SEEP methods to magnetic field distortions also provides 

significant benefits in certain clinical situations.  For example, SEEP imaging has now been used 

to carry out fMRI in close proximity to metal fixation devices, which are routinely implanted 

into the vertebrae after spinal cord trauma (see Leitch et al. (Leitch et al., 2010) in this issue).  

Due to the combination of vertebrae, intervertebral disks and the metal implant, BOLD imaging 

(even with segmented acquisitions) would not be possible in this situation.  Thus, SEEP offers an 

alternative to BOLD-sensitive fMRI techniques, which may expand the clinical utility of fMRI in 
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cases where metal implants (e.g., dental braces, permanent metal retainers, maxillofacial screws 

and other surgical steels) are present. 

 The demonstrated ability to obtain fMRI data throughout the brainstem and spinal cord, 

even in the presence of implanted vertebral fixation devices, suggests that the SEEP method 

might also be effective for performing fMRI in other areas of poor field homogeneity such as the 

frontal and temporal lobes.  Due to their close proximities to the sinuses and inner-ear structures, 

conventional GE-EPI BOLD fMRI parameters show considerable spatial distortions and signal 

dropout in regions of the anterior prefrontal cortex and lateral temporal lobes compared to TSE 

sequences (Poser and Norris, 2007; Ye et al., 2009).  Thus, even though SEEP contrast (to our 

knowledge) has not yet been applied in either frontal or temporal lobe fMRI studies, PD-

weighted SE pulse sequences, similar to those used for spinal fMRI, are expected to provide 

distortion-free images with high signal and contrast-to-noise ratios in these regions. 

B.7.2 Advantages and applications of SEEP at low field 

 Although every MR image depends inherently on the local proton density, image contrast 

can also be made to depend on the different relaxation times (T1, T2 or T2*) of various tissues.  It 

is important to consider, however, that additional contrast based on tissue relaxation requires an 

inherent signal reduction because of decreased longitudinal (T1) or transverse (T2 or T2*) 

magnetization.  Therefore, another advantage of proton-density imaging is that it provides the 

highest signal-to-noise ratio of any endogenous MRI contrast mechanism.  Moreover, proton-

density changes are relatively insensitive to changes in magnetic field strength (Chen et al., 

1986; Hoult et al., 1986), whereas transverse relaxation changes (ΔT2 and ΔT2*) exhibit 

significant field dependence (Bloombergen et al., 1948), providing better functional contrast in 

BOLD-based fMRI methods at higher magnetic fields (Gati et al., 1997). 
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 By relying on changes in proton density, fMRI based on SEEP contrast has been performed 

at field strengths as low as 0.2 T (Stroman et al., 2003a; Li et al., 2005; Ng et al., 2006) and   

0.35 T (Yang et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2009), where BOLD imaging would not be possible.  The 

ability to obtain fMRI data at such low magnetic fields may be of little advantage for most 

modern hospitals and research centers, but for various reasons, this may still be beneficial.  For 

instance, many vendors are now/still marketing MRI systems under 1.0 T that are based on 

permanent magnets (for lower cost and easier maintenance) and/or open designs (to reduce 

claustrophobia, accommodate large patients and allow MRI-guided interventions).  While these 

systems suffer the same signal-to-noise reductions encountered for any low-field imaging, SEEP 

contrast, based on proton-density changes, presents a viable option for centers with these systems 

to perform fMRI. 

B.7.3 Evidence for better spatial localization 

 By measuring cell swelling, as opposed to vascular changes, SEEP fMRI is expected to 

provide better localization than BOLD fMRI to the actual sites of neuronal activity.  BOLD 

fMRI can reveal relatively large areas of apparent activation because of the diffuse nature of 

venules and veins draining blood from the active regions.  This phenomenon has been directly 

investigated by mapping both SEEP and BOLD fMRI responses within the same subjects and 

during the same visual and/or motor tasks (Stroman et al., 2001a; Stroman et al., 2003b; Stroman 

et al., 2005).  In these studies, both SEEP and BOLD contrasts demonstrated robust activations 

throughout the expected regions, but depending on the type of functional contrast, the areas of 

activity were consistently observed to be directly adjacent to each other, with little overlap.  

These empirical findings both support the different neurophysiological underpinnings of SEEP 
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and BOLD (Fig. B.5), and demonstrate that SEEP signal changes are more localized to the actual 

sites of neuronal activity compared to BOLD signal changes. 

 The ability to measure functional changes with greater spatial specificity has many 

important implications.  For example, BOLD signal changes in the spinal cord are manifest 

within the draining veins along the periphery of the cord (Cohen-Adad et al., 2009), whereas 

SEEP may provide more detailed information about the complex functional architecture within 

each spinal cord segment. 

 

B.8 Limitations of SEEP contrast 

 It is important to point out that, although SEEP and BOLD measure different physiological 

parameters related to neuronal activity, these contrast mechanisms are not contradictory or 

mutually exclusive.  The biophysical models for each are well documented, and it is now 

established that neural activity elicits both hemodynamic and cellular changes.  Moreover, 

studies comparing SEEP and BOLD contrasts have shown that the regions of signal change, 

regardless of imaging method, are in close enough proximity that conclusions drawn from either 

dataset are synonymous within the limitations of fMRI in general.  Therefore, the choice of 

optimal contrast will be determined by the nature of the application and the experimental 

conditions, giving due consideration to the requisite tradeoffs between image quality, spatial 

resolution, temporal resolution and statistical power.  While SEEP has superior image quality 

and arguably better spatial resolution, BOLD imaging has significant advantages in terms of 

temporal resolution and statistical power. 

 The disadvantages of SEEP fMRI obtained with SE methods, and particularly with fast SE 

methods (i.e. non-EPI readout schemes), include higher energy deposition in tissues [specific 
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absorption ratio (SAR)] and longer image acquisition times.  Fast SE methods consist of a 90° 

excitation pulse followed by a train of 180° refocusing pulses, and the RF energy deposited in 

the tissues can therefore be two orders of magnitude higher than GE-EPI sequences.  For safety 

reasons and because of SAR safety limits, this can impose severe limits on the number of slices 

that can be imaged in a given time interval. 

 Limits on the speed of SEEP fMRI are also imposed by the relatively long TRs and readout 

times inherent with PD-weighted fast SE imaging sequences.  Even HASTE pulse sequences 

require repetition times (TRs) between 0.75 and 1 s per slice (Stroman, 2005; Bouwman et al., 

2008).  Therefore, to acquire data from a whole-brain volume (∼ 90 mm in the smallest 

dimension) with 3-mm contiguous slices would require an effective TR somewhere between 22 

and 30 s, which is impractical.  On the other hand, GE-EPI sequences could acquire the same 

volume, with comparable resolution, in as little as 2 to 2.5 s, while advanced parallel imaging 

parameters such as PRESTO-SENSE are now able to achieve whole-brain temporal resolution in 

as little as 1 s (Golay et al., 2000).  Thus, there is a substantial tradeoff between temporal 

resolution and resilience to artifact when comparing SEEP- and single-shot BOLD-based 

acquisition methods.  In addition, the use of GE-EPI and other fast imaging methods is required 

to perform rapid event-related fMRI over large regions of interest, while reliably identifying 

regions of neural activity (Buckner et al., 1996; Josephs et al., 1997; Dale, 1999). 

 As discussed above, the areas of activity detected with SEEP are more spatially localized 

and less diffuse than those detected with BOLD, and while this is generally advantageous, it can 

also be viewed as a disadvantage.  Smaller areas of activity require higher resolution to avoid 

loss of sensitivity from spatial partial volume effects.  Moreover, small and isolated regions of 

activity are vulnerable to motion because of temporal partial volume averaging, and while 
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sophisticated post hoc modeling and analyses methods can improve the sensitivity of fMRI data, 

smaller regions remain more prone to motion-induced type II (false-negative) errors.  Thus, in 

spite of the greater spatial localization of SEEP contrast, this can also present greater challenges 

for the detection of neuronal activity. 

 

B.9 Concluding remarks 

 Perhaps the primary challenge for SEEP has been to bridge many disparate scientific 

disciplines, including imaging physics, neurophysiology, cell biology and systems/cognitive 

neuroscience.  Because each of these disciplines comes with its own lexicon and common 

knowledgebase, we have tried to present, in one manuscript, a balanced review of the SEEP 

literature, laying out its physiological basis, its strengths and its weaknesses. 

 We are not suggesting that SEEP should or will replace BOLD contrast as the primary 

mechanism to noninvasively map the functional architecture of the CNS under most 

circumstances.  The sensitivity and temporal resolution of GE-EPI parameters allow large 

volume coverage, short (< 1 s) TRs and event-related study paradigms with high statistical power 

and reasonable scan times – and this makes it a powerful tool.  However, because the SEEP 

contrast is based largely on proton-density changes, SE imaging methods can be used without 

EPI readouts to provide images that are relatively insensitive to magnetic field distortions.  

Therefore, SEEP is also a powerful mechanism of endogenous contrast that can be exploited to 

perform functional imaging at low field strengths, in clinical populations with metal implants and 

in CNS regions throughout the brain, brainstem and spinal cord that are not amenable to BOLD 

imaging. 
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Appendix C:  

Basic Spinal Cord Anatomy 

 

 

 

 

 

Please note that figures C1 and C2 were taken from Nieuwenhuys et al., 2008, while figure C3 

was taken from Purves et al., 2008: 

1. Nieuwenhuys, R., Voogd, J. & van Huijzen C.  The Human Central Nervous System, 

Fourth Edition.  Springer; Berlin, Germany (2008). 

 

2. Purves, D., Augustine, G.J., Fitzpatrick, D., Hall, W.C., LaMantia, A.S., McNamara, 

J.O. & White, L.E. (Eds.).  Neuroscience, Fourth Edition.  Sinauer Associates, Inc.; 

Sunderland, Massachusetts, USA (2008). 
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Fig. C.1:  Gross anatomy of the spine, spinal canal and spinal cord  

 
coronal view from rear 
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oblique view from above 

Fig. C.2:  Arterial supply and venous drainage in and around the spinal cord 
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Fig. C.3:  Subdivisions of the brain, brainstem, and spinal cord 
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